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Makuta Gets a Blast from the Past 
You reap what you sow 

  
Chapter 1: Deal with the Devil 
 
I was scrolling through a report on my computer one quiet evening when an instant message 
appeared on the screen. It was from a user named “tall_dark_and_handsome,” and it read, “Peek-
a-boo.” 
 
I scratched my head, trying to figure out who it was. Evidently I had forgotten to log out after I 
had chatted with a friend earlier that day. I typed, “Who are you?” 
 
The reply came back, “Your secret admirer.” 
 
Figuring this was some kind of weird joke, I clicked the X in the corner of the window. I signed 
off AIM and returned to my work. But then another message popped up from the same user. I 
frowned. How could a message come through when I wasn’t even logged in? This one said, 
“Look out your window.” 
 
A shiver ran up my spine. I was beginning to suspect who it was. I crept down the stairs, peered 
out the window, and saw Makuta standing on the front porch. I slunk quietly back up toward my 
office, hoping he would think I wasn’t at home. 
 
I froze on the steps when I heard him call out, “I see you. Come let me in, darling.” After a 
pause, he added, “You know, if you open the door, you’ll save yourself the trouble and expense 
of repairing it.” 
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I groaned, walked down the staircase again, and opened the door. The Master of Shadows, dark 
and fearsome in his lanky oversized-Rahkshi form, leaned over and took my hand between his 
creepy claw-like fingers. “GaliGee. How are you, my little blue angel?” 
 
“I was doing great until just now,” I sighed, pulling my hand away. “What do you want?” 
 
“Well, I was in the neighborhood, love, and it occurred to me that I didn’t get a chance to take 
you to dinner last time I was here. I wanted to thank you for taking such good care of the 
Rahkshi.” 
 
“That’s quite all right, Makuta. Taking me home was thanks enough.” 
 
“Oh, but I insist. I’d be less than a gentleman if I took your wonderful help for granted. And 
besides, while we’re dining, I can give you the scoop on the Metru Nui storyline, since I was 
there when it all happened. Just think, sweetheart, you’ll have exclusive info for your stories that 
only the Bionicle Story Team knows about!” 
 
“No, thanks. LEGO will tell us in due time. I’m sure your information won’t be free.” 
 
“Well, just for my favorite Toa prototype,” he smiled, “I’ll make a special deal.” 
 
I glared at him. “My soul is not for sale.”  
 
“What about your heart, then?” 
 
I slammed the door in his face and turned the deadbolt. A big tarnished silver fist immediately 
punched through the steel door, rupturing the metal like tin foil and splintering the solid wood 
core. I jumped back as the hand headed for the lever and unlocked it, and the door swung open 
again. 
 
“Really, now, beloved. You didn’t think mere wood and iron could keep me away from you, did 
you?” he laughed.  
 
“If you were a gentleman, you would pay for that. And for my mailbox,” I said, crossing my 
arms. 
 
“You’re so right. I’ll do that as soon as we get to the car. Have they rebuilt that nice restaurant by 
the lake yet?” 
 
“You mean the one you leveled with a shock wave? I imagine so,” I shrugged as he led me 
outside. “But I’m positive you won’t be welcome there again.” 
 
“I’m positive they won’t remember a thing,” Makuta said with a wink. He opened the passenger 
door of his black Coupe de Ville convertible and waited for me to get in. 
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I looked at him warily. The powerful, moody Spirit of Destruction had an unpleasant habit of 
showing up when I least expected it, and hauling me off in an attempt to involve me in his latest 
scheme. He always claimed he didn’t want to harm me, but merely being in his presence was 
dangerous. And his pleasantly engaging conversation had a way of enticing me to talk, getting 
me in trouble with his volatile temper. Since physical resistance was always futile and often 
perilous, I resigned myself to going along, keeping my mouth shut, and staying alert for a chance 
to escape or outwit him.  
 
As I sank into the plush red upholstery, he buckled my seatbelt. “So, my dove, what have you 
been doing these days?” 
 
“Enjoying the peace and quiet of being home.”  
  
“Well, it’s good that you’ve gotten some rest,” Makuta said serenely, sitting in the driver’s seat 
and picking up the laptop computer next to him. He clicked and typed on the keyboard. “A 
thousand dollars should cover those repairs, don’t you think?” 
 
“Amply. Thanks.” 
 
“Thank the Chase Manhattan Bank. They can certainly afford it,” he grinned, ignoring my 
indignant look. He put the laptop in the back seat, which was half full of electronic equipment, 
books, and empty Styrofoam coffee cups, and turned the key in the ignition. “I’ve missed you.” 
 
“That’s what your note said.” 
 
“What note?” he asked, turning onto a wide avenue. 
 
“The one that made a ten-foot crater in my front yard.” 
 
“Oh, you got my Valentine,” he smiled. “I’m so glad. I was testing my new laser guidance 
system.” 
 
“I’m glad, too. Because if it had landed on my neighbor’s roof, I would have had some 
explaining to do.” 
 
Makuta laughed and stretched his arm across the back of the seat. “You know, after our little 
discussion last time, I’ve turned over a new leaf. I’ve decided to be kinder and gentler now. I was 
really impressed by the results you got from my sons with your encouragement and 
compassion.” 
 
“You weren’t very kind and gentle with my door,” I muttered. 
 
“Well, I can’t help it if you ignored my polite warning, can I?” he said pleasantly, sliding a Stan 
Getz CD into the player in the dashboard. “By the way, the boys are off to a great start with their 
war against the Bohrok.” 
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“I’m sure they are, after you tricked me into training them to work together,” I grumbled. 
 
“Exactly,” he beamed. “You did splendidly with them, my lovely. And they really hope you’ll 
come back to Mangaia to stay with us.” 
 
Resentful of his manipulation, I avoided his eyes, which I knew were focused on me. 
 
“Shadrahk doesn’t say anything, but when he passes in front of the stone Kaukau Nuva statue 
Thermorahk carved for me in the lair, he always lingers there for a moment.” 
 
I thought about the Rahkshi of Darkness, who had quietly absorbed my teaching while directing 
his brothers to help me, ultimately making a heroic sacrifice to protect me from his master’s 
oppression. I clenched my jaw. 
 
“And Pinky asks about you every day,” continued the Master of Shadows wistfully. 
 
I squeezed my eyes shut, trying to crowd out images of the shapeshifting Rahkshi driven by an 
affectionate pink kraata, who had taken the enormous risk of spying on his master on my behalf. 
When the rubber met the road, all the Rahkshi had stood up for me. Finally, I accepted the 
inevitable. “All right, all right. Please tell them all that I’m very proud of them. And give 
Shadrahk and Pinky a hug for me.” 
 
“A hug? They certainly aren’t used to that! They’ll be so happy to know you care,” he smiled as 
he careened around a curve in the winding lakeside road on two wheels. “We must be getting 
close, because I can smell the breeze off the water. Even though you don’t have water powers 
except when I give them to you, you have that same fresh fragrance.” 
 
I sighed and looked out over the lake. Soon the convertible skidded to a stop under the portico of 
the restaurant where Makuta had taken me after our first road trip, and the startled parking valet 
opened the door for me. 
 
“See, darling?” laughed Makuta, gesturing at the newly reconstructed building. “My shock wave 
was the best thing that ever happened to them. Just look at the elegant architecture and that 
stylish new sign. And you were wondering if there was a difference between destruction and 
evil.” 

 
“But all of us will end up paying for that, through higher insurance rates,” I pointed out. 
 
“Insurance is for wimps,” he snorted, leading me down the steps past a courtyard adorned with 
tropical plants and a goldfish pond. He ducked through the doorway after me. 
 
The maître-d’, a slender dark-haired man in a tuxedo, asked him, “Under what name is your 
reservation, sir?” 
 
“Makuta. Two for dinner.” 
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The man scanned the page on his podium. “Sir, I’m afraid you’re not on the list,” he replied 
curtly. He glanced at Makuta’s staff and added, “And we don’t allow weapons in here.” 
 
Makuta leaned over him and grabbed his pen. He scrawled a large :m: in the middle of the page. 
His Mask of Shadow glowing darkly, he snarled, “Check again.” 
 
The maître-d’ paled. His eyes darted back to the list. “I’m s-so sorry, sir. I must have overlooked 
it. Right this way, p-please.” He picked up two menus with trembling hands and led us into the 
restaurant. Soon we were seated at a table overlooking the lake. Sailboats drifted by, silhouetted 
against the orange sky, casting long shadows over the shimmering water. The waiter brought us 
ice water, and Makuta ordered two vodka Martinis, even though he probably knew I wouldn’t 
drink mine. 
 
“So,” Makuta smiled, leaning toward me, “how would you like to be the first non-LEGO-
employee to know what happens in the new movie?” 
 
“Not badly enough to pay your price,” I replied, smiling back at him. 
 
“How do you know what I’ll ask of you?” 
 
“Because you always want the same thing. You try to make me to help you with your evil plans. 
Whether it’s telling you about the Toa’s weaknesses, or starting a BZPower poll requesting your 
return to the storyline, or taking care of your Rahkshi while you build Rahi and rockets… it 
always comes down to me serving as a cog in the big Makuta world-domination machine.” 
 
“Well, I could certainly find a place for your considerable talents in my organization,” he replied 
thoughtfully. “And I do very much enjoy seeing my name in the BZPower Hot Topics list. I must 
say, though, that in ‘Makuta Island,’ you made me look like a bit of a cad. The lightning didn’t 
strike that close to you. Either time.” He paused to smile at me again. “But that’s not the reason 
I’m here. It’s because I can’t tear myself away from you.” 
 
I looked at him sideways. “Yeah. Right.” 
 
“I don’t understand how you can think me so crass, beloved,” he sighed, taking his drink from 
the waiter. “So I’m a little ambitious. What’s wrong with that? And I want you to share in the 
great adventure that is my life. Here’s to our future together.” He raised his glass and took a sip. 
 
“If I wanted adventure that badly, I would take up alligator wrestling. I like my quiet life.” I 
picked up my menu and studied it. 
 
“Drink, darling,” warned Makuta. I glanced over the top of my menu at his narrowed red eyes 
and nervously took a sip of my Martini. 
 
His eyes reverted to their usual blue as he scanned the menu and wine list. “I’m getting the steak 
and lobster. And a bottle of Fall Creek Vineyards Merlot. You know, love, if you want to wrestle 
an alligator, I can build you one.” 
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I couldn’t help but laugh. “No, thanks.” 
 
The waiter reappeared, and I asked for the catch of the day. The Master of Shadows gave the 
waiter his order, and the blond young man bowed curtly and walked away. 
 
I leaned back in my seat and gazed out the window. A ski boat whizzed by. When it circled 
around and passed the restaurant again, Makuta waved his hand, and the water skier was 
suddenly lifted above the surface of the lake. He turned a flip and landed unsteadily on his feet. 
“He’ll have a good story to tell his friends,” said Makuta slyly. Then he turned to look at me. 
“And speaking of stories, what are you writing these days?” 
 
“Oh, this and that. Mostly a story about Takanuva.” 
 
“I can see you’re desperate for material,” said Makuta sarcastically. 
 
“Actually, I enjoy writing about him. His personality is a lot like mine, in some ways.” 
 
“Well, that’s nothing a few electroshock treatments wouldn’t correct,” he said as he leaned 
forward and put his fingers on either side of my forehead. Then he quickly removed them. “Oh—
did I just say that out loud? Anyway, love, the latest Scholastic novels by that Farshtey fellow 
are so complete that you’re going to need some sort of original angle to write a good story about 
Metru Nui. But I can give you that.” 
 
I looked at him warily and shook my head. “I’ll just call up a couple of the Turaga to get some 
insights.”  
 
“They won’t give you the whole story, poppet,” he mused. “They don’t even know the whole 
story.” 
 
“Maybe not,” I shrugged. “But at least it will be reliable information.” In spite of my resolve to 
use reputable sources, I found myself wondering what secrets he knew about the enemies of the 
Toa Metru. Could some of them have been in collusion with him? I looked out the window 
again. 
 
“You know you want to hear my side of things,” grinned Makuta. 
 
“Wait a minute,” I said slowly, as the waiter set our salads in front of us and uncorked the wine 
bottle. “I distinctly remember reading in the Official Greg Discussion topic on BZPower that you 
weren’t on Metru Nui during the current storyline.” 
 
“That’s because LEGO didn’t know I was there, my sweet,” he replied, taking a bite of lettuce. 
“And I wasn’t there the whole time. Since I wasn’t directly involved at that point, I came and 
went as I pleased. But I saw most of the exciting parts.” 
 
“What were you doing there?” 
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“Oh, this and that. How badly do you want to know?” 
 
I picked up a tomato wedge with my fork. “Not very.” 
 
“LEGO is keeping all that tightly under wraps at this point,” he said slyly. “But if you come 
home with me, I’ll tell you all about it. And I’ll fly you across the Silver Sea to the City of 
Legends. You’ll get to see it before the Toa Nuva do!” 
 
My eyes widened. The idea of visiting Metru Nui was very tempting. But I had no desire to see it 
from Makuta’s lap. He had taken me on a tour of Mata Nui once, giving me enough adrenaline 
rushes for an entire lifetime. Every place we stopped, Makuta had set up a dangerous situation so 
he could ‘rescue’ me. “No, thanks. I’ll just keep reading about it.” 
 
“It’s an amazing place. Of course, the condition it’s in now…” His voice trailed off.  
 
I was really curious about this, but I resisted the impulse to ask. I quietly ate my salad instead. 
 
Makuta finally broke the silence. “Well, I can tell you a few things, anyway. My Rahkshi kept 
wandering off, but since they’re big boys, I didn’t really worry about it. Then one day, one of 
them came back and told me about an island with caves above the ground. He meant the 
buildings, of course, but all he had ever seen was caves, so he had no word for them. So I 
followed him back there to see what he was talking about. And guess who I ran into? My 
brother! He hadn’t told me he had little people colonizing this island, so I was rather annoyed 
with him.” 
 
I looked at him with interest, wondering how deep this sibling rivalry went at that point in 
history. 
 
“I kept a low profile and just listened to the Matoran for a little while,” he continued. “To my 
surprise, they had a lot of respect for me. But they actually revered Mata Nui, the poor fools. 
When I heard someone mention a big temple, I had to go check it out. Sure enough, there was 
this enormous building dedicated to the Great Spirit—that’s what those ingrates always call 
him—off the coast of Ga-Metru, their spiritual and learning center. And there was no Temple of 
Makuta anywhere! How am I supposed to compete with that guy? They think he hung the moon. 
And all the stars, and both suns.”  
 
“It must be hard, living in his shadow,” I said sympathetically. 
 
“I am his shadow,” replied Makuta. 
 
“Oh. I suppose you are. So, how did you react?” I asked. Makuta always seemed to enjoy it when 
I listened to him rant. Although I didn’t have much faith in the accuracy of his stories, they were 
always amusing. Besides, they would pass the time during dinner while safely keeping his 
attention focused on himself, rather than on me. Given his obsession with himself, this was not 
usually very difficult. I might even get some good information for a story. 
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“I was pretty disgusted. So I let some big creepy organisms loose in the water underneath the 
temple. In those days, I was spending a lot of time with Ogel. He’s really brilliant at mutating sea 
creatures.” 
 
“Ogel built those sea monsters?” 
 
“No, he taught me how to make them. The two-headed Tarakava and the huge thing that was 
holding Nokama’s Great Disk in its teeth—those were his idea. But it turns out that for an evil 
genius, he’s a pretty mediocre engineer. So, in exchange for his pointers on making massive 
marine Rahi, I helped him build his undersea base with plenty of clever features to harass the 
Alpha Team. We got to be pretty good friends. And we still are.” 
 
I smiled, picturing the two of them hunched over a submarine console. Naturally, each stood to 
gain from the partnership. But the idea of the two villains actually becoming friends was still 
rather heartwarming. “I imagine it’s nice to have a friend in the same line of work.” 
 
“It is. We get along great,” he continued. “Except for the time that cheapskate chum-breath 
cheated me out of three thousand dollars in a poker game. He insisted he had only agreed to play 
with fake money.” 
 
“The loser was supposed to pay up with real money?” 
 
“Exactly. He was lying, just to get out of losing so much jack. And I was even playing fair—no 
X-ray vision or mind reading! So I added a few surprises to his base design when he wasn’t 
looking. At some point, princess, he’ll get curious about the shiny purple button on the left side 
of his main ballast tank control panel, and then I’ll have my revenge.” Smirking, he leaned back 
in his chair. 
 
“Purple button? What does it do?” 
 
“It triggers pyrotechnic devices all over the station,” he grinned. “The whole thing will come 
apart at the seams.” 
 
“But won’t Ogel drown?” I asked in dismay. 
 
“Naaah. A tank of air with a regulator will drop out of the ceiling for him. And stenciled on the 
side of the tank, it says FAKE AIR.” 
 
“You’re incorrigible!” I groaned, trying vainly to suppress a laugh. 
 
“Why, thank you,” he beamed. The waiter cleared our salad plates and set the main course in 
front of us. The Spirit of Destruction buttered a slice of bread as he resumed his story. “Anyway, 
love, after a while my Rahi-building hobby developed into a friendly little competition with 
Turaga Dume. I would put together something nasty in my workshop, bring it to Metru Nui, and 
set it loose, and then I would sit back and see how long it took his Vahki to corral it so the 
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Matoran could put it in the Archives.” He picked up his lobster and studied it. “Say, I could build 
one of these. Just start with a Nui-Jaga, change its tail…” 
 
“Ideas are everywhere, aren’t they?” 
 
“Definitely. I get them from all over. And sometimes I would go break the Rahi back out of their 
stasis tubes, just to keep Dume on his toes.” 
 
“Was this as entertaining for him as it was for you?” 
 
“Oh, sure. At least, I think it was. He kept getting the engineers to update the Vahki 
programming so they could take on bigger threats. Besides giving Nuparu job security—I have 
to admire that little guy, building Rolexes out of tinker toys—it actually helped prepare them for 
the onslaught of the Morbuzakh.” 
 
“Were you behind the Morbuzakh? Or Nidhiki and Krekka?” 
 
Makuta gave me a mysterious smile. “How badly would you like to know?” 
 
“Not very,” I shrugged, picking up my fork and taking a bite of fish. “The only enemy so far that 
looked like a rogue element working alone is the Krahka. According to The Darkness Below, she 
didn’t play well with others.” 
  
Makuta flinched. “That’s an understatement,” he muttered. 
 
“You knew her?” 
 
“I’m afraid so.” He looked out the window. “Nice sunset, don’t you think? Soon the darkness 
will envelop everything. I love that moment.” 
 
Obviously something interesting had to have happened with the Krahka for him to change the 
subject so abruptly. “Was the Krahka working for you?” I ventured. 
 
Makuta sighed and turned to face me again. “Hardly. She… well, if you must know, darling, I 
once had feelings for her. But please don’t be jealous. It’s all over now, let me assure you.” 
 
A sly smile spread across my mask, in spite of my resolve to keep my opinions to myself. “Oh, 
really? That’s too bad. A power-hungry shapeshifter, prowling in the shadows… She sounds 
perfect for you.” 
 
“Perfectly awful,” he corrected me. “You have no idea what kind of cruelty that hellcat is 
capable of. If you knew how spitefully she used me, you’d understand why I’m so fond of a 
sweet little kitten like you.” 
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“Now, this I’ve got to hear,” I teased, wondering how any mortal creature—a Rahi, at that—
could get the better of Makuta. “Isn’t ‘Krahka’ the name of her kind? Did she have another 
name?” 
 
“I just called her Krahka. Later on I called her a few other names, none of which I can repeat in 
polite company.” 
 
“That bad?” I asked. 
 
He rested his chin on one hand and poked his steak distractedly with his knife. “I’ll tell you what 
she did to me, if you’ll promise not to get upset.” 
 
I rolled my eyes. “Of course I won’t get upset.” 
 
“You won’t?” he asked, a hint of disappointment in his voice. “Well… all right.” 
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Chapter 2: Two’s Company 
 
Makuta paused theatrically before beginning his story. “It all started when I came to the island to 
set loose a new kind of mole in Onu-Metru. It was big for a rodent—almost the size of a 
Mukau—with rock-grinding drill bits instead of teeth. I was rather proud of my design. Anyway, 
as I watched it scurry away down a tunnel, one of my Rahkshi ran to me trembling. It was the 
first time I had ever seen one of them afraid. And believe me, they’ve seen some pretty nasty 
creatures, hanging around my lab. Sometimes I used to get the Rahkshi to fight my new Rahi, 
just to test them out.” 
 
I found it interesting that the Rahkshi were serving as his eyes, ears, and hands. “These Rahkshi 
that you keep talking about—are they the same ones you have now?” I asked, sprinkling some 
salt on my asparagus. 
 
“You’re trying to get me to reveal future storyline, aren’t you, princess?” he grinned. “I’ll be 
happy to tell you on the way back to Makuta Island.” 
 
“Uh, never mind,” I replied quickly. “Please, go on.” 
 
“Well, darling, this Rahkshi hissed in hushed, fearful tones about a mysterious shapeshifter. It 
would show up disguised as a Rahkshi, beckon for them to follow it, and lead them right into a 
group of Vahki!” Makuta paused to eat a bite of steak. “Then it would transform itself into a 
Vahki and help capture the Rahkshi. Needless to say, the boys got to be pretty scared of it, 
because it was constantly deceiving them. It had gotten to the point where they didn’t trust their 
own brothers, because they never knew when one of them might morph into something else.” 
 
“That sounds sinister. Turning brother against brother.” I couldn’t help but think of the way 
Makuta had used Kurahk and Lerahk to do the same thing to the Toa Nuva. 
 
“Now, I had made several shapeshifting creatures before, precious, but I didn’t remember any of 
them being this clever. Obviously, I was furious to hear that someone was mistreating my sons. 
So I decided to capture this thing and teach it some respect, whether it was of my design or not. I 
prowled down there for a couple of days before I found it masquerading as a Rahkshi of Heat 
Vision. It had no kraata, so it was obviously not a real Rahkshi.” The Master of Shadows sipped 
his wine. “I chased it, and it turned and tried to burn holes in my chest with its eyes. Then I 
invoked my fire resistance, and it changed into a Nui-Jaga and hurled venom at me. My shielding 
powers protected me while I pinned it to the ground with gravity. It turned into a creature made 
of smoke and drifted back up off the floor. I countered with vacuum, drawing it toward me. It 
morphed into an octopus with barbed tentacles, all aiming at my face, so I reversed the air flow 
and blasted it away. It changed into a bat and kept flying, so I coated it with ice and it fell. As it 
transformed into a lava eel and melted the ice, I stepped on its neck. It became a huge, scaly 
spider, wrapping crystalline silk around my foot as I pressed on it. I burned the web away with 
fire, and it apparently was too weak to change again. So I picked the creature up, slammed it 
against the wall, and held it there. I demanded, ‘Who are you, that you dare trouble my sons?’” 
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My eyes were wide with amazement as my imagination supplied the images to go with this story. 
“That sounds like quite a chase!” 
 
“It was, sweetheart. But what happened next was even more astonishing. The changeling looked 
at me with fear in its eight orange eyes. And then it relaxed in my grip and smiled at me. In a 
soft, seductive voice, it said, ‘Hello, handsome.’” 
 
“What did you do?” 
 
“I would laugh at my own foolishness, if the memories weren’t so painful,” sighed Makuta, 
shaking his head. “My knees went weak. This intelligent, talented creature was obviously 
female. And other beings have always reacted to my presence with fear and loathing—they faint, 
flee in terror, or fight me, like you tried to do. No one had ever talked to me so sweetly before.” 
 
“Aww,” I grinned. Makuta, who tried tirelessly to weaken my resistance with flattery, was 
apparently not immune to it himself. 
 
“Yeah, it would have been charming, if she had been sincere. I let go of her, and she changed 
into a Muaka and sprang away. For a few seconds, I was too stunned to react. By the time I 
resumed the chase, she was long gone. But I decided right then and there that I liked this island 
so much that I wanted to make a home on it. So I dug myself a cave under the maintenance 
tunnels, just above the first layer of stored Bohrok. I scouted out a source of energized 
protodermis for my experiments. And then I went back to my old place and fetched a few boxes 
of spare parts, my electronic stuff, and a big, ratty couch the boys had bounced on so much all 
the springs were broken. You tease me about my lair in Mangaia being stark, but you should 
have seen that one! It was really primitive.” 
 
“Let me guess. Empty pizza boxes and Coke cans everywhere?” 
 
“You know me too well, beloved,” he smiled. “I searched for the mystery creature for a while, 
but she had vanished. I figured I would run into her again eventually. So I settled into my new 
place to wait. There was almost always a party going on. The Rahkshi came sniffing around 
whenever there was hot food or a good war movie. In those days, I was constantly building Rahi 
or looking for more ideas on TV or the web. So one night I was alone in my lair, watching this 
National Geographic special on snakes. Before I could even react, a huge green one, just like the 
anaconda on the screen, slithered up my leg and wrapped itself around me. It leered into my face. 
And then that voice said, ‘Hello again. Remember me?’” 
 
“Your patience paid off!” I exclaimed. 
 
“Yeah. I said, ‘How could I forget?’ Then she changed into a beautiful bird with feathers of 
every color and perched next to me on the couch. ‘Do you have a brother named Mata Nui?’ she 
chirped sweetly. I wanted to make conversation, so I told her all about him. Then she said, ‘I 
thought he must be your brother,’ and flew over to a pile of books on the floor. She flipped one 
open with her beak. Now, Ogel had given me some books about mythical creatures. That guy 
draws pretty heavily on the classics for inspiration. Krahka stared at the pictures for a few 
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minutes, and then she morphed into the most amazing mermaid creature I had even seen. She had 
this black hair that looked like tentacles… a long tail with iridescent green scales…” His eyes 
grew distant as his voice trailed off.  
 
“Makuta?” I asked after a long pause. 
 
He cleared his throat. “I’m sorry, my water lily. Of course you’re far lovelier every single day 
than she ever was in her most alluring form.” 
 
“You can stop worrying. I’m not jealous.” 
 
“Good, because you have no reason to be, darling. Well, here’s the funny part. Even though she 
mimicked the images perfectly, she had never actually seen a mermaid, or been to the sea, and 
she hadn’t met Nokama yet, so she couldn’t swim!” he laughed. Then he looked at me 
thoughtfully. “But you already know how to swim. Say, maybe I could rebuild you as a 
mermaid, just for a day. You’d be absolutely captivating. Yeah… chasing your shiny blue fish 
tail around in my protodermis pool… Oh—I probably shouldn’t have said that out loud.” 
 
My eyes widened with alarm. “So, getting back to your story…” 
 
“Right. Anyway, I was completely smitten with Krahka. She had me hook, line, and sinker. She 
led me all over the tunnels, and we played tag and experimented with our powers. I thought I was 
the luckiest guy in the universe, to be in the company of this wonderful creature.” 
 
“What did the Rahkshi think of that?” I asked as I drank some ice water. 
 
“I forgot all about the Rahkshi for a while. I suppose they didn’t really mind at first, because she 
was too busy with me to bother them. But before long, the problems started again. My brother 
came back to town, and at Krahka’s insistence, I took her to meet him. He was polite enough to 
her, but later, when we were alone, he warned me that she was nothing but trouble. He said she 
was a selfish creature that would get along with anyone long enough to read his strengths and 
weaknesses, and then use them against him.” 
 
“What did you say to that?” 
 
“I laughed in his face. I figured he was just jealous. For once I had something he didn’t! Of 
course, now I wish I had listened to him,” he sighed. “Even Ogel told me I should stay away 
from her. He predicted she would betray me.” 
 
“Really? I guess it pays to listen to your friends’ advice. Sometimes they can see things you’re 
blind to.” 
 
“Yeah. Oh, Ogel really likes you, by the way. He thinks you’re adorable. But then, he’s always 
been partial to aquatic creatures,” he smiled, cracking open his lobster. 
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I tried not to think about what he and Ogel might have said about me. “So, getting back to your 
story…” 
 
“Right. Anyway, I started noticing that Krahka was gone a lot, and the Rahkshi were acting 
scared again. I warned her not to turn any more of them in to the Vahki. But she found other 
ways to abuse them. They learned to recognize her, because their senses are so acute, but that 
didn’t stop her. I caught her posing as a Gravity Rahkshi and slamming my Illusion Rahkshi up 
and down against the floor and ceiling of a cavern. I wanted to be angry at her, but she changed 
into a beautiful gossamer fairy creature and put her arms around me, and I forgot what I was 
going to say.” 
 
“She sounds quite treacherous,” I remarked. 
 
“Absolutely. She intimidated the boys into doing her dirty work for her. Whenever something 
big and ugly got loose in her domain, she sent them after it. And they were so afraid of her that 
they’d take on any threat, no matter how powerful, just to avoid her punishment. Soon she was 
rigging vicious traps for me, and making it look like my own sons were to blame. Sometimes she 
would even come to rescue me, to keep me from getting suspicious. The first couple of times I 
punished them severely, but then I realized it wasn’t their doing.”  
 
I frowned. This reminded me of what Makuta had done to me when we toured the island. “What 
did you do when you figured out what was happening?” 
 
“Nothing. Of course it hurt to know that she took pleasure in harming me, but I was too 
enamored of her to do anything about it. Whenever I started to say something, she would lavish 
me with flattery and caresses. It’s the only thing I miss about her, actually. Especially since you 
keep playing coy with me.” He gave me a resentful look. 
 
“I’m just being honest,” I replied uneasily. 
 
“Exasperatingly so,” he sighed. “But I suppose I should be grateful for your candor. Krahka’s 
affection came with a heavy price. She would lull me into complacency with feigned tenderness, 
and then she would go back to trying to kill me. And she was constantly wanting me to do things 
for her. As soon as she had moved into my lair—needless to say, the Rahkshi cleared out right 
away when they saw her coming—she suddenly found it much too small for her taste. She said it 
felt like a prison, and confinement was the one thing she really hated. So I enlarged it for her and 
added a cathedral ceiling to the living room. Then she had to have a home theater system with 
five-channel surround sound. A faster game console, with all the latest games. A leather couch, 
because that old tattered one just wouldn’t do. And then she sulked until I built her an 
underground go-cart track. That thing took a lot of work. And I could have gotten in big trouble 
if LEGO had found out about it, too, since the Story Team won’t let us have anything with 
wheels.” He paused to eat some of his potato. 
 
“She had some interesting hobbies,” I said. 
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“Yeah. Expensive hobbies. That was before I learned to hack into bank computer systems, too, 
so after she burned through all my money, I had to steal things the old-fashioned way—by hand. 
And then she wanted pets,” Makuta continued, rolling his eyes in disgust, “so I built her a bunch 
of custom Rahi, exactly to her specifications. What a nuisance those ill-behaved little beasts 
turned out to be! They made my Rahkshi look like angels in comparison. Always whining for 
special food, gnawing on my computer cables, tearing the pages out of my books, and so on. And 
she doted on them, so there was no question of disciplining them. The stupid, spoiled varmints 
kept wandering off and getting captured, too, so I had to go free them from the Archives all the 
time. I was working like a slave, trying to keep up with Krahka’s demands. I even renamed my 
mask the Kraahkan, so it would sound like her name. But there was no satisfying her.” 
 
“Trying to attain happiness with possessions is like chasing a mirage,” I remarked. “Usually 
someone who does that is really craving love.”   
  
“She didn’t want love. At least, not from me, anyway. She just wanted to use me.” He dropped 
his head into his hands. 
 
I resisted the impulse to reach over and touch his shoulder. “How did it end?” I asked gently.  
 
“Well, one day I read her mind. I had never done that before, since I was afraid it would take all 
the mystery out of the romance, but I’m glad finally I did. Because I learned that even as I held 
that viper in my arms, she was thinking about my brother.” 
  
Knowing how jealous Makuta was of Mata Nui, it was obvious why this would infuriate him. “I 
see.” 
 
“So I decided to set up a test. First, I assumed one of Mata Nui’s favorite forms. It wasn’t easy, 
because he’s so always so annoyingly clean and shiny, and he’s got this benevolent glowing aura 
about him, kind of like a halo. It’s so far removed from my own nature that it took a lot of energy 
for me to keep it up.” 
 
“Really? What did your brother look like back then?” I asked curiously. 
 
Makuta glowered at me. “Try not to sound so eager, dear,” he growled. 
 
“Sorry,” I apologized quickly. “Please, go on.” 
 
“Krahka was alone in my lair, watching an anime DVD on the huge new TV I had just hauled all 
the way across the Silver Sea for her. I walked in looking like Mata Nui, just to see how she 
would react. She was in her natural form. She—” 
 
“Her natural form? What does that look like?” 
 
“Oh, you really don’t want to know,” he replied, shaking his head. “If you saw it, your hydraulic 
fluid would coagulate in an instant. I’m pretty much immune to fear, so it didn’t scare me. But 
anyway, she jumped up off the couch, threw four or five appendages around my neck, and 
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changed into her mermaid form, which drove me crazy because I had to pretend not to be 
affected. She said, ‘Hello there, dreamboat. Where have you been all my life?’ Since I was acting 
like my brother, I refrained from decking her for her disloyalty. I gently pushed her away and 
said, in his voice, ‘Krahka, what are you doing?’ 
 
“That backbiter replied, ‘What I’ve wanted to do ever since I first saw you.’ And she slithered up 
against me again. Well, I knew then that she had preferred him from the beginning. I swallowed 
my rage and said calmly, ‘But you belong to Makuta. He would be very upset if he knew about 
this.’” 
 
“How did she respond?” I asked, wide-eyed. 
 
“With two little words, Krahka proceeded to drive a stake through my heart. She said, ‘Makuta 
who?’” 
 
“That’s terrible,” I gasped, even though I was trying to remain impartial. 
 
“I muttered something and quickly teleported away, because I thought I was going to explode.” 
Makuta leaned his head on his hand and looked dejectedly out the window. 
 
We were both quiet for a few moments. As I searched for something to say, I realized I was 
actually feeling sorry for him. If his version of events was true, Krahka had indeed committed 
the most hurtful sort of betrayal. Finally I broke the silence. “Well, maybe she did have some 
real feelings for you, and now she regrets what she did,” I said softly. 
 
“I doubt that,” he moaned. “She was just using me to make Mata Nui jealous. Of course it didn’t 
work, because with his high-minded affection for all creatures, he’s too noble to get involved in 
anything as sleazy as a love triangle. And she was distracting me with her charms so she could 
use my Rahkshi to defend her territory, and my money to buy her toys. But I was so naïve that I 
thought she really loved me.” Makuta paused thoughtfully and drank the rest of his wine. “You 
know, angel, lots of adversity has befallen me in my long life. I’ve been blasted to smithereens 
with elemental power, I’ve been chopped in half by a big, heavy gate, and I’ve been hurled into a 
blazing star, among other things. But what she did to me was worse than any of that. She… she 
lied to me.” 
 
I thought about all the lies Makuta had told me, the Toa, and everyone else. Even so, I still felt 
bad for him. “So you went back and confronted her?” 
 
“Oh, no. I hid in the shadows and got my revenge. I sent the Rahkshi to break a Kraawa out of 
the archives and lead it to the lair, and I teleported my boys away to safety so she had to fight it 
alone. Then I spread a line of molten protodermis from the Great Furnace to lure Morbuzakh 
vines into the living room. As she struggled to free herself, that lovely vaulted ceiling collapsed 
onto all my high-priced electronic equipment, but I was beyond caring about any of it. And 
finally, right after the Morbuzakh was defeated, I breached the sea wall, knowing the Toa Metru 
would show up in her domain to repair it. I watched silently as she tricked them into fighting 
each other, and as I predicted, they gradually figured out what she was. When they finally 
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trapped her and battled her, she cried out in Rahkshi language for me to help. But I just folded 
my hands and laughed. I made sure my Rahkshi got away after they were out of sight of the Toa, 
but I left her to the fate she deserved.” 
 
My sympathy evaporated as I listened to him recount his acts of retaliation. It was ironic that he 
had used the Toa Metru to avenge himself. “She’s lucky the Toa spared her,” I commented. 
 
“She’s lucky I spared her,” grumbled Makuta. “I was addicted to the excitement of being with 
her, even when I knew she was exploiting my sons and plotting to kill me. But when I found out 
she really wanted my brother, I couldn’t take any more pain.” 
 
“You know, I would feel really sorry for you, Makuta, except that you were so cruel to her in 
return. And you’ve used a lot of her tricks on me,” I remarked. 
 
Makuta looked up. “Are you suggesting I’m like Krahka?” 
 
“Well, in a few ways…” I was already starting to regret my words. 
 
“Like what?” he snapped. 
 
I swallowed hard. “Well, you’ve put me in danger several times, just to rescue me,” I said 
hesitantly. “And you flatter me all the time, even though I know you just want to use me to…” 
My voice trailed off as he rose from his seat. 
 
“My heart is overflowing with love for you, you ungrateful little wench!” he bellowed in a voice 
so loud the dishes rattled on the shelves in the kitchen. “And don’t you ever forget it!”  
 
The restaurant fell silent. The other diners glanced uneasily in his direction. I cringed and slunk 
down in my seat. Finally I found my voice and said meekly, “I—I won’t.”  
 
Makuta spun to face a man at the table next to us. “What are you staring at?” he demanded. The 
man shook his head and turned quickly back to his dinner companions. Suddenly the spaghetti on 
his plate reared up like a nest of cobras and flung itself onto his face. He gasped in horror. It slid 
down his neck and collar and onto the table again. He quickly swabbed the sauce off with his 
napkin. 
 
The Spirit of Destruction looked around the room defiantly. His flashing red eyes lingered a few 
moments on the maître-d’, who had been watching with disapproval. The man hastily looked 
away. Then Makuta sat down again, his eyes fading back to blue. 
 
I glanced at the other diners, who were whispering to each other in low tones, and my anger at 
his arrogance prevailed over my fear. “Makuta,” I said quietly, “these people have nothing to do 
with this. If you want to frighten me, why don’t you use your Kraahkan instead of causing a big 
disturbance?” 
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Makuta scowled at me, his Kanohi radiating dark energy. I was immediately overwhelmed by a 
wave of horrendous panic. My chest constricted, and I felt myself grow weak as I struggled for 
air. My vision began to fade to black. But as suddenly as it had begun, the pall of fear lifted, and 
I was able to breathe again. I laid my head on the table, panting. 
 
“Like that?” grinned Makuta. He reached across the table and stroked my mask. “I’m sorry, 
cupcake. I suppose, on occasion, I have been guilty of trying to manipulate your feelings. But 
that’s just because the thought of life without you drives me mad.” 
 
I shivered as I sat up again. Now a few things made more sense to me—for example, his choice 
of someone small and powerless, who had never met his brother. 
 
Makuta leaned back as the waiter cleared our plates. “So now you know about Krahka,” he said 
sadly. 
 
“Is all that it really true?” I asked cautiously. It occurred to me that he might be concocting the 
entire story just to soften my heart. There was really no way for me to confirm any of it. 
 
“Of course it’s true,” he sighed.  
 
“I find it hard to believe that you were really that gullible.” 
 
“I know it sounds crazy now. But put yourself in my place. Imagine that after thousands of years 
of solitude, someone amazing came to you and made you feel like the center of the universe. 
Besides, I wouldn’t have told you about something so humiliating if it weren’t true.” 
 
“Unless you wanted me to believe you’re capable of feeling love and pain.” 
 
His eyes narrowed. “When did you get the power to read minds?” 
 
“I didn’t. It’s just obvious,” I replied. “You know, I don’t think you were fair to her. Even 
though she was mean to you, you should have told her goodbye. What if she still cares for you? 
Maybe the two of you could forgive each other and start over.” I really hoped they would. I was 
certain he had exaggerated her transgressions and minimized his own. She and Makuta really did 
sound perfect for each other. 
 
“How can you say that, darling? Wouldn’t that drive you insane with jealousy?” 
 
“Makuta, if you were blissfully in love with someone else, I would be very happy for you,” I 
smiled. 
 
“I can’t understand that kind of selflessness,” he shrugged. “I was actually hoping you would be 
just a little bit envious. But it doesn’t matter, anyway. I doubt if that battle-axe ever really did 
care for me. And if she does, that’s too bad for her. She’s been far too vicious to expect me to 
want her back. Besides, the traditions of villainy discourage forgiveness, unless there’s a long-
term strategic reason for it.” 
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“So, what did she do after she was out of the storyline?” 
 
“I have no idea, doll face. And I don’t even want to know. I’m glad she’s only a distant, if bitter, 
memory.” Makuta leaned forward. “She’s the reason I was all business with you at first. After 
that demoness ripped my heart to pieces, I vowed never to let myself be vulnerable again. But I 
found myself being drawn to you anyway—even though it may ultimately bring me grief—like a 
star approaching a black hole, spiraling slowly and inevitably toward its target in decaying orbit 
of delectably distressing desire and despair, aware that the same power that attracts it will 
brutally crush its very atoms, anticipating its own swan song in a final blaze of cataclysmic 
radiation.” 
 
I blinked in bewilderment at his bizarre analogy. “You sure like to be dramatic, Makuta. But 
isn’t it more like the other way around?” 
 
“Hmm, I see your point,” he agreed. “You’re the bright little blue star, and I’m the dark and 
irresistible vortex of overpowering gravity. After all, I can control it.” I started floating up out of 
my seat, and I grabbed the table to anchor myself. Smirking, Makuta let me settle back into my 
chair. 
 
“I’m not so sure about the ‘irresistible’ part,” I frowned. “I mean, no offense, but why do you 
even bother, when I always tell you ‘no’?” 
 
“It’s just a matter of time, darling, until your will cracks like a pecan shell under the pressure of 
my unrelenting love, releasing the rich sweetness inside. And I have plenty of time.” He clasped 
his hands behind his head. “As Sir Winston Churchill once said, ‘Success is the ability to go 
from one failure to another with no loss of enthusiasm.’” 
 
“Well, you must not have read my mind, or you would know I’ll just keep resisting you. I would 
never try to hurt you like Krahka did, but do I wish you would leave me alone.” 
 
“Oh, but I have read your mind,” he smiled slyly. “I haven’t done it often, mind you, but a 
couple of times I couldn’t resist sneaking a peek. You know, mind reading is a hit-or-miss thing. 
For example, it’s not very useful for gaining military intelligence unless the adversary is in the 
heat of battle. He might well be thinking about his next cup of Bula berry juice or something. But 
I did happen upon a few interesting thoughts in your mind once.” 
 
I shifted nervously in my chair. 
 
“Precious, I know you despise just about everything I’ve done. But you don’t know the whole 
story, and the reasons behind it all. Someday you’ll understand it, and then you’ll change your 
mind about me. Once you join my side, your stubbornness will actually become an asset to me.” 
 
My mind conjured up an image of Ta-Wahi with thick icicles hanging from the frozen lava falls. 
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“Very funny, dear,” he said, looking at me sideways. “But the encouraging thing—the reason I 
bother, as you put it—is that your goody-two-shoes beliefs are working in my favor. You can 
never quite bring yourself to hate me, because you’ll always have a shred of hope that I could 
turn away from my past and become good. And you’re obliged to keep forgiving me, no matter 
what I do.” 
 
“Well,” I said, anxious to get off this subject, “tell me about the Rahkshi’s war against the 
Bohrok.” 
 
Fortunately, his eyes lit up with eagerness. “Oh, the boys were so thrilled when I told them what 
we were going to do!” He turned to the waiter, who was passing by. “Two coffees, a piece of 
raspberry cheesecake with two forks, and two glasses of Courvoisier XO, please.” 
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Chapter 3: Destruction Derby 
 
I rested my elbows on the table, in anticipation of Makuta’s account of the Rahkshi-Bohrok war. 
Since the Toa, Turaga, and Matoran had set out in their boats for Metru Nui, the Spirit of 
Destruction had reclaimed the abandoned island of Mata Nui and made one of each of the forty-
two types of Rahkshi. During my month-long stay there, supervising his strange, inarticulate 
offspring as they rebuilt the Matoran villages, I had come to appreciate them and eventually even 
to be fond of them. In spite of their frightening powers and destructive natures, they had proven 
themselves capable of hard work and loyalty. As he drove me home from that adventure, Makuta 
had told me he was planning to release the Bohrok to challenge the Rahkshi. 
 
“As soon as I explained that I would wake the Bahrag, Shadrahk immediately sat down and read 
all the storyline stuff about them, the Bohrok, and the Kal,” began the Master of Shadows. “That 
little fellow is quite a scholar. But he’d been studying so much earth history that he’d never 
gotten around to the chronicle of his own homeland!” 
 
“I bet he’s happy there’s another stage-seven-powered Rahkshi now, so he can talk with 
someone,” I remarked as the drinks and dessert were set before us. 
 
“He is. I couldn’t get him and Vorahk to shut up at first. But now that the novelty has worn off, 
they’ve quieted down. Oh, and Therahk hangs out with him and Shadrahk, too. Vorahk calls him 
‘Doc.’” 
 
I laughed, picturing the quiet, smart Quick Healing Rahkshi kidding around with General 
Shadrahk and Drill Sergeant Vorahk, who had become the martial arts instructor for the other 
Rahkshi. “Say, tell Vorahk his guitar playing is really impressive. I got a video of him playing 
rock ‘n’ roll from the Kanoka Club.” 
 
“He’ll be glad to hear that. He asked me to teach him, so I gave him a couple of lessons. I laid 
down the bass and drum tracks for him, but he did all the guitar work himself.” 
 
“Cool! So, did your trick of channeling powers through the Nuva cube work?” 
  
“Beautifully, darling. The boys and I all went down to the Bahrag lair. Thermorahk, Laserahk, 
Guurahk, Sonirahk, Plasmarahk, and Panrahk carved me some stones just like the Toa symbols. 
Of course, Panrahk accidentally shattered his as soon as he finished it, so he had to do it over 
again, and we all stood around waiting for a while. That kid is a walking jackhammer, with a hair 
trigger! But in the meantime, Lerahk amused us by building some really weird things with a few 
Bohrok-Kal parts the Turaga had forgotten down there. Panrahk finally got his act together, and I 
let the Rahkshi slide their symbols into the cube, so the colors would match.” 
 
“And then what happened?” I stirred some cream into my coffee. 
 
“Then I put my hand on each stone in turn, endowing it with an element, but nothing happened. 
Accurahk pointed out that I had put water in the ice symbol and vice versa, so I went back and 
started over. Then the bonds fell, freeing the Bahrag. I touched them with the Krana Xa Kal, 
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which I had found lying around after the Toa fought the Kal, and the queens woke up.” He 
chuckled as he sipped his coffee and recalled the scene. “Of course there was a big zapping 
sound and an eerie rainbow glow. That sort of thing always happens any time you invoke special 
comic book physics.” 
 
“Did the Bahrag recognize you when you woke them up?” I wondered. 
 
“They had absolutely no idea who I was, beloved. First, they greeted each other. Then the blue 
one—is it Cahdok? I always get them mixed up—made some comment about starting the 
mission again. Finally, Gahdok asked, ‘And who are you?’ No ‘thank you’ or anything. I tell 
you, sometimes I’m embarrassed to be a villain, the way my colleagues act.” 
 
I laughed. “So what did you tell them?” 
 
“I said, ‘Your worst nightmare.’ I told them they had a day to get their Bohrok equipped with 
krana, and then we would attack.” 
 
“Wow.” I leaned forward and rested my chin on my hands. “I bet Shadrahk already had a clever 
plan figured out by the next day.” 
 
Makuta smiled. “You see, my lovely? I know you’re the one for me. You love my children like 
they were your own. And in a way, they are. They’ve really matured under your tender care.” He 
took a swig of cognac. 
 
“Well, I care about them, but I’ll never consider them mine,” I frowned, sitting back in my seat. 
 
“I hope you realize I’m going to have to put them in stasis after this war, if you don’t come 
watch over them,” he said sadly. “It was a bit of a risk even to make this quick trip to come see 
you.” 
 
“Yeah. Well, a nice long nap will probably do them good. But why can’t you take care of them?” 
 
“I have some business to tend to, love. I’ll be away for a little while,” he replied. 
 
“You want me to watch them while you’re away working on the new movie, don’t you?” I 
grinned. “You got a new contract with LEGO! Congratulations!” I raised my glass. 
 
“Thanks!” he said brightly, clinking his glass against mine. “I was really relieved when they 
finally—hey!” His eyes narrowed. “You little sneak! You’re not supposed to learn about that 
until you come home with me.”  
 
“So, you were telling me about the Bohrok war,” I said quickly. 
 
“Right,” said Makuta, looking at me warily. “Shadrahk, with my approval, gave the veteran 
krana that the Matoran had stored back to the Bahrag, just to make it more challenging. He’s had 
to come up with a strategy that’s really different from the Toa’s. There are no villages to defend, 
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just natural features. And there are no Exos to unlock, so the Rahkshi don’t have any reason to 
pay attention to which krana they collect. They’ve been taking as many krana as they can, 
because their goal is to immobilize all the Bohrok.” 
 
“That sounds a lot more difficult,” I remarked. 
 
“It is, but fortunately, there are more Rahkshi than there were Toa. Let me tell you, the scale of 
the war has really been intense.” 
 
“I can imagine! So what is Shadrahk’s strategy?” 
 
“The first thing he did was come up with a plan to disable the Bohrok Va, so the defeated 
Bohrok wouldn’t just get re-supplied. He set up rotating patrols to seek out and suppress the Va 
supply lines.” 
 
“Pretty smart,” I smiled. 
 
“It was. He put Turahk in charge, with Gravirahk as his lieutenant. Those two started out fighting 
each other, as usual, but as soon as they figured out what they had to do, they started having the 
time of their lives. Vorahk assigned the less lethal Rahkshi to that detail. Because the Va are so 
pathetically weak, the Rahkshi don’t have the heart to hurt them, anyway. They just wait for 
them to emerge from the ground, and then they play games with them until they are intimidated 
into retreating.” 
 
“Games?” I asked, worried. This sounded cruel. 
 
“Yeah. Once I watched Pinky transform himself into a krana-less Bohrok and wait to be re-
supplied. Then when a Pahrak Va walked up, he seized it, took away the krana, and tossed the 
Va in the air. It was smacking him with its little hammer the whole time. He used his staff to 
swat the Va to Chamelerahk and Illusorahk, waiting invisibly to one side, and they played kolhii 
with it for a few minutes until it managed to scurry away.” 
 
“Oh, that’s funny!” 
 
“There’s always a whole group of Rahkshi ready to ambush the Va wherever they pop up, thanks 
to Telerahk’s information gathering. Gravirahk, especially, has been having fun with them. 
They’re so light, he can just float a whole swarm of them with one flick of his staff, and then 
spin them in the air and make them bounce off each other!” 
 
After we stopped laughing, I asked him, “So the Rahkshi have to de-krana all the Bohrok that 
have been released, and then the war will be over?” 
 
“Easier said than done, love. The Bahrag have a really huge reserve of those things, many more 
than they ever released against the Toa. And there’s a lot of island to defend. Rivers, mountains, 
rock formations, and forests are especially vulnerable. So the second part of Shadrahk’s strategy 
was to form small, carefully chosen squads to respond to every Bohrok attack. He and Vorahk 
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figured out pretty quickly which teams of Rahkshi worked best together, and they’ve been 
dispatching them all over the island, using whatever group was most effective against each 
Bohrok breed. Where there are Tahnok, for example, a couple of Rahkshi with ranged powers, 
like Electrorahk and Magnerahk, lead the way and disable the whole swarm at once. Then 
Pyrorahk and Plasmarahk fly in and gather krana. They can resist the fiery blasts if any of the 
Bohrok get up and fight back.” 
 
“I imagine some of the Rahkshi are better suited than others to fighting the Bohrok, right?” 
 
“Definitely. The one who’s really fun to watch is Disruptirahk. Since he can disintegrate 
inorganic matter at the molecular level, but organic creatures aren’t affected, he just blasts a 
Bohrok, and then he picks its krana out of the pile of glowing dust. The krana hate that, let me 
tell you! One time Mentorahk was standing nearby, reading the mind of the krana as his brother 
scooped it up, and he was doubled over laughing. And Invulnerahk is really good at collecting 
krana, too, since he’s resistant to all the Bohrok powers. He just walks up and kicks open their 
headplates while they fire at him in vain.” 
 
“You must be pretty confident the Rahkshi will win, since you left before the war was finished.” 
 
“Yes, they’re really close to winning. There have been a few setbacks, though. At one point, 
when the Bahrag saw that the Va weren’t getting through, they came to the surface themselves 
and replaced a lot of krana in the Bohrok. While they were at it, they put krana on massive 
numbers of Rahi, too. The Rahkshi weren’t expecting this, and a giant horde of Kane-Ra trapped 
Frigirahk and Kurahk in a cave. It turns out making the Kane-Ra enraged made them meaner, but 
their herd instincts, plus the instructions from the Bahrag, kept them from fighting each other. 
Finally, Rahirahk flew over there and overrode the Bahrag’s control long enough for the three of 
them to rip off all the krana.” 
 
“Ooh,” I said, wide-eyed. 
 
“Then some krana-wearing Muaka laid waste to an ice fort the boys had built in Ko-Wahi, some 
Tarakava tore up the Hura-Mafa delta, and so on. But it backfired for the Bahrag in the end, 
because it gave Shadrahk an idea.”  
 
He held out his fork toward me, with the last bite of cheesecake on it. I shook my head, but when 
I saw his eyes flash impatiently, I leaned forward and ate it.  
 
He smiled and continued his story. “Shadrahk summoned a legion of wild kraata and sent them 
out to infect Rahi. Pretty soon a throng of Nui-Jaga was cornering Lehvak in the desert. Poison 
was flying in all directions! Evitarahk zipped in there, dodging acid blasts, and grabbed a few 
krana. Then Lentirahk slowed them all down and helped him with the rest.” 
 
“What were you doing all this time, Makuta?” 
 
“Oh, I was watching the whole performance from the lair, mostly, and controlling infected Rahi. 
Every now and then I would peek in on the Bahrag just out of curiosity. Man, the attitude on 
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those old biddies! It was all I could do not to go wring their scrawny necks myself, after what I 
heard them say about me and my kids. But I let the boys run the show. It was good practice for 
them. Shadrahk came up with an extra incentive for them to fight hard, too. He requested a 
special prize from me for the Rahkshi who captures the most krana over the course of the war. 
The winner will be promoted to Stage Seven.” 
 
“You can do that?” 
 
“Sure. They can get there on their own, through experience and courage and so on, but I can give 
them an extra push, too.” 
 
“Wow! I bet that really motivates them.” 
 
“It definitely does. At first it brought its own set of problems, because a few of the Rahkshi 
started stealing krana from their brothers. But Vorahk put a stop to that right away. And 
Shadrahk announced that from then on, anyone caught cheating would be disqualified.” 
 
I nodded, remembering a similar rule I had imposed at a Rahkshi tunnel relay race. “I suppose 
the Rahkshi have had to figure out ways to use the landscape to help them, like the Toa did, since 
they’re so heavily outnumbered?” 
 
“Yes, the Bohrok are dangerous adversaries, because of their sheer quantity as well as their 
powers. Several times my boys have found themselves overwhelmed and had to retreat. But 
thanks to your good influence, my lovely, they look out for each other now. And since they can 
fly, injuries have been rare.” 
 
“That’s good,” I sighed. As much as I knew the Rahkshi loved fighting, and even though they 
had the healing power of Makuta and Therahk on their side, I couldn’t help but worry about them 
a little.  
 
“Shadrahk made all the other Rahkshi read the comics, and they’ve been using a lot of the Toa’s 
tricks. That canyon trap, where Onua and Kopaka dug a passageway from a ravine to the sea, and 
Pohatu and Gali flooded the Tahnok? The boys did that. Remember when Onua, Gali, and Tahu 
steamed the Nuhvok out of a network of tunnels? They did that one, too. The ice traps that 
Kopaka set? Those worked great.” 
 
“Wait a minute. Those last two weren’t in the comics. Did Shadrahk read my epics?” 
 
“Well, I suppose he must have!” exclaimed Makuta. “See? You’re already on Makuta Island 
with us in spirit, sweetheart, helping us with your stories. Now if you’ll let me bring your body 
back with me…” 
 
“My body is happy here, thanks,” I said anxiously. 
 
“Oh, be a sport. Think of all the great adventures you’re missing out on! The whole reason I 
came here was to bring you back with me, so you could see the end of the war.” 
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“You said you wanted to take me to dinner,” I replied suspiciously. 
 
“Well, sure. But my offer of hospitality is always open, love. My arms and my lair feel so empty 
without you. What can I do to make Mangaia more comfortable for you?” 
 
“You could start by installing a few megawatts of halogen lighting.” 
 
He laughed. “You know, darling, you needn’t be afraid of the dark. I’ll be there with you.” 
 
“I’m not afraid of the dark, Makuta,” I explained. “I’m afraid of you.” 
 
Makuta inclined his head and studied me. “You’re such a skittish little thing. But I see why 
you’re so easily intimidated, being so small and powerless. Of course I’ll give you the elemental 
control of water again. Say, I’ll build you an Ussanui, too, so you can get around quickly without 
waiting for a ride from the Rahkshi.” He nodded thoughtfully. “A kraata-powered flying 
vehicle… how perfect. The kraata will absolutely fall all over themselves to get the honor of 
carrying you around. And you’ll be able to see the whole show from the air.” 
  
Water powers? My own Ussanui, to use as a mobile ringside seat for the Rahkshi-Bohrok fight? I 
would have eagerly accepted the offer if it had come from anyone but Makuta. “I’d really rather 
just hear about it. So what was happening when you left?” 
 
“Well, there were only a few stray swarms of Bohrok here and there, and the Va were all but 
gone. I suggested we turn a few Bohrok into Kal, just to make things interesting, and the boys 
were all for it. They didn’t want the war to be over so soon. So I rebuilt one of each kind of 
Bohrok into a Kal, and then I marched them back to the Bahrag, so they could put krana in. But 
do you think those nasty old buzzards were grateful?” 
 
“I’m guessing they weren’t.” 
 
“Cahdok called me ‘an obstacle to be removed.’ Then Gahdok blasted a chunk of my leg off! 
After I knocked a little sense into them with my staff, I teleported myself back to the spare parts 
room and scrounged up a new piece.” He pointed at his thigh, which looked slightly less 
corroded than the rest of his parts. 
 
“You just can’t make some people happy,” I shrugged. The waiter discreetly set the check in 
front of Makuta. 
 
“Yeah. Anyway, the kids were going at it hard against the Kal when I left. As soon as the Kal 
attacked, Sonirahk and the Kohrak-Kal had a really nasty duel in the desert. What an infernal 
racket! No one was winning until Xefonirahk showed up to help, and the sonic energy plus the 
power scream finally reduced the Kohrak-Kal to a twitching pile of parts. But in the process, the 
three of them shattered all the cliffs for a radius of about five mio. After that, I told the little 
nippers they’d better not try to match the Kal power for power, or they’d have an awful lot of 
cleaning up to do. So they went back to setting elaborate traps. Only a trickle of Bohrok is 
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coming out of the lair now. There must be thousands of extra units sitting in storage, but the 
Bahrag just can’t make krana as fast as the boys can steal them.” 
 
“I suppose not.” 
 
“It’s quite a fascinating process. You see, they—” 
 
“Makuta, I have no desire to know how the Bahrag make krana,” I said hastily. “I just ate 
dinner.” 
 
“Sorry, love. So, the Rahkshi have the regular Bohrok pretty much under control, and it’s just a 
matter of time before they take down the last of the Kal. When we get back to Makuta Island, I’ll 
hunt down the Bahrag and put them back in prison, in case the Story Team ever needs them 
again.” 
 
“When you get back,” I corrected him. 
 
“Oh, come on. You’ll get to see me use the new Exo I built especially for the occasion.”  
 
“Why would you need an Exo?” I asked dubiously. 
 
A sly smile crossed his Kraahkan. “Oh, I don’t need one. It’s just for fun. I wanted to see what I 
could come up with. It really rocks, too. Double missiles fire from one arm, and the other is set 
up with lightning-fast punching hooks, like the Toa’s. But I put some extra weapons—er, tools—
on mine. Naturally, it has a rocket pack on the back, and there’s a telescoping boom with a big 
saw blade, and an anvil-shaped pounding mace thing, and a retractable lasso. Plus, a vise grip 
clamp that shoots out of my chest. The feet have spikes all around, and the knees are equipped 
with power rams to crush things or open resistant doors. I sure wish I’d had it when Takanuva 
and I opened the gate to Metru Nui!” 
 
“Yikes! The Bahrag will pass out from fright before you even get to use it.” 
 
“I certainly hope not, baby doll. I’m looking forward to a good fight. I haven’t had a worthy 
opponent since the Toa of Light. And I could have turned him into protodermis confetti if it 
hadn’t been for the LEGO no-violence policy,” he chuckled. “Still, I have no regrets. As 
humiliating as it was to lose, I got to keep my job, because I followed the rules. But this time I 
won’t have to pull any punches.” 
 
“You can’t mess up the Bahrag too badly, though,” I remarked. “Like you said, the Story Team 
might need them again someday.” 
 
“Oh, I’m not going to do any permanent damage to them. If I do, I can always rebuild them. And 
I’ll put them back into a protodermis cage, just as they were. You know how that works, darling? 
The combined elemental energies transform into solid matter. The Toa Olda had no idea that 
would happen, and Krahka made some quite by accident when fighting the Toa Metru, but I’ve 
had a lot of practice.” He pointed his finger at the window next to me. A rainbow-colored halo 
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appeared around the tip, and a white, glowing beam shot out. He drew in the air, and a web of 
luminous strands formed in front of the glass. I watched with fascination until he was finished. 
Then he glanced around and noticed that the last few diners in the restaurant were staring at him. 
They quickly got up from their table and headed for the door, passing the maître-d’, who was 
scowling at the window. 
  
Makuta pointed at the web again and drew a large :m: in the center. “Go ahead, chérie. Touch it.” 
 
I hesitantly reached out and touched a fiber. It was silver in color and as hard as steel. “That’s 
amazing,” I murmured. I gripped it and tugged, but it held fast. For a few moments I marveled at 
the strange structure, formed of pure energy. Finally, I turned back to the Master of Shadows and 
said, “I can see why the Bahrag couldn’t get out of that cage. So, what will the Rahkshi do after 
the war is over?” 
 
“Well, they’ll have to put all the Bohrok and Va back in their storage chambers. Then they’ll 
restore the island, to reverse the damage caused by the Bohrok and the fighting. After all you 
taught them, my lovely, they’re really good at building. They’ll clear the debris, open up the 
dammed rivers, restore the lava flows, rebuild the mountains and stone formations, and replant 
the forests. You know, make the island a paradise again.” 
 
“It’s nice that you’re at least taking care of it, now that you’ve taken it over,” I commented. 
 
“Personally, I wouldn’t really mind living under the surface of a bare rock, but I’d never stand a 
chance of luring you back home with me,” he grinned, putting his hand on mine. “And it’s much 
more fun for the boys with geographical features and wildlife on it. They can go camping, 
hunting, fishing, water skiing, snowboarding, lava surfing, and so on. It’s like a big boy scout 
camp for them.” 
 
As I pulled my hand away and drank the rest of my coffee, I realized with a start that I had 
actually enjoyed much of Makuta’s insane, rambling conversation, especially the part about the 
Rahkshi. When he wasn’t threatening the freedom or lives of me and my friends, and when he 
spoke of the past instead of his twisted conspiracies for the future, he could be quite entertaining. 
But the idea of getting comfortable around this dangerous being made me really nervous. I still 
had to make it home in one piece. 
 
I gestured around us at the empty tables with chairs set upside down on them. “Makuta, you’ll 
never talk me into going back there with you, but thanks for catching me up on things. I think 
they’re about ready to close this place.” 
 
“Oh, they can’t kick us out yet. The night is young!” he protested cheerfully. 
 
“Maybe according to your schedule it is, but they’ve been working hard all evening,” I replied. 
The waiter and maître-d’ were talking in hushed tones next to the cash register. “Let’s just go. 
It’s late, and they’d probably like to get home and get some rest.” 
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Makuta glanced up at the two employees, and his eyes slowly turned red. “I don’t like the way 
that guy is looking at me,” he growled, standing up and picking up his staff. “He gave me a hard 
time when we got here, and he hasn’t stopped glaring at me since.” 
 
I remembered how Makuta had brought down the restaurant last time, with a wave of his staff. 
“Makuta, please don’t cause any trouble,” I said nervously, rising from my chair. “Whatever 
happened to ‘kinder and gentler’?” 
 
Makuta stood for a moment, his bulky arms folded across his chest, looking back and forth 
between me and the restaurant personnel. “Oh, fine,” he said with irritation. He tossed a thick 
wad of bills onto the table and forced a smile. “The food was wonderful, and the service was 
excellent. Have a lovely weekend, everyone.” He led me past the visibly relieved maître-d’ and 
waiter. 
 
“See?” I said encouragingly. “That wasn’t so bad, was it?” 
 
“No, I suppose it wasn’t,” he admitted. “And it’ll save me the trouble of erasing their memories 
of us, next time we show up.” He held the door open for me, and I stepped out into the starry 
night. “You know, sweet pea, I’ve noticed that you’re a lot more confident on your home turf. At 
Mangaia, you were always so jumpy. You need to realize that wherever you are, when you’re 
with me, you’re in good hands.” 
 
I glanced at Makuta’s weird hands, with their double thumbs and pointy fingers, and shivered. “I 
don’t think it would be smart for me to feel relaxed with you,” I replied. “I never know what 
you’ll drag me into, even here in this world. Exploding restaurants… high-speed car chases… 
hostage situations… gunfire…” 
 
The waiter stepped past us, nodding to Makuta. “Thank you very much, sir.” 
 
“You’re welcome,” said Makuta. He turned toward me and smiled as he handed his ticket to the 
parking valet. “Well, for once it’s just going to be a pleasant, relaxing evening. How about a 
little drive around the lake?”  
 
Out of the corner of my eye, I saw someone approach. To my amazement, Toa Nokama was 
walking across the street toward us. “Nokama?” I asked, confused. How could she have changed 
from a Turaga back into a Toa Metru? LEGO must have rebuilt her for the Metru Nui flashbacks. 
 
Ignoring me, she stopped in front of the Master of Shadows. “Makuta! I’d recognize that beat-up 
old Kraahkan anywhere!” she said sweetly, putting her arms around his neck. I stepped back, my 
eyes wide. Nokama, embracing Makuta? 
 
“Uh… hello, Krahka,” he said uneasily. 
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Chapter 4: Mangaia Has No Fury… 
 
So, this was really Krahka! She was still around, and she had gone to all the trouble of tracking 
down Makuta. Oh, good, I thought with relief as I looked at the simulated Toa Metru of Water. 
Maybe he’ll get back together with her. I smiled, envisioning a life of peace, free from the worry 
of being kidnapped and harassed anymore. 
 
“How have you been? I haven’t seen you in ages!” she exclaimed, tightening her arms around 
Makuta’s neck.  

 
“Yeah, it’s been a while.” 
 
“I can’t believe you ditched me when I fought the Toa Metru!” she scolded. “Where were you?” 
 
“Having a little conversation with my brother,” he replied grimly, pushing her arms off him. “He 
told me all about what you did.” 
 
Krahka winced. “Oh. Well, you shouldn’t believe everything you hear.” She laughed nervously. 
“But anyway, you should have looked me up after the Toa defeated you and your infected Rahi.” 
 
“I was busy,” he answered. “You know how it is. The traditions of villainy dictated—” 
 
“—that you immediately prepare your revenge,” she finished with a wry smile. 
 
“Yeah. But how did you find me?” 
 
“I was up at LEGO headquarters, picking up my paycheck for consulting on The Darkness 
Below. You know, they interviewed me to get the story details right, and they took a bunch of 
pictures of my Toa Metru Nui form so the kids can build it. And I saw you there, driving out of 
the parking lot.” She put her hands on her hips. “It was easy enough to follow you. I picked up a 
police scanner at an electronics shop in Bridgeport, and then I just listened for reports about you. 
They don’t have the guts to confront you, but they keep pretty good tabs on where you are.” 
 
Makuta looked slightly embarrassed. “Now, why would they do that?” he muttered. “I didn’t 
even use my rockets this time.” 
 
Krahka’s expression shifted into a pout. “But after the Mask of Light was over, you had nothing 
to do. Why didn’t you call me, sugar daddy?” 
 
“Things are different now,” he said coldly. 
 
“Like your new look?” she snorted, looking up and down at him. “Good thing the fashion police 
haven’t seen you, or they would be trailing you, too. That gangly getup makes you look like one 
of your nasty spawn.” 
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“Stop insulting my sons! And I like this form,” he said defensively. “It’s comfortable, easy to 
maintain, and quite useful. Why are you disguised as one of your worst enemies?” 
 
“Oh, this old thing,” she laughed, gesturing at herself. “I just use it because humans are less 
freaked out by something that looks a bit like them, and it takes a lot less energy than going all-
out human. And it’s easier to drive this way. Why don’t you change back to the shape you had 
when we were chasing each other through the archive maintenance tunnels? You used to be 
pretty hot.” She tweaked his chin. “That really rocked. I’ve missed you.” 
 
“Well, I haven’t missed you. I’m a lot better off without you.” My hopes faded as he took my 
arm and led me past her. 
 
“How can you say that? We had such a blast together!” she protested, transforming into a sleekly 
powerful biomechanical feline about the size of a tiger. I stepped back with dread as she circled 
his legs. “Come on, you old tomcat, it can be just like old times again. You and me, and the 
world as our playground!”  
 
“And my heart as your scratching post? No, thanks,” Makuta frowned. 
 
But Krahka leaped in front of him again and reared up on two legs, blocking his way. She put her 
paws on his shoulders and changed into a shimmering green mermaid, balanced gracefully on 
her tail, with a cluster of writhing snaky black locks on her head. “You know you can’t resist 
me,” she said seductively, her eyes blazing. 
 
Makuta caught his breath, his eyes wide. Then he held up his hands and backed up a step. 
“Listen, Krahka, it was fun for a while. But it wasn’t worth the pain. I just want you to leave me 
alone.” 
  
“You contemptible loser,” she laughed mockingly, sliding toward him again on her tail and 
marching her fingers up his chest. “I don’t know what I ever saw in you.” 
 
“Why torment me, then?” he asked angrily. 
 
“Because I can,” she grinned. “And it’s fun.” Her hair drifted toward his mask and then lunged at 
him, gripping his head and pulling it toward hers. “You can change your form a thousand times, 
and you’ll still never be half as gorgeous as your brother. He’s everything you could never be.” 
 
Makuta teleported himself out of her grasp and reappeared a few feet away. “Yeah. Go bother 
him, then,” he muttered through clenched jaws. 
 
“Maybe I will,” she snarled, morphing back into her Nokama shape. “I hear he’s a light sleeper.” 
 
At this, Makuta’s eyes glowed a fierce red. Suddenly I saw an opportunity to escape. I didn’t 
really want to stick around to see how this situation would end, anyway. While they were 
distracted, I could slip back into the restaurant and call a taxi. I quietly took a step backward. 
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“You’ll never be able to get back there again to find him,” said Makuta crossly. 
 
“Oh, I won’t have any trouble getting past your pathetic minions. By the way, that skinny little 
blue one is sneaking away,” Krahka remarked, tilting her head toward me. 
 
The Spirit of Destruction spun around to face me, his eyes cool again. “Sweetheart, I didn’t mean 
for you to feel left out,” he apologized, extending his arms. “I’m so sorry.” 
 
“That’s quite all right, Makuta. You two seem to have some catching up to do,” I said quickly. 
“I’ll just take a cab.” 
 
“Oh, I get it,” Krahka smirked. “She’s your prisoner. Is she one of those new Toa?” 
 
“Uh, I’m nobody, really,” I smiled weakly. “Just a writer, doing some research for my next story. 
Nice to meet you.” I turned and bolted for the restaurant. My heart sank as I saw the maître-d’ 
locking the door. 
 
“She’s not my prisoner. And she’s definitely somebody.” I felt myself being grabbed around the 
waist by powerful arms and dragged backwards. Then with eight little words, Makuta proceeded 
to sign my death warrant. “Krahka, meet GaliGee, the love of my life.” He sealed it with a kiss 
on my forehead. 
 
I watched with growing alarm as Krahka’s orange eyes narrowed into sinister slits. “She’ll be 
scrap metal when I’m finished with her,” she hissed. She began to expand into the Toa Metru 
Nui, her legs lengthening and bulking up and long fins extending from the top of her head. Four 
more arms emerged from her growing shoulders, and weapons sprang from her hands, fanned out 
in a deadly-looking array in front of us. I remembered how, in the novel, she had held off all six 
Toa Metru for quite a while in this huge and powerful form, hurling combined elemental blasts at 
them. 
 
The parking valet pulled up in Makuta’s car. When he saw Krahka, he gasped in fear. I slipped 
out of Makuta’s arms and jumped into the convertible. Krahka lunged at me, swinging her 
double earthshock drill forward. Makuta passed the fleeing young man a tip with one hand as he 
blocked Krahka’s attack with the other.  
  
Makuta vaulted over me, landing heavily in the driver’s seat, and slammed the car into gear. 
Krahka, meanwhile, had grabbed me from behind, wrapping the chain of her proto piton around 
my neck. I pulled one of my axes off my back and struck her with it, but her grip only tightened. 
As he let off the brakes, Makuta glanced over and waved his hand at her, and arcs of electricity 
danced over her body. She jerked abruptly and let go. Over my shoulder, I watched her roll to a 
stop on the pavement and leap up again. She reverted to her Nokama form as she ran across the 
street and yanked open the door of a red Dodge Viper with California license plates. 
 
Makuta stomped on the accelerator, and the Coupe de Ville lurched forward as something 
whizzed past the back of my seat. The maître-d’ and parking valet dove into the shrubbery just 
before the restaurant exploded into fiery fragments of flying wood and stone. 
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“Hand grenade,” muttered Makuta. “She throws like a girl.” 
 
“So much for the nicely rebuilt restaurant,” I sighed, rubbing my neck. I looked behind us to see 
what Krahka was doing. The headlights of the Viper turned on and the engine revved. “I think 
she intends to follow us. And she’s driving a really fast car.” 
 
The Master of Shadows threw back his head and laughed. “Let her try. This is no ordinary 
Cadillac, you know.” 
 
I looked over at him and frowned. “Makuta, you’ve done some awfully vicious things to me in 
the time I’ve known you, but provoking your villainous girlfriend to kill me is really over the 
top.” 
 
“Ex-girlfriend,” he corrected me. “And I won’t let her kill you, love.” He put his arm around me 
as he swerved around a tour bus. 
 
“Did you get her to follow you on purpose?” I asked suspiciously.  
 
“No, of course not!” he exclaimed. “Well, to be completely honest, I did have an inkling she 
might be following me. When I spotted her at LEGO headquarters, I let her see me, but I 
pretended not to hear her. I thought maybe if she showed up, jealousy would drive you into my 
arms.” 
 
“You evil creep!” I yelled, pushing his arm off my shoulders. “You’ve put me in mortal 
danger—again—just to play mind games with me!”  
 
“Precious, all I did was tell her the truth. I had no idea she would go ballistic,” he said 
apologetically. 
 
“You, tell the truth?” I rolled my eyes. So his initial reluctance to talk about her had all been an 
act. “What did you expect from her, a group hug?”  
 
“That would have been nice,” he grinned. 
 
I glared at him. Then I glanced back at the changeling. She was leaning out the window, 
brandishing a grenade launcher. “I think she intends to shoot at us. And she’s got some really 
scary weapons.” 
 
“Relax, darling. She’s got nothing on me when it comes to firepower,” he assured me. He 
extended his arm behind him, and flames shot out of his hand, hitting a tree by the side of the 
road. It fell, blazing, across the roadway right in front of her car. “I don’t want to hurt her, you 
know. What kind of fellow would deliberately hit a girl? I’ll just get her car to break down, and 
then we can have a leisurely drive together.”  
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Krahka stashed the grenade launcher and aimed her hydro blade out the window. Water sprayed 
on the flames, dousing them just before her Viper plowed through the branches.  
 
Makuta glanced into the rear view mirror. “Oh, that’s right, she has water powers from studying 
Nokama. Well, then, how about this?” He waved his hand behind him, and the earth erupted, 
forming jagged ridges on either side of a yawning crevasse. I remembered that Krahka had 
acquired earth powers from observing Whenua. But instead of slowing to repair the damage in 
front of her, Krahka sped up. Her car sailed over the gap and landed on the other side. 
 
“Where did she learn to drive like that?” muttered Makuta. 
 
“Now I see why you never sleep,” I remarked.  
 
The Master of Shadows grinned. “Well, as Paul Newman once said, ‘If you don’t have enemies, 
you don’t have character.’” 
 
“No one has ever accused you of being devoid of character, Makuta,” I said, crossing my arms. 
“Are you being stalked by any other freakishly powerful, homicidal ex-girlfriends with arsenals 
of military-issue weapons?” 
 
“No, Krahka is one of a kind,” he sighed. “The rest of my enemies are male. Well, except for the 
Bahrag, if you want to call them enemies. And if you want to call them female. Anyway, it’s a 
good thing, my kitten, because guys are so much easier to deal with. At least all they want to do 
is kill me.” 
 
Krahka fired her grenade, and it sailed over us, hitting a Jiffy Lube. A fierce red fireball rose 
from the ground, forming a column of thick black smoke. At this hour, fortunately, the place was 
empty. 
 
Makuta turned onto the freeway access road. We heard a whistling noise overhead, and another 
shell landed ahead of us in the middle of an intersection. There was a small explosion, and then 
thick smoke billowed out of the grenade. 
 
“A smoke bomb? Foolish girl! She forgets I have X-ray vision!” he laughed. He turned around in 
his seat and raised his hand, forming a tightly focused whirlwind which swept Krahka’s car off 
the road into the parking lot of a home improvement store. She slid sideways into a stack of 
fertilizer bags. 
 
“Yes, but those people don’t,” I cried as two cars slammed together right in front of us. It was 
hard for me to see what was happening, but from the sound, more drivers were skidding into 
them. Soon the intersection was blocked by wrecked vehicles, half obscured by the dense smoke. 
 
Makuta screeched to a halt just short of the pile-up. He stood up on his seat and raised his staff. 
 
“Wait, Makuta! What are you doing?” 
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“What does it look like?” he snapped. “I’m going to blast those imbeciles out of my way.” 
 
“But they’re innocent!” I protested. “You might injure or even kill someone. Can’t you do 
something less destructive instead?” 
 
Makuta frowned down at me. “Destruction is my thing, honey. I live to destroy.” 
 
“Well, yes, but those poor people… Remember ‘kinder and gentler’?” 
 
“Oh, fine,” he said with exasperation. He set down his staff. “I’ll use telekinesis instead.” He 
glared at me again. “You know, you’re really starting to cramp my style.” He lifted his hand, and 
one of the cars slid sideways out of the tangle of twisted metal. 
 
I glanced behind us. Between billows of smoke, I saw a firefighter in full protective gear walking 
toward the wreck. Here was my chance to escape! Makuta and Krahka could certainly settle their 
bitter score without me. While Makuta stood on the seat, moving cars telekinetically as if he 
were conducting an orchestra, I quietly crawled out of the car and approached the fireman, 
figuring he could point me toward an emergency vehicle. To my surprise, he gestured for me to 
follow and turned around. Maybe he thought I was injured. I shrugged and walked after him. 
 
As we emerged from the cloud of smoke, I looked around for a fire truck or ambulance, but I 
didn’t see one. Instead, the firefighter led me toward a red Dodge Viper. I stiffened with fear and 
risked a surreptitious glance at his face, barely visible behind his visor. My heart sank as I saw 
glowing orange eyes. 
 
I bolted toward the hardware store, but I was knocked onto my face when a powerful jet of water 
hit me squarely in the back. I felt two hands lifting me up, and I rolled over. Krahka had 
morphed into Nokama again, and she was leaning over me. I punched her in the jaw, and she 
stumbled backwards. I scrambled to my feet. She lunged at me, her hydro blades forward. I 
blocked one of the blades with a side kick, but she hit me in the back with the other, and I lost 
my balance. She jumped on me and grabbed my throat. I brought up my feet and kicked her in 
the chest, pushing her off me. By the time I staggered up again, brandishing my aqua axes, 
Krahka was already standing, too. She hit my axes with a blast of flame, and my burned fingers 
jerked away, dropping them. Her hands morphed into Muaka claws as she grabbed my shoulders, 
slicing into my armor. In the same instant, her head changed into that of a Kane-Ra, and she 
rammed my head. I saw a brilliant flash, followed by darkness. I found myself lying on my back 
on the asphalt. In her Rau again, my assailant was dragging me by one leg, with my axes tucked 
under her arm.  
 
Krahka shoved me into her Viper and closed the door. As she started to run around the car, I 
opened the door, but she ran back and kicked me forcefully into the seat again. Then she 
produced a 9mm pistol and held it to my head. “Don’t try anything smart. I have no desire to 
pluck bits of your brain out of the headliner of my new car.” She slammed the door and sealed it 
with a thick layer of ice. While she circled the car, I struggled to push the door open, but she 
jumped into the driver’s seat and aimed the gun at me again. I meekly put my hands in my lap. 
“Now sit down, shut up, and hold on,” she hissed. She spun the car around and headed the wrong 
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way down the freeway access road, zigzagging under a bridge to get onto the correct side. Once 
we were up to speed, she stowed the handgun in the map pocket on her door and set my axes 
between the seats.  
 
I glanced nervously around the inside of the Dodge as I rubbed my throbbing head and gingerly 
probed the gouges in my shoulder armor with my seared fingers. The sporty black cockpit was 
cluttered with colorful objects. A Clikits necklace dangled from the rear view mirror, tied around 
a Hello Kitty toy with a pink jumpsuit, helmet, and checkered flag. Pink and black tiger-striped 
faux fur covered the seats. A decal of Dale Earnhardt’s left-leaning number 3 was affixed to the 
dashboard. Taped next to it was a picture of Makuta with concentric circles superimposed on it 
and a cluster of bullet holes in the middle. The floor was strewn with Twinkie wrappers, 
crumpled Cherry Coke cans, half-folded maps, empty rifle shells, CD jewel cases, and 
magazines. In the space behind the seats, I could see a pile of weapons, including a Colt AR-15 
assault rifle, an M79 grenade launcher, a box of hand grenades, and two cases of ammunition. A 
pink racing helmet with Purina stickers on it was perched on top. An Avril Lavigne song was 
blasting from the speakers. 
 
I looked cautiously at Krahka, who was grinning broadly as she glanced into the rear-view 
mirror. She seemed to be enjoying this cat-and-mouse game. Considering how fiercely she had 
defended her turf under the surface of Metru Nui, it made sense that she would be possessive of 
Makuta. Maybe she considered him to be her territory as well. But I wondered if, despite her 
jealousy, I could appeal to her as one female to another. After all, we were quite rare in Bionicle.  
 
I finally got up the courage to speak to her. “Krahka, I was there against my will. I’m not really 
Makuta’s girlfriend.” 
 
“Yeah. Right.” She smacked her gum. 
 
“Really, I’m not,” I replied. “You can have him. You’d be doing me a favor.” 
 
“So he’s resorted to kidnapping, just to have some company?” She blew a big pink bubble and 
popped it. 
 
“I guess so,” I replied.  
 
“Figures. He’s so lame,” she snorted. She zoomed up the ramp onto the deserted freeway, the 
powerful engine purring as she shifted smoothly through the gears. I glanced behind us, and the 
black Cadillac was a few hundred yards back. An extra arm emerged from Krahka’s chest to 
steer the car while she reached behind the seat for her grenade launcher and loaded a shell into it. 
She stuck her head and arms out the window and fired it at the road in front of Makuta, blowing 
a huge hole in the pavement. His car swerved wildly and skidded sideways.  
 
“So,” I ventured again, “since I’m in the way of your plans to get back together with Makuta, 
would you please just drop me off somewhere?” 
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“Get back together with him? As if!” The shapeshifter laughed long and hard. “Like I have any 
romantic plans for that worthless dweeb.” She put the grenade launcher behind the seat and 
pulled out the assault rifle. 
 
“But you said—” 
 
“Oh, all that was just to soften him up, so my revenge would be just that much more delicious,” 
she grinned. Then her Rau twisted into a scowl. “But you… you interfered with my plan. Big 
time.” 
 
I swallowed hard. “I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to. I didn’t even want to be there.” 
 
“Whatever. I’ll just blast him once for dumping me, and once more for being with you,” she said 
casually, snapping a fresh clip into her gun. “You think I pack all this heat just for self defense?” 
 
“Well, I was kind of wondering,” I smiled weakly, looking behind us at Makuta’s car, which was 
catching up again. By now we had left behind the last streetlights of the city, and we were sailing 
through the countryside in the dark on a four-lane divided highway. The night vision power that 
Makuta had given me during my stay on his island allowed me still to see clearly. “What line of 
work are you in, now that your Bionicle contract is finished?” 
 
“I’m a stunt driver,” she said proudly, setting down the gun. Her extra arm vanished into her 
chest. “I do outrageous things men are too scared to try. Whenever you watch a movie and 
there’s a car flying across a drawbridge as it opens, it’s probably me. And I assume a human 
shape for shots of jumping off buildings and stuff like that.” 
 
“You certainly fooled me with the firefighter form.” Now I understood her choice of vehicle and 
her driving skills. 
 
“I love my work,” she chuckled. “But my real passion is NASCAR. My lap times are almost 
good enough to qualify me now. Soon the whole circuit will feel the wrath of Kitty Konichiwa, 
in her hot pink tiger-striped Dodge. Keep an eye on the sports channel!” She morphed slowly 
into a human. As features emerged from a smooth face, and clothing surfaced and took shape, I 
gasped in wonder. She became a petite young Asian woman in a black leather jumpsuit, with 
chin-length jet-black hair framing her serene face, slender hands in fingerless driving gloves, and 
glowing orange eyes, which looked very eerie in a human face. 
 
I stared at her for a moment before she said, in a soft voice with a slight Japanese accent, “Yeah, 
I know, the eyes are a little freaky. I haven’t figured out how to do those, so I wear sunglasses a 
lot.” 
 
“It must take a lot of work to get a team and a racecar together,” I remarked, relieved she seemed 
to be opening up a bit. “And a lot of money.”  
 
“Duh,” she replied. “But Purina’s sponsoring me. They bought the car, and they pay the pit crew. 
And whenever I need a new engine or transmission or something, I just do a bank heist. Being a 
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shapeshifter really helps with that. All in all, it’s a pretty good life.” Krahka pushed a red button 
on the dashboard with her French-manicured finger. I glanced behind us, and a large oily-looking 
puddle spread slowly across the concrete road surface. 
 
“You seem well suited for it. You’re certainly good at driving this car.”  
 
“My pride and joy,” she purred, patting the dashboard. She glanced at me with her radiant orange 
eyes. “The Viper Competition Coupe. This 520-horsepower, V-10 bad boy can get me from zero 
to sixty in 3.8 seconds, with a top speed of 185 miles per hour. But who’s counting?” 
 
“Wow,” I said with grudging admiration. 
 
“I had to adjust the papers a bit to get the license plates, though. The DMV thinks it’s the street-
legal SRT-10 version. At first they were suspicious, but I managed to talk them into it.” The 
oriental beauty morphed into a perfect likeness of Marilyn Monroe, except for the glowing 
orange eyes. She was wearing a snug, low-cut white dress and stiletto-heeled lavender pumps. 
She turned toward me and blew me a kiss.  
 
“I see,” I replied, blinking in surprise. 
 
“So, what about you?” cooed the blonde bombshell. “You look like a Toa of Water, but you 
don’t seem to have any powers.”  
 
I shook my head. “That’s because I’m a Toa prototype.” 
 
“And you’re a writer?” 
 
“Yes, among other things,” I replied. “I write Bionicle stories and post them on BZPower.” 
 
“So Mr. Wrong was probably trying to get you to post a flattering story about him?” she guessed, 
flipping her platinum hair. “What an ego on that clueless bonehead.” 
 
“Yeah, he’s always trying to get me to make him look like a hero,” I replied. 
 
“Look at him, trying to catch up so he can save you. Too bad the only thing hot about his car is 
the fact that he stole it,” she said scornfully. 
 
I glanced over my shoulder at the Coupe de Ville as it hit the puddle of oil, lost its traction, and 
slid toward the guardrail. 
 
“I bet he makes you listen to all his evil rants, eh?” Krahka asked, a wry smile dancing across her 
voluptuous ruby lips. “And he wants you to write them down, so all the Bionicle fans can read 
them?”  
 
“Yes, and yes,” I sighed. 
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“Check this out,” she grinned. “Keep in mind that I can’t possibly imitate his powers, or the 
malice exuding from every greasy linkage, but…” She took a deep breath and transformed 
herself into an amazing likeness of Makuta’s Mask of Light form. She had to hunch over to fit in 
the seat, her limbs folded awkwardly and her simulated Kraahkan grazing the head liner of the 
car. In Makuta’s deep, gravelly voice, she said, “Fear me! I am Makuta, Master of Shadows, the 
big nasty guy who’s going to take over the world and force all you miserable little creatures to 
fetch me my coffee!” 
 
She reverted to her Nokama form and burst out laughing. In spite of my anxiety, I found myself 
starting to snicker along with her. Caught up in the contagion of hilarity, we were soon giggling 
so hard we were both gasping for breath. 
  
After I regained my composure, I turned to Krahka, who was still chuckling. “Listen, Krahka, 
since I was just Makuta’s prisoner and I want nothing to do with him, would you please let me 
out somewhere before you get your revenge? I’m not a thrill-seeker like you are.” 
 
“Honey, I wasn’t built yesterday,” she scoffed. “I saw the way he looked at you. You’re just 
giving me that jive about being a prisoner so I’ll spare you.” 
 
I wasn’t sure what to say. “Well, you know Makuta. He’s a really good liar. I think he’s just 
trying to use me.” 
 
“Use you? Get real. You’re powerless! And don’t try to tell me anyone actually reads your silly 
stories.” 
 
“True, but the Rahkshi listen to me. He wants me to baby-sit them so he can work on other 
things. They can get into some pretty big trouble when they’re unsupervised.” 
 
“Eeeew! Don’t remind me about his revolting vermin! I just ate dinner!” She shook her head. 
“Nice try, babe, but that makes you a perfect hostage. If that scum actually has a use for you, he 
won’t fire his heavier ordnance at me. Hmm. After I get him to roll his car, should I use a hand 
grenade on him, or just see how many bullets it will take to finish him off? What to do, what to 
do…” 
 
“Finish him off?” I asked, aghast. Even though I resented Makuta’s intrusions into my otherwise 
peaceful life, I didn’t want him to die. I preferred to see him happily reunited with Krahka, so he 
would leave me alone for good. “Why do you want to kill him? I think he still has feelings for 
you.” 
 
“If he does, that’s just too bad for him. Besides, it’s not like he’ll stay dead,” she shrugged. “His 
ugly mug will be back in some hideous new form after a while. But it’ll be fun to inflict 
agonizing pain on him first.” 
 
I thought about this. In spite of everything Makuta had done to me, I didn’t have the heart to 
watch him suffer. But it was true that he had returned twice after his physical form was 
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destroyed. And if she killed him, I would certainly have some peace for a while. Maybe this 
wasn’t such a bad thing. “So after you kill him, then you’ll let me go?” 
 
“Oh, sure. I’ll just drop you off in front of the Food Court, at the mall. Not!” she sniggered. “Say, 
maybe I’ll rub you out first, right in front of him. That’ll totally cheese him off.” 
 
“But why? I’m mortal! I can’t just come back!” 
 
“Hello! It’s obvious Makuta didn’t choose you for your brains,” she sneered. “He had his hands 
all over you. And he’s mine!” 
 
I sank back in my seat, my heart pounding with panic. The more I said to this bizarre creature, 
the deeper I was digging myself into trouble.  
 
“Oh, chill out,” snorted Krahka. “After he pulls his own scruffy carcass back together, he’ll 
probably use some of his life force to revive you, like he did for that little yellow dude. If he 
really loves you.” She tossed her head back and laughed wickedly. 
 
Suddenly the glass next to me shattered, and Makuta’s car pulled up next to the Viper. Krahka 
whipped her head around. “Don’t look now,” she said sarcastically, “but your Prince Charming 
just showed up. Tell him he owes me a window.” 
 
He yelled at her over the sound of the rushing wind. “Give up my darling, she-Rahi!” 
 
“If you want her,” she taunted, “come and claim her.” 
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 Chapter 5: Out of the Frying Pan 
 
Makuta reached his hand toward me as his convertible caught up with Krahka’s sports car. I 
looked fearfully from one kidnapper to the other. Krahka certainly looked more benevolent in 
her Nokama form, but I was probably less likely to be killed with Makuta. Still, I wasn’t 
convinced he could transfer me between two vehicles moving at over twice the speed limit 
without turning me into a heap of protodermis wreckage. 
 
“The filthy son of a Kavinika must have nitrous,” growled Krahka. “Well, let’s see if that rat can 
really race.” She downshifted, and the car surged forward, leaving the Cadillac behind. She 
swerved to the right to cut in front of him, but then there was an impact to the right rear fender, 
and she veered back into the left lane. 
 
“My candy-apple paint job!” she screamed. “He’s so going to pay!” She steered with her right 
arm and laid her AR-15 across it, squeezing the trigger with her left hand as he caught up again. 
Bullets whizzed past my face. Ducking the hail of projectiles, Makuta reached over, gripped the 
top of the passenger door with his thick silvery fingers, and ripped it off the Dodge. It flew 
spinning away behind us. 
 
I gasped in terror and grabbed the sides of the seat as the wind whistled by me. I felt myself 
being tugged toward Makuta’s car, apparently by a strong magnetic force. Meanwhile Krahka 
had dropped the gun and sprouted tentacles, which closed around my neck as I grabbed my axes 
and tried vainly to beat them away. It felt as if my head would be pulled off. The Viper swerved 
crazily as we struggled. Then my assailant recoiled in pain as two beams of intense heat burned 
into her forehead. 
 
“I’ll watch for you on ESPN,” I called as I was dragged out of the sports car. 

 
“I’ll watch for you in my crosshairs!” she spat, whipping me with her tentacles. I flew across the 
gap between the two vehicles, the dotted white line a blur beneath me, and tumbled into 
Makuta’s lap. He hit the brakes and skidded sideways across the pavement as Krahka’s Viper 
sailed ahead of us. Another car veered around us, honking loudly. 
 
“You can’t deny that you’re attracted to me,” grinned the Spirit of Destruction. He spun the car 
around in the middle of the road, leaving a cloud of dark gray smoke. 
 
“Very funny, Makuta.” Pushing myself off his legs, I slid onto the seat and put my axes on my 
back again. I sighed with relief and looked at him. “But I am glad you got me out of there.” 
 
“How glad?” He put his arm around me and drew my mask toward his as the car plowed across 
the grassy median and began to drive the other direction down the highway. 
 
“Makuta! Keep your eyes on the road!” I cried nervously. 
 
“I am, cupcake,” he replied calmly, weaving around a semi. “I have eyes in the back of my head, 
remember?” 
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I groaned and shoved him away, wondering if I shouldn’t have tried to stay with Krahka 
somehow. At least all she wanted to do was kill me. Maybe I could have reflected his heat-vision 
beam back at him with my axes. She might even have spared me if I had helped her. But it was 
too late to think about that now. As I groped behind me for my seat belt and snapped the buckle 
closed, I looked over my shoulder. The shapeshifter had made a U-turn and was in hot pursuit. 
 
I turned around again, and Makuta was looking at me sympathetically. “Please forgive me for 
letting you get captured, darling. What a fool I was not to keep my extra eyes on you! The 
obvious solution came to me—to levitate my own car instead of moving all those others—and I 
turned around to tell you to hold on. But by then, she was already shoving you into her car, and 
any ranged attack would have injured you as well.” He gently touched my dented Kanohi and my 
gouged shoulders. The pain disappeared as the injuries quickly healed. “That must have been 
quite a catfight. Too bad I missed it. Oh—I mean, I’m so sorry you got hurt. You poor sweet 
little thing.” 
 
“Uh, yeah. But I think she’s just mad because she still wants you,” I replied, holding up my 
hands. The Master of Shadows tenderly folded his fingers around each one, and the burns 
vanished. I wondered if he had let Krahka take me on purpose just to make things more exciting. 
I had to admit, everything that had happened seemed to support his account of her spiteful 
behavior—and this made them a perfect match, in my opinion. If they would just forget for a 
moment how much they hated each other, they would get along wonderfully. “You know, you 
two really have a lot in common. And I see what you mean about that beautiful mermaid form. 
I’ll be happy to get out of the way so you can work things out with her.” 
 
The Coupe de Ville was suddenly peppered with bullets, shattering the windshield and shredding 
the rear fenders. I slunk down in the seat as Makuta turned around and waved his hand. In the 
rear view mirror, I saw a flood of loose gravel wash over the road behind us. Krahka’s car spun 
out and slid toward the drainage ditch. “That vicious harpy! I hate doing bodywork,” he 
grumbled. “I just don’t have the patience for it. All that grinding and sanding and waiting for 
paint to dry. And it’s not like I can drop this car off at the shop while I go run errands. I just 
know those ham-handed mechanics would mess up my rockets.” 
 
“Speaking of rockets—” I began, but I stopped when I saw something moving behind me. I 
looked back and saw the lower half of the back seat throw off the blanket that covered it. It 
transformed itself into a familiar blue and gold Rahkshi. He sat up and looked nervously at 
Krahka’s car. 
 
“Pinky!” I exclaimed. The shapeshifting Rahkshi leaned over and hugged me. 
 
Makuta glanced over at us, then at the back seat. “Hey! What are you doing here? And what did 
you do with the seat?” he demanded. 
 
The Rahkshi hissed in response, and Makuta frowned. “Devious little rascal. I’ve got to start 
remembering to scan my car before I leave home. Well, sit down and hold on.” 
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Pinky hissed again, but Makuta cut him off. “No, you can’t sit up here with us! You should have 
thought about that before you left the real seat in the LEGO parking lot.” 
 
“Well, he can have my seat,” I offered, noticing that we had gotten back to my part of town. 
“You can just drop me off and then use your rockets to escape Krahka.” 
 
“Oh, no. I’ve got to think up a good way to get back at her. I can’t let her get away with roughing 
up my dream girl, and then messing with my ride. This means war!” 
 
“Makuta, I don’t care about revenge. I just want to go home. Could you please—” 
 
The mobile phone rang, playing the tune of “My Way” in tinny electronic tones. “I finally got 
around to installing that hands-free kit,” chuckled Makuta. He touched a button on his phone. 
“Hello?” 
 
Shadrahk’s voice came over the speaker. “Hello, Master. I hope you’re well. There’s a situation 
here that needs your urgent attention.” 
 
“Hi, Shadrahk,” replied Makuta. He glanced over his shoulder at Krahka, who was gaining on us 
again, leaning out the window with her assault rifle. “I’m a bit busy myself right now. But I’m 
confident you boys can handle whatever comes up. How is the Bohrok war going?” 
 
“Uh, fine, Master. We won, and Statirahk put the Bahrag in stasis until you can lock them back 
up. We’ve already started repairing the damage to the island. But something has happened—” 
 
“You captured the Bahrag all by yourselves? That’s great! I’m so proud of you.” 
 
“Thank you, Master. It took quite a few of us. However, we—” 
 
“Did you get a chance to use my new Exo?” 
 
“Actually, we did. Turahk, Confusirahk, and I formed a Kaita, and then we were able to operate 
it. We called ourselves the Rahkshi Kaita Gaa, because that’s what the Bahrag said when they 
saw us. I must say, Master, you designed that machine well. The vise grip attachment fit 
perfectly around the Bahrag’s necks. Unfortunately, after we defeated them—” 
 
“Excellent! Fear, Confusion, and Darkness. I couldn’t have come up with a better combination 
myself! I’m a little disappointed not to get to fight them personally, but I can wait for another 
time. So, who won the krana collecting contest?” 
 
“It was Invulnerahk, Master. He’s really looking forward to his promotion. But we—” 
 
“Son, I have your mistress here. I’m bringing her home with me. Would you like to say hello?” 
 
“Hello, Mistress. I hope you’re having a nice drive.” 
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“Hi, Shadrahk,” I greeted him warmly. “Congratulations on the Bohrok war.” I looked 
resentfully at Makuta and whispered, “I’m not going home with you.” 
 
“Thanks,” said Shadrahk. “Mistress, nothing would make me happier than seeing you again, but 
I’m not sure it’s such a good idea right now. Master, the problem is, as Florahk was restoring Le-
Wahi, he planted this seed, and—” 
 
“You’re calling me to ask for gardening tips?” asked Makuta incredulously as a bullet smashed 
his rear view mirror. He flipped a switch labeled ‘War Emergency Power,’ and the car 
accelerated out of firing range. “Listen, Shadrahk, at the moment, someone’s shooting an assault 
rifle at me. Why don’t I call you back in, say, half an hour?” 
 
“It really can’t wait, Master,” came the patient but insistent reply. “An enormous vine grew up 
from this seed, and it’s gotten out of control. This may sound strange, but it seems to have a 
mind of its own. Even Florahk can’t handle it anymore. Lerahk blasted it with poison, but to no 
avail. Then Plasmarahk tried to burn it, and it just grew faster! We’ve—” 
 
“This seed,” Makuta interrupted. “Where did Florahk find it?” 
 
“There were a bunch of them in a locked desk drawer, under the computer,” said the Rahkshi of 
Darkness. “Big, hard, tan pods.” 
 
“Holy rhizomes,” muttered Makuta. “That little half-wit planted one of my Morbuzakh seeds!” 
 
“Morzu… what?” asked his puzzled minion. 
 
“You kept some of the seeds from that thing?” I gasped. 
 
Makuta shrugged. “Sure. You never know when you might need a large metropolitan area 
crushed to rubble.” Then he leaned toward the microphone and enunciated slowly, “Mor-bu-
zakh. It’s a huge evil plant that appeared on Metru Nui a long time ago. What’s it doing now?” 
 
“Well, once it got its roots into the Mangai, it started growing even faster. Now its tendrils are 
spreading toward the other Wahi,” reported Shadrahk. “And it’s smashed most of the barricades 
and forts we used against the Bohrok. We split up into squads to surround it, and we’re holding 
on all fronts at the moment. The thing that worries me, though, is the big branch that’s heading 
for Mangaia. We’ve triple-teamed that stem, but if it reaches the protodermis pool—” 
 
Makuta sat up with a start. “Listen carefully, son. Do whatever you must to keep that thing out of 
the lair. Go read comics number sixteen through eighteen, The Mystery of Metru Nui, and Trial 
by Fire to learn about your new enemy. They’re all in the bookcase. Even without those blasted 
disks, you boys can defeat it using your combined powers. You’ve got to sever the king root, the 
one with the brown stripe. And whatever you do, don’t use fire on it. It thrives on heat.” 
 
“Understood, Master. Oh, and Pinky is missing. No one has seen him for a couple of days.”  
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“I know where Pinky is,” sighed Makuta. “Don’t worry about him. Just keep holding down the 
fort, my boy. I’m on my way.” He hit a button on his phone to disconnect the call. 
 
I glanced nervously at Makuta. “You won’t be too hard on Florahk, I hope?” 
 
“Hard on him? He’ll be lucky if he survives the whipping he’s going to get,” he muttered grimly. 
“I have to make an example of him.” 
 
“Well, I can understand that. But please don’t kill him,” I pleaded. “I’m sure he didn’t mean any 
harm.” 
 
He sighed. “Well, I wasn’t planning to kill him. I was just going to make him wish he were dead. 
But just for you, my water lily, I’ll go a little easier on him.” 
 
“Thanks.” I gave him a grateful smile. Pinky hissed with relief as well. 
 
Makuta smiled back. “I guess can’t really blame him. I’m sure I would have done the same in his 
place. To me, a locked drawer positively screams ‘Pry me open!’” 
 
“I hate to say it, Makuta,” I remarked, glancing backwards at the Viper and its enraged driver, 
“but you reap what you sow.”  
 
“I suppose you’re right, princess,” he laughed. “It’s not so bad, though, really. I’ll have to defer 
my retaliation against that siren and go home to tend my garden first. But as Martha Stewart once 
said, ‘Revenge is a dish that is best served cold.’” 
 
“Martha Stewart?” I asked skeptically. 
 
“Well, maybe it wasn’t her, but it was someone smart. Anyway, at least I’ll have you there to 
keep the heat-related Rahkshi out of trouble while I do a little weeding.” 
 
My pulse quickened with alarm. “Wait a minute. The only reason Krahka wants to kill me is that 
I’m with you. You’ve got to leave me here.”  
 
“Darling, that’s crazy. Now that she knows about you, I can’t possibly leave you alone in good 
conscience. Without my protection, she’ll tear you to ribbons.” 
 
“Listen,” I pleaded, “I really want to go home. She doesn’t even know for sure that I live here. 
For all she knows, you could have picked me up in Connecticut, and we’re just sightseeing down 
here. If you could make me invisible, like you did that time the police were chasing you—” 
 
“My pet, I would be devastated if she did anything to harm you. I’m afraid I have no choice but 
to take you back to my island with me.” 
 
Pinky hissed with glee, but I didn’t share his enthusiasm. I decided to try another approach. 
“Makuta, do you believe Shadrahk cares about me?” 
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“He adores you,” he laughed. “He just about died for you.” 
 
“And you believe he’s intelligent?” 
 
“Obviously. He’s my finest son. Where are you going with this?” 
 
“Well, even he seems to think it’s too dangerous for me to be in Mangaia right now, with the 
new Morbuzakh moving toward the protodermis pool,” I pointed out. 
 
“Shadrahk is unfamiliar with a new threat, and therefore he’s being cautious,” he replied. “Any 
prudent military commander would do the same, to protect innocent civilians.” 
 
I squirmed in my seat, wondering what it was going to take to convince him not to haul me to 
Mangaia again. Was I doomed to return to Makuta Island, to resume my role as Mistress of the 
Rahkshi? Maybe I could tell him what I had once said to Shadrahk. The odds were low that it 
would have any effect. But then again, I hadn’t expected Shadrahk to understand, either, and he 
had surprised me. So I looked at the Spirit of Destruction and asked, “Makuta, do you know what 
love really is?” 
 
“Precious, I’ll teach you everything you need to know about love,” he smiled as his pointy 
fingers crept onto my knee. 
 
“I get the impression all you really know about is treachery,” I smiled back, lifting his hand and 
returning it to his lap. “Love is not just acting romantic. It’s what Shadrahk did for me. It’s 
putting the well-being of your beloved before your own. Remember ‘kinder and gentler’?” 
 
“Last time I followed your ‘kinder and gentler’ advice,” he grumbled, “you ended up in Krahka’s 
grip. I’m not going to make that mistake twice. It would definitely not improve your well-being.” 
 
I was beginning to feel desperate enough to try flattery. “True. But getting me home without her 
seeing me would. I know you can pull that off, as powerful and imaginative as you are.” 
 
He looked at me suspiciously. I took a deep breath and forced myself not to panic. In this high-
stakes poker game, it was time to call his bluff. 
 
“And it would be proof that you love me,” I said sweetly. 
 
“Oh, for crying out loud! You female creatures are always—” He was interrupted by the ringing 
phone. “What?” he snapped. 
 
“Sorry to disturb you again, Master,” said Shadrahk. “I skimmed the comics, but I really don’t 
have time to read the books, and it’s much faster to call you. The Morbuzakh is dropping seeds 
now. Should we—” 
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“Why didn’t I make any kraata with ice powers?” groaned Makuta. “Just hang in there, son. Get 
Guurahk or someone to smash the pods. I’ve got to take your mistress back to her house, and 
then I’ll call you back.” 
 
“All right, Master,” said the shadow Rahkshi. “I’m really sorry I won’t get to see her, but it’s for 
the best. Things are very intense here.” 
 
“Yeah, yeah. Later.” Makuta reached toward the phone to disconnect the call. 
 
“Wait, Master, there’s one more thing you should know,” Shadrahk quickly added. 
 
“What now?” asked the Master of Shadows impatiently. 
 
“Panrahk and Disruptirahk are missing, too. And a huge hole has been blasted in the wall next to 
the gate to Metru Nui. Guurahk overheard them hissing about going there to look for the Great 
Disks.” 
 
Makuta clutched his head as if in pain. “Did you say Panrahk and Disruptirahk?” he moaned. 
“All right, Shadrahk. Just try to keep things under control. I’ll call you back in a few minutes.” 
He ended the call and switched off the nitrous oxide. “LEGO is going to have my head if those 
two make it to Metru Nui,” he muttered as he turned into my neighborhood. 
 
As the convertible careened through the sleepy suburban community, he reached over and patted 
my hand fondly. “Sweetheart, I did so enjoy our evening together. I’m sorry it had to end this 
abruptly. I was really hoping to take you out dancing. But I’ll come back to see you after I get 
these little situations straightened out. Because I know eventually you’ll come to your senses and 
realize you belong on my island, in my arms.” 
 
“Thank you,” I sighed with immense relief. “Are you going to make me invisible again?” 
 
“No, I’m going to teleport you into your house as we drive past.” 
 
“That’s brilliant,” I smiled. I turned to Pinky, who was looking forlorn, and put my hand on his 
shoulder. “Pinky, it looks like you’ll get to get to ride in the front seat, after all. And maybe you 
can even talk your dad into stopping at Starbucks.” He thought about that for a moment, then 
bounced approvingly. 
 
“All I ask before I send you inside, darling,” Makuta added, “is that you give me a kiss.” 
 
My eyes darted over to the corroded hunk of malevolent machinery next to me, and I shuddered. 
“You’re really ruthless, Makuta.” 
 
“Ruthless? Hardly. I’m offering you plenty of options, buttercup. You could give me a kiss. Or, 
you could jump out onto your lawn, and let Krahka see where you live. Or, you could stay in the 
car and come home with me.” 
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So he was forcing me to give up one of three things: my life, my freedom, or my dignity. I 
swallowed hard as he turned onto my street. I could see my house a few blocks away. 
 
“Which do you fear more, Krahka’s hatred or my love?” he smiled slyly. 
 
I glanced behind us. The red sports car was squealing around the corner, sparks flying from a 
loose fender dragging on the pavement. Krahka was hanging out the window, aiming her assault 
rifle at the Cadillac’s wheels. As she started firing, the back end of the convertible suddenly 
dropped a few inches, and the tires began to make thumping sounds. I looked at Makuta again. 
“Well… uhh…” I mumbled. 
 
“Oh, never mind! Just kiss me.”  
 
“Can I blow you a kiss?” I asked hopefully. 
 
“No!” he growled.  
 
“All right,” I sighed. As the car approached my driveway, I unbuckled my seatbelt and gave 
Pinky a goodbye hug. Then I reluctantly slid toward Makuta. I leaned over, trying not to inhale 
the odor of metal slag and scorched motor oil, and kissed the side of his rusty, pitted Kraahkan.  
 
Makuta locked his arm around me, looked straight into my eyes, and smiled. “My lovely, your 
sweet little kiss just made the whole trip worthwhile for me. Now I don’t even mind the 
bodywork damage. I’ll be singing while I’m sanding.” A tingling sensation filled my body, and 
darkness closed in on me. “Fly, my angel!” he called, the sound of his voice fading away. I 
suddenly felt the support of the floor below my feet. My knees wobbled, and I caught my 
balance. As the vibrations subsided and my vision returned, I realized I was standing in my 
living room. 
 
I ran to the window and peeked out from behind the curtain. A rumbling noise filled the air as the 
Coupe de Ville lifted off the asphalt, its twin rockets glowing red under the bumper. It soared 
into the starry sky, leaving a trail of bluish-white smoke. 
 
The Viper roared down the street a few seconds later. The upper part of Krahka’s unnaturally 
elongated torso was sticking out of the sunroof. Two arms were gripping the steering wheel and 
gear shift knob, and two more were holding a Stinger shoulder-fired missile launcher. She 
screeched to a halt, pointed the weapon at the receding convertible, and pulled the trigger. As the 
projectile screamed into the air, the entire Cadillac suddenly became coated with ice, presumably 
to thwart the missile’s heat-seeking capability. The shell veered off course and exploded a 
hundred yards away from the target. Glittering fragments of ice rained down all around. The car 
wobbled unsteadily until the rockets sputtered and re-ignited, and then it continued its climb. 
 
“Curses!” she yelled, shaking three of her fists. “That no-good, two-faced, four-flushing, self-
centered, black-hearted lowlife!” 
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A loud boom resonated through the neighborhood, rattling all the windows, as Makuta’s car 
broke the sound barrier. 
 
Krahka blew a large pink bubble with her gum, popped it, and checked her Hello Kitty 
wristwatch. “Rats! I’m supposed to be in Hollywood in fourteen hours.” She shrank down into 
her seat, stowed the launcher in the back of the Dodge, and did a doughnut in the road before 
zooming off in the direction of the highway. 
 
I wished Makuta and Krahka would hurry up and realize they were perfect for each other. 
 
 
THE END 
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 Epilogue: The Power of Love 
 
Here is the message Makuta sent me about a week after the events in this story took place. 
 
 
My cherished , 
 
Ahh… the power of love. I’ve been walking on air ever since your exquisite kiss. I was feeling 
so magnanimous on the way home that I bought Pinky a Caffè Vanilla Frappuccino with caffeine 
in it. I even reimbursed the Starbucks owner for the damages. 
 
But your matchmaking efforts are more than a little naïve. I’d rather cuddle the two-headed 
Tarakava than hold that abhorrent she-devil in my arms again. After I retrieved my two wayward 
sons, and the boys and I got rid of Morby Junior, getting my revenge on her was easy. All I had 
to do was e-mail her the video of that kiss from my laptop webcam. Of course, I used an extra 
account so she wouldn’t learn my real address. Judging by the torrent of hate mail that came 
back, it was quite effective. 
 
Then I went up to Ogel’s new mountain lair. (As you may have guessed, he finally noticed that 
purple button.) After I persuaded him to call off his skeleton drones, he gave me a tour of the 
compound, which is quite impressive, and we retired to the command center to reminisce about 
old times over hot cocoa and Schnapps. I gave him some tips on flash-freezing enemy 
operatives. Then I showed him the webcam movie of your kiss. Oh, how that guy hates to lose a 
bet! The look on his face as he counted out five hundred dollars into my hand… priceless. 
 
Your forever devoted  
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Chapter 1: Where I Live 

 
On an afternoon like any other, my doorbell rang. When I saw the UPS delivery man standing on 
the front porch, I opened the door. But instead of handing me a package or a clipboard to sign, he 
reached out and gripped me by the throat. 
 
Being much stronger than most humans, I didn’t panic. I grabbed his arm and twisted away. But 
this fellow was unnaturally strong, and I was barely able to break his hold. He punched me in the 
chest, and I gasped and staggered backwards. He approached again. I swung my left fist at him, 
and as he blocked the blow, I managed to hit him in the face with my right. His sunglasses 
tumbled to the ground, and glowing orange eyes glared at me. 
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“Oh, it’s you!” I panted, recognizing Krahka, the sinister shapeshifting Rahi. Single-handedly, 
using their own appearances and powers against them, she almost defeated the six Toa Metru in 
a dramatic showdown under the Onu-Metru archives. And she was once Makuta’s sweetheart. I 
had met her because on the day she tracked him down to get revenge, I happened to be his 
captive. She had reacted badly to my presence. 
   
Krahka gave me a half smile. “We’re going for a little ride. Come on.” A tentacle sprouted from 
her side, and she picked up her sunglasses without bending over. 
 
“Why would I want to come with someone who wants to kill me?” I stammered, trying to buy 
time. “Last time I saw you, you said you would watch for me in your crosshairs.” 
 
“Because if you don’t,” she sighed impatiently, “I’ll just drag your sorry carcass out of the 
smoldering wreckage of your house.” She raised her arm and pointed at the door jamb. The wood 
ignited immediately, and flames started spreading up the wall. 
 
I turned and fled into the house, knowing I could never fight this powerful creature and win. 
Suddenly I was coated with ice, and I crashed face-first to the floor. Some of the ice broke off 
when my head hit the tile, so I could see Krahka striding over to me. She hoisted my stiff body 
over her shoulder and carried me outside, dousing the flames with water as she passed.  
 
Krahka shoved me into her red Dodge Viper, which was parked in front of my house. Then she 
walked around and got in. I was vaguely aware of the sound of the engine starting, muffled by 
the layer of ice. With my metabolism slowed by the cold, it seemed like only a few seconds later 
that I thawed enough to hear and move again. We were already on the freeway access road. 
 
Here we go again, I moaned to myself. Kidnapped by a shape-shifting monster. Except that 
unlike my usual stalker, this one wasn’t pretending to love me. 
 
I recognized the strange array of objects in the sports car, including the jumpsuit-clad Hello Kitty 
toy dangling from the rear view mirror by a Clikits necklace, the maps and magazines all over 
the floor, and the stack of military-issue weaponry behind the seats. An Audioslave song was 
blasting from the speakers. I looked warily at my captor, who now resembled Toa Nokama, and 
asked, “What do you want with me, Krahka?” 
 
Krahka rolled her eyes. “I’m not going to kill you, if that’s what you’re worried about.” She sped 
up the freeway on-ramp. 
 
This was good news, but it left my question unanswered. I watched her shift gears as she 
accelerated to cruising speed, zigzagging between the sparse cars. “How did you figure out 
where I live?” 
 
“Are you always this clueless?” she snorted. “I read your little story on BZPower.” 
 
“Oh.” I watched her weave around a semi and a cement truck. “Then you know I’m not really 
Makuta’s girlfriend, and you have no reason to hate me,” I added hopefully. 
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“So you say,” she shrugged. “But I also know he wants you. And that’s what makes you useful.” 
 
“Useful?” 
 
“You didn’t think I was just looking for a traveling companion, did you?” she sneered. “I’ve seen 
road kill on this trip I’d rather spend time with. Oh, that reminds me. Buckle your seatbelt. These 
brakes could easily send you through the windshield. And you’d be a lot less useful to me dead.” 
 
I wondered what kind of sinister plan I was to be involved in this time as I fumbled with the 
complicated seat belt. “I suppose you’re going to use me as bait?” 
 
“Bingo,” she replied. “And I need you for a guide. I take it from your story that you’ve been to 
Mangaia, right?” 
 
“Yes, unfortunately,” I moaned. 
 
She reached across to help me with my belt. “Here, Einstein. This strap goes across your leg. So, 
I’m guessing Scumbag has some kind of portal to get to his lair from the LEGO headquarters, 
because I keep seeing his Caddy in the parking lot. Is that how he took you there?” 
 
I fastened the last buckle of what was evidently a six-point racecar driver’s restraint system. 
“Yeah. But why can’t you two forgive each other already? I just want to be left alone.” 
 
“Because the traditions of villainy—” 
 
“—frown on it.” I buried my mask in my hands. “I remember now.”  
 
My mind raced. Escape from Makuta was essentially hopeless, but Krahka was considerably less 
powerful. I would have to keep my eyes open for an opportunity to get away before she could 
use me as a pawn in her dangerous game. 
 
I looked over my shoulder at the rear of the Viper. “I see you’ve gotten your car repaired.”  
 
“Yeah. My mechanic buddies helped me take care of it. They were like, ‘Whoa, Kitty! What 
happened to your car?’ When I told them my ex tore the door off with one hand, you could have 
heard a cotter pin drop.” 
 
“I imagine they were impressed!” 
 
“But at least all I had to pay for was the parts. My NASCAR sponsors don’t know it, but they 
ponied up for the labor.” 
 
“Well, that’s good,” I said. “How’s your racing career going, anyway?” 
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“Not bad,” she grinned, morphing into her racing form—a slender Oriental woman with glowing 
orange eyes, dressed in a leather jumpsuit. “Unfortunately, I didn’t qualify to drive this year. At 
first I was really bummed, but then I thought about the fact that my times are getting better and 
better, and I came really close to making it. And it’s been only a few years since I even learned 
how to drive a car. Before that, the only thing I’d ever driven was a go-cart, and that had to be in 
secret, because of the Bionicle no-wheels rule.” 
 
I remembered Makuta’s story about how she had persuaded him to build her an underground go-
cart track under the Metru Nui Archives, in obvious defiance of the Story Team policy. “I see.”  
 
“But I didn’t let it get me down. I got a job with the team’s pit crew. My responsibility was to 
change the right rear tire. Even though I didn’t get to race, it was a blast just traveling with the 
crew. The guys treated me like I was one of them.” 
 
“Wow, you’ve learned some teamwork,” I remarked. 
 
“It paid the bills for a while, but I’m still keeping my day job for now.” 
 
“Your stunt work?” 
 
She nodded. “I got right back into it as soon as the racing season was over, and I’ve been busier 
than ever. I did a whole series of BMW ads last month. You know, the ones where they say, 
‘Professional driver on a closed course. Do not attempt, lest you wreck your sixty-thousand-
dollar Ultimate Driving Machine and send your whiny lawyers to sue us.’ And did you see 
Spider-Man 2? I did all of MJ’s stunts.” She transformed into a perfect likeness of the 
webslinger’s red-headed girlfriend, except for her glowing orange eyes. 
 
“Really? That was a great movie. MJ definitely got herself into lots of high-flying trouble.” 
 
“Yeah, I got to fall a lot,” she remarked, changing back into Toa Nokama. “I’d rather do the 
stunts for the webhead, but he does them all himself.” 
 
As I had learned last time I encountered Krahka, she was pleasant company when discussing her 
favorite subjects. I wondered why someone with such a full, interesting life was so bent on 
getting revenge on her former beloved. “You know, I’m surprised you even have time to go pick 
on Makuta, with all the things you have going on.” 
 
“I can always find time to make that creep miserable,” she muttered through clenched jaws. “If it 
takes me the rest of my life, and costs me every penny I have, I’m going to make him pay.” 
 
I decided to quit while I was ahead and let her cool down. My best prospect, if I couldn’t talk her 
out of her plan for revenge, was to escape when she stopped to eat or sleep—if she ever did. I 
looked out the window at the scenery. Krahka drove in silence, her mask a picture of grim 
resolve. 
 
After a while, she finally spoke again. “Hey, Squirt, pull a Coke out of that cooler for me.” 
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I opened the small insulated cooler behind the seat, removed a Cherry Coke, and handed it to 
Krahka. “Oh, and take one for yourself, if you like,” she added, and I did. She opened her can 
and took a drink. “You know, Squirt is a good name for you. It describes both your size and your 
element—well, the element you would have if you had one.” 
 
“I wish I did,” I said wistfully. As a blue Toa prototype, I only looked like I could wield the 
power of water. With real powers, maybe I would have been able to resist her, I thought to 
myself.  
 
Krahka put a Blink 182 CD into the player. “You could give Shadow Freak a long-overdue 
shower, if you did. Except that it might make him corrode even faster.” 
 
“So, what exactly are you planning to do to him?” I asked warily. 
 
“Well, kill him, obviously. As slowly and painfully as possible. I haven’t figured out exactly 
how yet. Do you have any ideas?” 
 
I shook my head. “I think it’s crazy to go out of your way to get revenge on him. You should just 
let it go, and get on with your life.” 
 
“Look,” she sneered, “that no-good low-life left me in the lurch. He sent all kinds of nasty 
creatures against me.” She transformed into a miniature Morbuzakh vine, entwining the wheel 
with two of her stems, and pointed to herself with a third. “He jussst sssat back and sssmirked 
while I ssstruggled againssst the likesss of thisss. And then I sssaw in your ssstory that the whole 
Mata Nui sssituation wasss jussst a sssetup. That ssscoundrel dessseived me! I won’t ressst until 
he’sss sssuffered the sssame way I have.” 
 
“Well, I certainly don’t mind seeing him pay for his crimes,” I said to the malevolent plant that 
was now driving the sports car. “But it’s obviously costing you a lot of time and money. Last 
time, you drove a couple thousand miles out of the way, and then he did some major damage to 
your car.” 
 
“Even more reassson to kick hisss russsty backssside. And that disssgusssting video...” She 
clenched one of her tendrils into a fist and shook it in rage. 
 
I cleared my throat. “I’m sorry about that,” I ventured, wincing at the memory of how our last 
encounter had ended. With Krahka in hot pursuit, peppering Makuta’s Coupe de Ville with her 
assault rifle, Makuta had offered to teleport me safely into my house, away from both himself 
and Krahka—if I gave him a kiss. Later I learned that he had filmed me with a webcam hidden in 
his dashboard. “Since you’ve read my story, now you know how he forced me to do that. He 
threatened to take me to Mangaia, or to hand me over to you, and you had just vowed to turn me 
into scrap metal.” 
 
“Ha!” she snorted, reverting to her Nokama form. “I don’t believe that for a second. In fact, I 
think all this baloney about forgiveness is just you trying to protect him.” 
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“Krahka, I don’t like him any more than you do,” I explained. “The purpose of forgiveness is not 
to let the offender off the hook. It’s to free yourself. Otherwise, you’re forever a slave to your 
own bitterness.” 
 
“Spare me the morality speech,” she snarled. 
 
“Well, it’s true. And even if you succeed at avenging yourself, all that’s going to happen is that 
he’s going to want revenge on you. It’s never going to end.” 
 
“Just let him try,” she replied, her eyes narrowed. 
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Chapter 2: On the Road Again 

 
“You hungry?” Krahka asked as we pulled into a small Arkansas town. 
 
“A little,” I replied. As I was the captive of an enraged, unpredictable shapeshifter, food was the 
least of my worries at this point. 
 
Krahka eased her sports car into a McDonald’s parking lot and asked me what I wanted. As she 
gave the order to the speaker under the sign, I glanced around. The parking lot was empty, with a 
forest of stately pines nearby. She might not use her more destructive powers if I stayed around 
other people, but I couldn’t be sure of that. So I decided to make a run for the woods. If I got far 
enough before she came after me, I might be able to hide somewhere. I didn’t know exactly what 
powers she had acquired at this point, but I hoped they didn’t include X-ray vision. 
 
Krahka pulled up to the next window. I waited until she was distracted, handing money to the 
cashier. Then, in one rapid motion, I unbuckled my seat belt, unlocked the door, and flung it 
open. I sprinted across the pavement to the woods. I plunged through the thick underbrush and 
made my way deeper into the trees. 
 
Just as I was wondering whether I had gotten away from her, I heard the trunks around me 
groaning with stress. I felt my feet grow heavy, and I was barely able to raise them off the 
ground. Suddenly a large tree in front of me snapped like a toothpick, and others followed. They 
crashed to the ground all around me as I staggered to my knees and fell on my face. A large 
branch hit my back as more trees fell. 
 
I lay there, immobilized by the unnatural gravity as well as the wood piled on my back, and 
waited for the inevitable. I heard Krahka’s feet crunching through the branches as she 
approached. Then I heard her stop right next to my head, which was too heavy for me to turn. 
 
She reversed the gravity field, and I floated up with the debris to face a blue and silver Rahkshi. 
“Let’s go,” she hissed. “The food is getting cold.” She hooked her staff under my arm and pulled 
me out of the branches, which fell back to the ground with a crash. 
 
The Rahkshi shoved me into the car. “Don’t try that again,” she warned me, shifting back to her 
Nokama shape before slamming my door. She got into her seat and handed me a McDonald’s 
bag and a drink. “I know where you live.” 
 
I sighed and gave up on my idea of escape, at least while she was awake. Even though she was 
less powerful than Makuta, she was still infinitely stronger than I was.  
 
When Krahka saw me glancing around for somewhere to set down my drink, she said, “No, there 
aren’t any cup holders. I don’t drive a pansy luxury car with a French name and an automatic 
transmission and cruise control, like some people I know. In fact, the only reason there’s even a 
passenger seat in this thing is so I could pass it off to the DMV as the street-legal version.” 
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I put the drink between my knees and ate my fish sandwich in silence. 
 
Night began to fall, and traffic thinned out. Krahka yawned and stretched. “Say, Squirt, you 
know how to drive a stick shift?” she asked. 
 
“Yes, but... are you suggesting I drive?” 
 
“Sure, why not?” she said. “Here’s the deal. If you wreck my car, I kill you. If you get me a 
ticket, I kill you. If we aren’t a hundred miles down the road by the time I wake up in an hour, I 
kill you. Got it?” 
 
“I think that’s pretty clear,” I said nervously. 
 
She pulled over onto the shoulder and got out of the car. I slid into the driver’s seat and adjusted 
the mirrors. Krahka curled up in the passenger seat with a blanket. “Oh, yeah,” she added, “I’m a 
light sleeper. So don’t pull anything sneaky. If you do—” 
 
“You kill me?” 
 
“You’re catching on. Good night.” 
 
I gripped the steering wheel with shaking hands. I had never driven so powerful—or so 
expensive—a car before, and apparently my performance was going to be judged very strictly. I 
gingerly stepped on the gas pedal and let out the clutch. The mighty machine lurched forward 
with a low growl. Krahka’s eyes snapped open. “Try not to drive like a granny. Give it some gas 
already!” She pulled the blanket over her head again. 
 
I did, and the Viper responded nimbly to the controls. In fact, once I had gotten over my raw fear 
and gained a little confidence, it was quite a pleasure to drive. The four-lane divided road had 
wide shoulders and smooth pavement. Soon I had shifted through all six gears and was cruising 
at highway speed. The engine purred contentedly as the neon landmarks flew past.  
 
My thoughts turned back to escaping. I would have to stop somewhere I could hide, or catch a 
ride on another vehicle, such as a bus or taxi. Then I thought about her threats. A second incident 
might push her over the edge. And I didn’t doubt that she was a light sleeper. By the time I 
slowed down, pulled over, and got out, she would be shooting fireballs at me, or worse. I decided 
my best bet would be to do as she had instructed me, and try to persuade her to give up her 
mission of revenge once she awoke. Maybe if I proved she could trust me to drive her car, she 
would listen. 

 
To cover a hundred miles in an hour, I would need to speed up. But this car really called 
attention to itself, with its sporty styling and bright red paint job. I glanced at the radar detector 
and prayed it would alert me to the presence of any policemen. I stepped on the gas pedal and 
watched the speedometer needle soar past the 100 mph mark. 
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The adrenaline-packed hour passed quickly. I wove through the sparse traffic, giving plenty of 
room to the occasional semi. A few times I had to slow down behind two cars driving abreast at 
the speed limit until one of them moved over. Krahka tossed restlessly whenever I decelerated, 
so I learned to anticipate obstacles and change speed gradually to keep her asleep. This 
confirmed my decision not to try anything rash. 
 
But eventually flashing red lights filled the rear view mirror. This patrolman hadn’t been using 
radar, but it was obvious I was speeding. I swallowed hard and glanced at Krahka. She was 
breathing regularly under her blanket. I looked over my shoulder, clenched my jaw, and 
downshifted. 
 
My hands gripped the wheel tightly as I passed a long line of cars, then a gasoline tanker and a 
dump truck. I could still see the lights gradually receding, sometimes partly obscured by the 
vehicles behind me, but always emerging from the crowd to continue the pursuit. Then my heart 
began to pound with panic as I approached a big group of slow cars blocking both lanes. I sped 
toward them in the passing lane, flashing my brights for them to clear out of the way. The last 
driver in line hit his brakes defiantly. 
 
Inhaling sharply, I yanked on the wheel and swerved onto the left shoulder. The rough pavement 
made a roaring noise under the wheels, and I hung on tightly against the vibrations. I saw 
Krahka’s blanket shifting out of the corner of my eye. 
 
“Hey! What are you doing to my tires?” she growled, looking around. “Pull over, and let me 
drive.” 
 
“Gladly,” I panted, “but do you want me to lose this cop first?” 
 
She looked back and saw the patrol car, now a good distance behind us, trying to penetrate the 
same group of complacent drivers. “Yeah.” 
 
I swung back into the left lane in front of the lead car. I continued to pull away from the 
policeman until he finally dropped out of sight. Then, when I was satisfied he had given up, I 
eased the car onto the right shoulder, stopped, and got out, my legs so wobbly I could barely 
walk. 
 
“Not bad for a mousy little geek,” Krahka smiled approvingly. She checked the odometer and 
then the clock. “You went 112 miles in the last hour.” 
 
“Thanks,” I gasped, sinking into the passenger seat again. As soon as my heart stopped racing, I 
felt very tired. I lay back and closed my eyes. 
 
“Go ahead and sleep, if you like,” she said gently. She reached down and pulled the blanket off 
the floor, draping it over me. 
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I opened my eyes and blinked slowly. The glow over the eastern horizon told me it must be just 
before dawn. Krahka was tapping her fingers on the steering wheel to the beat of a White Stripes 
song. 
 
“Mornin’, Squirt,” she said. “Want some coffee?” I nodded, and we rode quietly until the next 
town, where she pulled into a Starbucks drive-through. 
 
Stocked with coffee, we were soon back on the road. As I breathed the fragrant steam, I decided 
I’d better try to convince her of the insanity of her mission very soon, because the road signs 
indicated we were already in Ohio.  
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Chapter 3: The Case Against Revenge 

  
I took a deep breath, fully aware that I had only a few hours to talk Krahka out of her quest for 
revenge on her former sweetheart. “Krahka,” I began, “I know Makuta did some really mean 
things to you. But have you ever considered his point of view?” 
 
“Well, looking out the eyeholes of that dark, grimy mask, it’s no wonder he’s in a bad mood all 
the time,” she said, rolling her eyes.  
 
I smiled. “I suppose so.” 
 
“But that doesn’t excuse what he did. You’re not going to talk me out of this.” 
 
“I’m not saying he had any excuse. But think about what you did to him for a moment. You have 
to have some idea how jealous he is of Mata Nui.” 
 
“Gee, what was your first clue?” she scoffed.  
 
“So, when you approached his brother—” 
 
“I didn’t approach his brother! It was Makuta himself, posing as Mata Nui to trick me!” she 
protested bitterly. 
 
“Yes, I know that,” I said patiently. “But that trick, evil as it was, showed him that you liked his 
brother much more than him. And given the opportunity, you would have left him for Mata Nui.” 
 
“Well, duh. Have you ever met Mata Nui?” When I shook my head, she continued. “He’s... well, 
he’s incredible. The most amazing being you’ll ever encounter. He’s absolutely gorgeous. He’s 
brilliant, strong, kind, and... well, he’s perfect.” 
 
“Pretty much the opposite of Makuta in every way?” I surmised. 
 
“Exactly.” Krahka sighed. “Note to self: next time, go for the handsome brother first.” 
 
I would have laughed, had I been able to overlook the overwhelming danger I was in. “No 
wonder Makuta’s so jealous. So, when you put him down in favor of his brother, after he had 
tried so hard to please you—can’t you see how that pushed him over the edge?” 
 
“Sure,” she agreed. “But I’m not about to let him off the hook. It’s time he got a taste of his own 
poison. And a pathetic pipsqueak like you is not going to stop me. In fact, if you’re really so mad 
at him for disrupting your peaceful, boring little life all the time, you should be looking forward 
to helping me.” 
 
“Well, if I thought revenge would accomplish anything, I’d be cooking up a plot right now,” I 
smiled. “But it’s just going to perpetuate the anger and pain.” 
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“I refuse to let him walk all over me. I’m just not a weak, passive little sissy like you are.” 
 
“I fight back when it makes sense,” I replied. “And I do what I can not to let someone who has 
hurt me do it again. In Makuta’s case, since he’s trying to break my will, not my body, the only 
weapon that really works is just to say no to him. But once the offense is committed, it’s 
pointless to try to get even. Krahka, I think the best thing you could do is turn around right now 
and go home. The thing Makuta dreads most is being ignored.” 
 
Krahka turned to look at me, her orange eyes narrowed behind her blue Rau. “Say, what?” 
 
“I’m sure of it,” I nodded, sounding more confident than I felt. “He’s really angry that the 
Matoran worship Mata Nui and take him for granted. The first time he contacted me, he wanted 
an interview, like I had done for the Toa. And after the Mask of Light movie came out, he forced 
me to start a poll on BZPower asking whether LEGO should bring him back. The real reason he 
keeps coming after me, I think, is that he wants Bionicle fans to keep talking about him.” 
 
“Well, he does have an ego the size of the Metru-Nui Coliseum,” Krahka muttered.  “How weird 
that someone who lurks in the darkness really craves to be in the spotlight.” 
 
“It is rather ironic,” I agreed, marveling at her insight.  
 
“So, if you really wanted Makuta out of your life, you would just stop writing about him.” 
 
“Oh,” I replied. “But my readers keep asking for stories about him.” 
 
“Yeah. Sure. You do it for your readers,” she scoffed. 
 
I sat in thoughtful silence for a moment. Maybe Krahka was right. She was amazingly intelligent 
for a Rahi. I should stop writing about Makuta, and then he would have no reason to keep 
bothering me. 
 
“But don’t stop now,” she sneered. “This is going to be a story worth writing, when we turn the 
tables on that creep.” 
 
I sighed. I wasn’t getting anywhere. Maybe I should focus on the danger to her instead. “You 
know, as powerful as Makuta is, I think it would be downright foolhardy to attack him. He’ll be 
on his guard. He’s obviously onto you.” 
 
“So my old tricks won’t work anymore,” she shrugged. “It’s just as well. The thought of sweet-
talking him, even for tactical reasons, is pretty revolting. I’ll just come up with something new.” 
 
“And even if you do succeed, what then? He’ll just come back and do something nasty to you in 
return.” 
 
“Big tap-dancing whoop. I’m not afraid of that weirdo.” 
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“But think about it, Krahka. He could destroy you in at least forty-two different ways.” 
 
“Where did you get that number?” she sneered. 
 
“That’s how many kraata powers the Turaga have catalogued.” 
 
“Really? I knew there were a lot, but… forty-two?” 
 
“Not all of them are destructive,” I continued, “but he also wields all six of the Toa’s elemental 
powers, and some other things, too. You should know that.” 
 
“Yeah, I’ve seen him do a lot of freaky stuff,” she agreed. “I tried to pick up some of his powers, 
but I couldn’t. He’s too… intense. Now with the Rahkshi, that’s different. I was able to get 
several of theirs.” 
 
“I noticed that,” I winced. “Anyway, no offense, but I don’t see how you’ll be able to hurt him. 
And even if you do, you’re just asking for trouble. He’ll come after you. Or something you care 
about, like your car.”  
 
“If he touches my ride again, he’ll be toast!” 
 
“You see? It’ll go on forever unless you renounce revenge and just get on with your life. 
Besides, I can tell you’ve got much better things to do. Like your stunt work and your NASCAR 
career. And Bionicle Adventures #8.” 
 
“Number eight?” She glanced at me sideways. 
 
“You know, the new Scholastic book that you’ll be in. The one that’s coming out next spring.” 
 
“No, way. You’re just making that up.” 
 
“Go read it for yourself on BZPower if you don’t believe me.” 
 
She gave me a suspicious look. “Well, if it’s true, that would be awesome news. Being in the 
storyline really rocked, while it lasted.” She scratched her head. “I suppose it’ll be about the 
ferocious catfight I got into with What’s-Her-Name, and—oh, I probably shouldn’t tell you. 
Even though it’s in the past, it’s future storyline.” 
 
“Yeah,” I agreed, slightly disappointed that she wouldn’t reveal her role in the new book. “You 
know, Krahka, the reason you were in BA#3 in the first place was because half of BZPower was 
clamoring for a female villain, and Greg Farshtey listened to us.” 
 
“Wow! That’s really cool,” Krahka exclaimed. “Say, I wonder what it would take to get him to 
put me in one of the comics. Maybe I could dance for him.” She transformed into an ancient 
Egyptian princess, with shiny black braids, heavy kohl eyeliner around her glowing orange eyes, 
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gold snakes coiled around her shapely bronze upper arms, and layers of filmy white linen belted 
with golden cord. 
 
“Uh, well, I don’t know what it would take, but you could always send him a PM and ask,” I 
blinked. “Everyone else on BZPower does.” 
 
“You can get on that site and just send a message to Great Being Farshtey?” she asked 
incredulously. 
 
“Sure,” I replied. “He answers dozens of them every day.” 
 
“No way,” she said warily. “You’re just making that up.” 
 
“Krahka, you should really go online more often.” 
 
She lapsed into silence, staring at the road ahead. Finally, she said, “I guess I should start reading 
the other books and stuff. I read the book about me, and I’ve watched both movies, but aside 
from that, I’m kind of out of touch with the storyline. I figured my duty was done.” 
 
“Not yet,” I smiled. 
 
“Well, thanks for telling me,” she smiled back, changing into Nokama’s likeness again.  
 
My heart leaped with hope. Maybe there was a chance she would listen to me! “You’re welcome. 
I’m glad they’re bringing you back. So, how about we turn around and go home?” 
 
Krahka shook her head. “Nice try, Squirt. You know, when I’m up there at Headquarters to work 
on the book, maybe I’ll pour some diesel fuel into that knucklehead’s gas tank.” 
 
My optimism fizzled as quickly as it had appeared. 
 
We stopped for lunch at a Taco Bell. I was too nervous to be very hungry, but after Krahka had 
consumed a dozen tacos, she pointed to my burrito and asked, “Are you going to eat that?” She 
finished my food for me.  
 
As we crossed the border into Pennsylvania, I tried again. “What it comes down to, Krahka, is 
that you can’t fight evil with evil.” 
 
“Sure, you can,” she retorted. “Evil bites the dust just as fast as anyone else when you empty a 
30-round mag of .223 cartridges into it.” 
 
“Well, yes,” I shivered, “but that’s never the end of it. If you embrace evil to fight evil, even if 
you kill your enemy, you just end up taking his place on the roster.” 
 
“And I should care about that because...” she trailed off. 
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“Because it’s not good to be evil.” In my desperation, I wasn’t feeling very eloquent. 
 
“Speak for yourself, Squirt,” she shrugged. “It’s fun to be a bad girl.” 
 
I groaned. “How can it be fun to be driven by an obsession for revenge?” 
 
“I’m not obsessed!” she snapped angrily. 
 
“Really? Then why drive six thousand miles out of your way?” 
 
“Because... because it’s fun,” she frowned. She gripped the wheel resolutely. 
 
A few miles later, I tried again. “You know, Krahka, you’re just playing into Makuta’s hands. 
When you react with rage, you’re showing him that he can still get to you. He’s still got control 
of your life.” 
 
She glared at me. 
 
“But if you forgive him, and let go of the anger, he can no longer affect you.” 
 
“Shut up!” snarled the shapeshifter. “You’re really starting to tick me off. And you don’t want to 
see me mad.” 
 
“You’re right, I don’t,” I said meekly. I turned and looked out the window. 
 
As we crossed the state line into Connecticut, I began to get really anxious. I worried that 
speaking up would just provoke my captor even further. I squirmed in my seat, racking my brain 
for something diplomatic to say, but words failed me. Finally, as we turned off the highway into 
Enfield, I decided it was time to make one last effort. Even though I would be risking her wrath, 
if I did nothing I would soon be facing an even more dangerous and unpredictable being. 
 
“Krahka,” I pleaded, “if you must insist on getting revenge, could you please leave me out of it? 
You could drop me off at LEGO Headquarters, and I could catch a plane home.” 
 
Krahka turned her Rau toward me, and I was surprised to see that her expression had softened. 
“Actually,” she replied, “I’ve decided to forgive him.” 
 
My eyes widened with surprise. “Wow! That’s—that’s great!” 
 
She turned onto a side street. “You’re right. Getting angry at him is just giving him control of my 
life. And that’s the last thing I want that creep to have.” 
 
I sighed with relief. “I’m so glad you agree.” 
 
Krahka eased the Viper into the LEGO parking lot, passed the building, and backed into the spot 
next to a black Coupe de Ville convertible at the far end. 
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“But... if you’ve forgiven him, why are you parking the car?” I asked warily. 
 
“Well, we’ve come this far. We should at least bum a meal off him,” she grinned. “He’s always 
got good stuff to eat.” 
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Chapter 4: The Heart of Darkness 

 
At Krahka’s suggestion that we go dine with Makuta in his lair, I cringed in alarm. “Sure, he’s 
always fed me well, too, but... Let’s just go to a restaurant instead. My treat.” 
  
She studied my Kaukau intently. “Are you really that scared of him?” 
 
“Yes!” I exclaimed. 
 
“You have nothing to be afraid of,” she replied. “It should be obvious to you by now that he’s a 
fool for a pretty face.” 
 
“But he’s so powerful and deceptive that I don’t even want to be around him. Scary stuff always 
happens to me. And I’m afraid he’ll trick me into helping him somehow. He’s done it before.” 
 
“Just keep on your toes. You know he’s too gaga over you to ever really hurt you.” 
 
“Well, that’s what he wants me to believe,” I frowned. “But how can I trust anything he says? 
He’s a pathological liar.” 
 
“Yeah, he does live in his own private reality. Still, it’s obvious he wants to keep you alive.” She 
shook her head in disbelief. “I don’t get you. You could play him like a Stradivarius if you 
wanted to. You could have unimaginable power and wealth.” 
 
“The price is too high,” I said. 
 
“Well, suit yourself. Let’s go.” She got out of the car, stood up, and stretched. 
 
I stayed in the car. “I’ll wait for you here. Just follow that path over there. It leads you down to—
” 
 
“You’re coming with me,” she growled, changing into a Nuurakh. She aimed her staff at me. As 
I weighed the choices—surrender or run—she fired a stun blast at me. “Lead the way,” she 
ordered in a metallic monotone. 
 
Suddenly nothing seemed more important than showing her the portal to Mata Nui. I scrambled 
out of the car, closed my door, and marched into the woods. I found the trail that led to the 
underground passageway to the island. We descended deep into the damp earth. 
 
When we arrived at the stone door with the carving of Makuta’s monolith, Krahka turned her 
Vahki head to look at me. “This is going to be fun,” she smirked. She morphed into a perfect 
replica of me. Then she felt around the edges of the door. She jumped back as it began to slide 
slowly upward into the wall with the sound of stone grinding on stone. 
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As an eerie red light flooded the corridor, I heard Makuta’s monstrous crab-like guardians 
scuttling across the ground toward us, and I glanced nervously at Krahka. My blind 
determination to obey was wearing off by now, but at the sight of these creatures, I scurried 
behind her for protection. “Manas!” I whispered. 
 
“Child’s play,” scoffed Krahka, in my voice. With a wave of her hand, the two Manas were 
frozen to the floor. She strode into the chamber. “This must lead to the main room?” she asked 
quietly, pointing toward the largest tunnel. I nodded.  
 
I looked warily at the huge immobile crustaceans, their claws raised to attack, as I stepped into 
the room. “Shouldn’t we remove their infected masks?” I asked. 
 
“He’d notice if he lost control of them,” she replied. When I still hesitated, she raised her arm, 
and it transformed into a Nuurahk staff. “Move it, Squirt!”  
 
I hurried past them, my heart pounding. Cracking sounds filled the cave as the immense crabs 
began to burst their icy bonds. “But won’t they signal to him—” 
  
“Not anymore. Come on!” she hissed impatiently, hitting the crabs with a stun blast. Her 
Nuurahk staff changed into a crystal spike, and she shot the Manas with one more burst of cold. 
Then, after we had ducked into the opening, she used her earth powers to cause a massive cave-
in to block off the tunnel behind us. “That should hold them for a few minutes,” she muttered, 
her earthshock drills morphing back into aqua axes. 
 
We raced silently along the passageway to the main chamber of the lair. Despite the noise we 
had made, to my amazement we encountered no more of Makuta’s minions. As we approached, 
the sound of explosions filled the air. But after a few moments I realized they must not be real, 
since the ground wasn’t shaking. Sliding along the wall to stay out of sight, Krahka crept toward 
the opening and stopped. Then she gestured at me to come and look. 
 
Over her shoulder, I could see Makuta in his oversized-Rahkshi form, sitting at his computer 
desk with his spiky back to us. Across the room, four Rahkshi were bouncing on the couch and 
playing a noisy war game on the Xbox. 
 
Krahka whispered, “We’ll sneak up on both sides of him, and—” Suddenly I felt a heavy hand 
on my shoulder. 
 
I snapped my head around. Makuta had one arm around each of us. “Hellooo, ladies,” he 
grinned.  “To what do I owe the pleasure of a visit from the two most exquisite creatures in 
Bionicle?” I glanced back at the desk chair, and it was empty. 

 
Krahka immediately transformed into a Muaka, snarling and slashing at him with her claws. 
Makuta sidestepped the lunging fangs and caught her neck with both hands. She thrashed 
furiously and shot flames at him as he tightened his grip. She changed into a Tarakava and spun 
her tracks against his legs. Sparks flew in all directions. I jumped on Makuta’s back, and, 
dodging Krahka’s fireballs, I tugged at his mask. He shoved Krahka to the floor and put his foot 
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on her neck. Reaching behind him, he grabbed me under the arm and flipped me over his 
shoulder. He put his arm around me and squeezed me against his chest. Gasping for air, I 
struggled to push myself away from him, but to no avail. 
 
He straightened his Kraahkan with his other hand and smiled at me. Then he glanced down at 
Krahka, flopping on the ground under his foot. “Now that I have you both where I want you, 
which of you beauties is going to answer my question?” 
 
Krahka managed to wriggle free. She sprang up and changed into her Toa Metru Nui form, as 
tall as Makuta and bristling with protodermis weapons. He let me drop to the ground and pivoted 
to fight her again. But instead of attacking, the changeling crossed two of her arms, put two 
hands on her hips, and flipped up her other two palms. “Skip the flattery, you old rust bucket,” 
she snorted. “What’s for dinner?” 
 
Makuta laughed. “Why, anything your hearts desire. Come inside and make yourselves at 
home.” He led us into the living room. 
 
Suddenly the Manas burst out of the tunnel behind us, snapping their muddy claws. Makuta 
waved his hand to dismiss them, and they turned and skittered back into the darkness. 
 
The Spirit of Destruction walked over to the couch. “Boys, we have company,” he announced. 
The Rahkshi, absorbed in their game, continued to stare at the television. “Boys!” he said 
sharply. 
 
The Rahkshi looked up. Gravirahk dropped his controller, somersaulted off the couch, and ran 
toward me, hissing excitedly. Then he noticed Krahka, and he stopped in his tracks so abruptly 
that Florahk, Evitarahk, and Plasmarahk slammed into his back, and they all went sprawling. 
They jumped up and flew straight for the exit. 
 
Krahka scowled at them and raised her hand. They crashed heavily to the floor. Gravirahk 
formed his staff between his hands, and it began to glow. The Rahkshi floated up off the ground 
again. Florahk paused to wave at me before they flew out of the room. 
 
Makuta crossed his arms. “Krahka, you’d better watch it,” he warned her. She suppressed a 
snicker. 
 
He turned off the Xbox and walked over to the desk. “Still, I suppose it’s just as well you ran 
them off. I’d rather you didn’t learn any new powers from them, anyway.” He pulled a folder off 
a shelf and flipped it open. It was full of restaurant menus. “Let’s see... French? Greek? 
Japanese?” 
 
“Pizza,” suggested Krahka. 
 
“Oh, this is much too important an occasion for fast food,” said Makuta, shaking his head.  “A 
rendezvous with two gorgeous females calls for an elegant dining experience.” He took my hand 
and kissed it. Then he reached for Krahka’s, but she quickly put all six behind her back. 
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“I see you’re still quite the sleazy creep,” she remarked. 
 
Makuta sighed. “And I see you’re still quite the sarcastic battle-axe.” He set the folder on the 
desk, turned toward me, and took my mask between his hands. “My angel, you haven’t said a 
word since you arrived. How are you?” 
 
“I’m fine,” I replied nervously. 
 
“I’ll say,” he smiled, looking me up and down. I started to back away, but he locked his arms 
around me. 
 
“Knock it off already, Casanova,” growled Krahka. “I’m hungry.” 
 
Makuta released me, and I made a mental note to thank Krahka next time we were alone. 
“Darling, how did you and Krahka come to be traveling together?” he mused. “Attacking me 
together, too. Dare I hope you two have actually become friends?” 
 
“Well, it’s a long story,” I stammered, glancing at Krahka. “But we did have a pretty good time 
on the drive up here.” 
 
A half-smile played across her face. “Me and Squirt here were just killing time, doing, like, girl 
stuff, and we figured we’d stop by and see what was on the menu.” 
 
Makuta looked at her suspiciously. “Right,” he muttered. “It remains to be seen whether my 
beloved has been a good influence on you, or whether you’ve been a bad influence on her. Well, 
I’m going to order Japanese, if no one has any objections.” We both nodded our assent, and he 
picked up his cell phone and ordered sushi, teriyaki beef, tempura vegetables, rice, and sake for 
three. Then he walked over to the home theater system, selected a Wes Montgomery CD, and 
turned on the player. “You lovelies make yourselves comfortable. I’ll be right back.” He 
vanished into thin air. 
 
Krahka snorted in disgust. “Well, I’m certainly not comfortable with this lame crud playing.” 
She put a Green Day disc into the stereo instead and turned up the volume. “That’s better. Now, 
let’s do a little exploring. Where does he keep the valuables?” 
 
“Uh, I’m not so sure we should—” I began, but Krahka was already rummaging through the desk 
drawers. She pulled out a stack of credit cards, a gold pen, and an Exxon SpeedPass. 
 
“I’ll take those, dear,” scolded Makuta, materializing behind her and removing the items from 
her hands. “I should have known. With thirty sticky fingers hovering around in my lair...” 
 
Krahka morphed into a white cat, standing about three feet tall on her hind legs, wearing polka-
dotted overalls and a pink bow below her left ear. She smiled sweetly at Makuta. “I’m sorry,” 
she purred, clasping her paws together. “Were those your things?” 
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“Oh, for crying out loud, Krahka,” he groaned. He put everything back in the desk and locked 
the drawers.  
 
She turned to me, and I realized I must have been staring at her, because she said, “What, did 
you think Hello Kitty was just a cartoon?” I quickly shook my head. 
 
Makuta picked up the bag of food. “Let me show you to the dining room, and then I’ll go get 
some plates.” 
 
“You know, I’ve really started to like this thing,” Krahka remarked as she changed back into her 
six-armed form and walked after him. “All the elemental powers are right at my fingertips. And 
the Toa Metru got really freaked out when they saw it, since it’s really big and it’s made of bits 
of them. So I call it my Toa-Bane form.” 
 
“Yes, I like being tall, too, now that I’ve finally had time to enlarge all the doorways around 
here,” Makuta agreed. He led us to a large chamber with three long stone tables flanked by 
benches. I remembered taking meals here with him and his forty-two Rahkshi when I was his 
captive a year before. His massive stone chair was at the far end of the first table, and I had 
always sat in the smaller one at the opposite end. 
 
I hoped everyone would eat quickly so we could leave soon. Things were going peacefully 
enough since our tumultuous arrival. But I couldn’t ignore the uneasy feeling I had about the 
whole situation. 
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Chapter 5: Dinner and a Movie 

 
“Well, this is really swank, if you’re into prison décor,” Krahka scoffed, flopping herself down 
onto Makuta’s chair. I glanced at the only decorations in the stark dining room, a row of copper 
Huna and infected Hau along one wall, as I sat down on the bench to her left. 
 
“Hey, that’s my chair,” Makuta scowled. Krahka gave him a resentful look before moving to the 
bench on the right. He set down the bag of take-out food and left to get the dishes.  
 
“Krahka, thanks for getting him off me back there,” I said as soon as he was gone. 
 
“He was ruining my appetite,” she shrugged.  Then a wicked grin spread across her face. “Ooh, I 
have an idea. Just play along.” She slid halfway down the bench and changed herself into a 
replica of me. Then forty images of me appeared along the benches where the Rahkshi usually 
sat. My eyes widened in surprise. She must have acquired the power of illusion from the Rahkshi 
that she had sent against Toa Nokama in The Darkness Below. 
 
We heard Makuta’s footsteps approaching. He walked into the room carrying a stack of plates 
with silverware, napkins, and glasses balanced on top. Startled by the strange sight, he dropped 
the plates on the floor. Fragments of glass and ceramic flew in all directions. 
 
“Krahka!” he snapped, striding over to the ‘me’ next to his chair. “You little—” He stopped and 
scanned the row of replicas until he found the real Krahka. “Now, cut that out!” 
 
The images vanished, and Krahka burst out laughing. Makuta left the room and returned with a 
broom and dustpan. He loomed over her until she reluctantly took it and started sweeping up the 
debris. Then he left to get more plates. 
 
The impish changeling gathered the shards and piled them on Makuta’s chair. Then she sat down 
and changed back into her Toa-Bane form. 
 
“Finally,” she said when he returned. “What took you so long? The food’s getting cold.” 
 
Makuta glowered at her as he put the plates on the table and sat down. He immediately jumped 
up again. “I’ve just about had it with you, Krahka!” he yelled, his eyes flashing red. “I’m only 
putting up with you because you brought my precious back to me.” He looked over at me. I was 
trying not to giggle. “Now, don’t you start!” 
 
He spun around to face Krahka again. She was silently mouthing “Blah, blah, blah” to me. 
Makuta swirled his hand in the air, and a tightly focused whirlwind picked up the jagged 
fragments and silverware. It swept them right past Krahka, missing her head by mere inches, on 
the way out the door. Her eyes widened with fear. 
 
“Now, then, ladies,” he smiled as his eyes reverted to their usual cool blue, “mind if we get on 
with our dinner?” 
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I handed out the plates and opened the bag. Makuta served three piles of steaming, fragrant food 
and poured three glasses of sake. “Cheers,” he said, raising his glass. 
 
Krahka and I did likewise, and we began to eat. As usual, Makuta had ordered from the finest 
restaurant of its kind in town, and the meal was delicious. We ate in silence for a few minutes. 
Then he spoke. “So, my angel, how did you like my part in the movie?” 
 
“I can’t believe how treacherous you were, betraying the Matoran who trusted you to protect 
them,” I replied, shaking my head. “Well, I can believe it, but it was still really awful.” 
 
“Oh, but I was protecting them,” he smiled. “They were perfectly safe in their little spheres. But 
the Toa Metru just had to come along and interfere with my plan.” 
 
Krahka shook her head. “What I can’t believe is that you were doing all that right under my nose, 
and I didn’t even realize it. For the longest time I thought Dume was really, well, Dume!” 
 
“After seeing you so big for so long, Makuta, it was pretty funny to see you in so small a form,” I 
remarked. 
 
“Yeah,” Krahka snickered. She leaned over and tweaked his chin. “All that power and malice, 
packed into such a cute witta guy!” 
 
Makuta rolled his eyes. “Shapeshifting has its advantages, as you well know, my dear. I turn into 
whatever is required to get the job done. Once I even posed as an infected Matoran.” 
 
Krahka burst out laughing. “Oh, man! I wish I had been around to see that!” 
 
“It was in the first Bionicle online game, Krahka,” I explained. “You can see a Flash movie of it 
if you go to a fan site called bioniclesector01.com. He was wearing an infected Hau.” 
 
“I suppose that was the one and only time he’s ever shown any self-control,” Krahka snorted. 
She turned back to Makuta. “But I’ve seen you shapeshift at will. Why did you have to wreck the 
Coliseum power plant and drag those other creatures into yourself?” 
 
“I didn’t have to. But since I was so small to start with, I got new parts in a hurry by absorbing 
my henchmen. It was kind of a spur-of-the-moment thing, but it gave me some really great 
pieces to work with. How about those wings, eh? And the power station just helped replenish my 
energy, so I could crystallize the sea floor and use telekinesis and so on.” 
 
I swallowed hard. The thought of being drawn into Makuta had always been what terrified me 
the most about him. “Uh, the wings were pretty cool. But did... did Nivawk, Nidhiki, and Krekka 
ever get free?” 
 
He leaned back in his chair. “Well, they—” 
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“Don’t tell her,” interrupted Krahka. “Future storyline.” 
 
“Oops, she’s right. You’ll learn about that sooner or later, doll.” 
 
“All right. But when you were going after Vakama, why did you keep smashing rocks into 
yourself?” 
 
“Ah, that,” moaned Makuta. “You know, the big problem with doing a flashback is that you have 
to relive all your old mistakes. It was really quite a humbling experience. If I had it to do over 
again, I would have used magnetism or teleportation or something instead, but I was bound by 
what I had done before.” 
 
“And since you made a stupid mistake the first time, you had to—” Krahka began gaily. 
 
“Hey, it’s not my fault LEGO won’t let me go all-out!” snapped Makuta. “But no, they keep 
telling me I have to give the Toa a fighting chance. If I had had free rein, I would have blasted 
Vakama into protodermis confetti, particularly now that I know what happened later. That lousy 
little punk, capturing my beloved kraata and putting them in jars! But to answer your question, 
my doe... you see, my shadow hand is a bit like the Rahkshi: I send it out with a specific target in 
mind, but once it’s launched, my control over it is limited. If it succeeds in retrieving a living 
creature, I simply disassemble him as he approaches, and then I can assimilate his parts and 
energy into myself. It worked great on the hawk and the Dark Hunters. But unfortunately I kept 
missing that sneaky little Fire Toa and grabbing those big pillars of rock. To keep from hurting 
myself, I exploded them before they got to me. Except for that last one—it was just too big, and 
coming too fast, for me to shatter it into small enough pieces before it hit me.” 
 
“That looked like it hurt,” cooed Krahka sympathetically. She leaned forward and touched his 
mask. “Oh, look... you’ve got a new dent right here above your eyehole. Now you’ll be forced to 
abandon your dream of competing in the Miss America pageant!” 
 
“Thanks for your concern,” he said sarcastically, pushing her hand away. “But getting back to 
your question, love, I was doing my best to defend the Matoran. It was for their own good that I 
put them in those capsules. I knew there was a big cataclysm coming. If the Toa had just minded 
their own business, the Matoran would have had a nice, long nap and then woken up rested and 
ready to rebuild the city.” 
 
“I don’t believe that,” I said skeptically. “As I understand it, when you put Mata Nui to sleep, 
that’s what caused the bioquake and the eclipses.” 
 
“Well, yes,” he admitted, “but those things weren’t the worst of it. The greater peril, by far, was 
all the nasty creatures that were heading our way. And Mata Nui was really falling down on the 
job at that point. So I stepped in to help him out.” 
 
“Help him out?” I frowned. 
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“Sure. He was too sick to fight the Visorak himself, so I volunteered to do the dirty work while 
he caught up on his beauty sleep. I would have made short work of the intruders while the 
Matoran were safely resting. But instead, those infernal Toa Metru misunderstood my motives. 
Everyone always does! I can’t begin to tell you how frustrating that is. Thinking I had some sort 
of evil intent, they jumped right in the middle of things. They exposed the Matoran to all kinds of 
unnecessary danger by hauling some of them across a sea full of nasty Rahi in that wobbly little 
craft. Poor little Akhmou’s pod even fell out! And the others were completely defenseless—left 
to the mercy of the Visorak and worse, with me imprisoned inside that accursed protodermis 
net.” 
 
Krahka grinned. “You so had it coming, dude.” 
 
“It was pure torment,” he recalled grimly. “I had to relive the horror of that experience when 
they were filming the movie. Fortunately, I was able to get out right away after the last take. But 
back when it really happened, I was stuck in that thing for who knows how long—battered, 
dazed, unable to move. And it didn’t help when Krahka came by and sat on the rock across from 
me with a big cup of Starbucks espresso and a box of Krispy Kreme doughnuts, either.”  
 
She laughed wickedly. “Hey, I brought enough to share, but your mouth was all covered up.” 
 
“Why didn’t you free me?” he frowned. “You had all the Toa’s elemental powers by then.” 
 
“Let’s see... you ditched me while I was fighting the Rahi, the Morbuzakh, and the Toa Metru. 
You do the math.” Krahka leaned back in her chair.  
 
“Yeah. After you threw yourself into my brother’s arms,” he snarled, his eyes glowing red. 
 
Alarmed, I quickly changed the subject. “So, Makuta, you were trying to make a Vahi yourself 
before you asked Vakama to do it?” 
 
“Yes, doll, I did make a few attempts. I had already crafted some other masks to infect, just in 
case I ever needed them—and later on, I did. But I don’t have the patience to carve anything as 
precise as the Vahi. Being a Spirit of Destruction, I kept leaning on the tool too hard and 
breaking the Kanohi before I could finish it. So I figured I’d just give the job to a pro. Turns out 
the little scoundrel couldn’t get his act together, either. And then he finally managed to do it—
after he was already convinced I would use it for evil! Do I have rotten luck or what?” 
 
“I don’t think it was luck,” I shrugged. “It took him becoming a Toa first, and finding the Great 
Disks with his brothers and sister, for him to make that mask.” 
 
Makuta shook his head. “I should have gone after those disks myself. And that would have 
prevented the Toa from destroying my Morbuzakh, too. He was doing a pretty good job helping 
me round up the Matoran until those troublemakers blasted him to bits. Of course, it was 
probably just as well. By the time he got really big, Morby was getting a tad too cocky. So I just 
used the Vahki to gather the Matoran for me. They’re a lot more reliable, anyway, because 
they’re machines.” 
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“And those Rahi experiments that the Toa Metru encountered in your lair—what happened to 
them?” I asked. 
 
“Well, there are still a few of them running around,” he smiled. “Most of them weren’t supposed 
to last very long, though. They were just test cases along the way toward my ultimate Toa-
crushing Rahi design. I would come up with some feature or another I wanted to try, and then I 
would build a creature and give it that power. Then I would immerse it in energized protodermis 
and see what came out.” 
 
“Toa-crushing Rahi?” I asked in astonishment. 
 
“Sadly, I never had a chance to finish it. I kept getting interrupted by various groups of 
belligerent so-called heroes. The Rahi Nui came pretty close. After I gave it to the Dark Hunters, 
I built an even better one, with the disk powers like the Rahi Nui plus a few kraata powers, but 
when I dipped it, it was destroyed.” He looked at my worried expression and added, “Not that I 
would ever actually use a beast like that, my dove, unless the Toa did something absolutely 
unforgivable. And even though you look like a Toa, you will always be perfectly safe from my 
creations, as long as you are with me.” He leaned over and patted the side of my Kaukau Nuva, 
but I didn’t feel very reassured. 
 
“Well, at least you keep all your scruffy vermin out of the dining room these days,” remarked 
Krahka as she glanced around. “This dank, gloomy hall reminds me of the one in Dr. No’s 
volcano lair. Except there aren’t any girls in miniskirts serving champagne and little caviar toast 
thingies.” 
 
“I did have some infected Ga-Matoran down here for a while, but I had to let them go,” Makuta 
sighed. “The infection made them too grumpy to be good waitresses. But I should consider 
putting some maps on the wall. Dr. No had those big electronic ones with dots representing all 
the missile silos, and monitors displaying all the satellite camera signals he could descramble. He 
was ready to watch World War Three in style from the comfort of his personal War Room, deep 
inside his volcano.” 
 
“Dr. No? The James Bond villain?” I asked. “I thought he had an island with a nuclear reactor.” 
 
“Well, he did, until the good guys blew it up,” he replied. “He had to move after that.” 
 
“Oh, I guess so,” I said sheepishly.  
 
“Except for his new metal legs, he hasn’t changed a bit, though,” he remarked, picking up a 
piece of sushi. “I overheard him in the kitchen, berating his staff for the fallen soufflé. ‘I do not 
like failure. You are not going to fail me again.’ And then there was a terrible crash.” 
 
“I remember that!” crowed Krahka. “The chef came running out of the kitchen with his pants on 
fire.” 
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“Are you two friends with Dr. No?” I asked, puzzled. 
 
“Not really. He hosted one of our V.I.L.E. meetings. I’m sure he’ll never volunteer to do it again, 
though.” Makuta rolled his eyes. “I don’t know what he was thinking, inviting all those ruffians 
into a place so full of expensive electronics.” 
 
“Vile meetings?” 
 
“The Villains’ International League of Evil, darling. I’ve been a member for a long time. They 
have an annual convention, and I made the mistake of bringing Krahka to one.” He shot her a 
disapproving look. 
  
Krahka grinned innocently. “It was a blast. All the important bad guys were there! I’ll never 
forget it.” 
 
“And my colleagues will never forget you, either,” groaned Makuta. “Or your cousin.” 
 
“Her cousin?” My curiosity was piqued. What was Krahka’s cousin like? And what sort of 
strange things could happen at a social event for villains? 
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Chapter 6: Villains at Their Best 

  
“You see, sweetheart,” Makuta explained, “I was preparing to go to the V.I.L.E. banquet, and 
Krahka, who wasn’t even a proper villain yet, merely a nuisance—” 
 
“Hey!” she protested. 
 
“Well, she was causing trouble under the Archives for the Matoran, but she hadn’t fought the 
Toa Metru yet. Anyway, she pestered me until I agreed to bring her along.” 
 
Krahka transformed into a puppy and blinked at him. 
 
“Yeah, like that. Anyway, I didn’t really mind, because most of those guys are way too hideous 
even to get a date, and I thought I would be the envy of everyone. The banquet is the social event 
of the season, you understand, and the attendees always show up with freshly polished manners 
and weapons, trying to impress each other. And since Krahka has this gorgeous cousin—” 
 
“Can you believe this creep? He hit on my cousin at the convention,” Krahka interrupted, 
shaking her floppy ears. 
 
“I did not hit on your cousin! I just told her she looked marvelous. It was a joke!” 
 
“Oh, now I get it!” Krahka exclaimed. “But I didn’t much like the way you kept staring at her, 
either.” 
 
“I can’t help it if I have a thing for blue skin. Besides, you’re in no position to lecture me about 
flirting with family members,” he growled. 
 
Krahka transformed meekly into a lava eel and slipped under the table, leaving a trail of smoke. 
“Please, go on,” I smiled to Makuta, folding my feet under me to make sure she didn’t touch 
them. 
 
“Anyway, I suggested to Ogel that he bring Mystique as his date.” 
 
“Wait, do you mean Mystique from the X-Men?” I asked. “She’s Krahka’s cousin? How can that 
be?” 
 
“The LEGO designer who built Krahka is Mystique’s mother’s nephew, or some such thing,” 
nodded Makuta. “And there is a bit of a family resemblance. Mystique is a mutant metamorph 
that can imitate only humanoids—but boy, does she do it well. She can even fool a retinal 
scanner. And she’s pretty handy with firearms, too.” 
 
“She taught me everything I know,” added Krahka cheerfully, popping up from under the table 
as a soldier, in a green helmet and camouflage fatigues.  
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Makuta rubbed a dent in his shoulder that looked like a bullet hole. “Yeah. Anyway—” 
 
Krahka cut him off again. “Mystique totally rocks. She was wanted by the police for all kinds of 
gun law violations, identity theft, breaking and entering, extortion, and so on. They told Marvel 
Comics she could finish filming X2, but they were waiting for her outside the studio. After the 
last take, she disguised herself as a secretary and skipped right past the cops. She’s been lying 
low since then.” 
 
“Wow,” I replied, helping myself to some more tempura vegetables. “It sounds like you really 
look up to her, Krahka.” 
 
“Well, I used to. But she’s always been kind of full of herself. After her escape, she crashed at 
my pad for a couple weeks. We got along great, hanging out at the rifle range together and 
sneaking into movie premiers disguised as celebrities. But then she totaled my Mustang, and we 
had a big fight. I haven’t seen her since, and I say, good riddance. I just wish I had asked her 
how she does human eyes before we had our falling out.” She blinked her glowing orange eyes. 
 
“Hey, I’m telling this story, all right?” muttered Makuta. “Anyway, Ogel was with Mystique, 
and I had Krahka on my arm, and the night was going great. Dr. No had a fabulous feast set out 
for us, in spite of the incident with the soufflé. After we dined, we—” 
 
“What forms were all of you in at the banquet?” I interrupted.  
 
“Krahka went as a mermaid,” smiled Makuta as the changeling turned into the tall, shapely green 
mermaid with snaky black tresses that I had seen once before.  He gazed at her fondly. “It’s 
always been my favorite of her many forms.” 
 
“My Makuta-Bane form,” Krahka added with a wink. 
 
“And Mystique was in her natural shape, which…  which…” Makuta’s voice trailed off as 
Krahka morphed into the likeness of her scaly blue cousin, complete with red hair and glowing 
yellow eyes. “Uh, what was I saying?” 
 
Krahka reached a sinuous blue arm across the table and slapped him. 
 
“Hey!” snarled Makuta, his eyes flashing red at Krahka as he adjusted his Kraahkan. “I’m not 
interested in your cousin. She’s—wait, why am I telling you this?” He turned to me. “Don’t 
worry, sweetest, Mystique isn’t my type. She’s fun to look at, but she’s much too… human for 
me. What good is a girl you can’t even disassemble and rebuild?” 
 
My mind filled with images of the twisted, tortured creatures he had built before his attempt to 
take over Metru Nui. I looked at him warily and slid a little further down the bench. 
 
Makuta turned back to Krahka. “Do you suppose my angel would look good with Rahkshi legs? 
I’m getting a little tired of having to hunch over every time I want to gaze into her lovely 
sapphire eyes.” 
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“Sure, she’ll look awesome,” she grinned. “Especially when she uses them to kick your 
Kraahkan across the room. What are we waiting for? Let’s rebuild her right now.” 
 
He sighed and looked at me again. “I suppose I’d better leave you small until you agree to be 
mine.” 
 
“You know, if she’s really that much trouble, you could just get one of your nasty little slug 
things to infect her,” Krahka pointed out. I slid even further away along the bench. 
 
“Obviously, I’ve already thought of that,” he replied testily. “It’s tempting, but it would make 
her into a dull-witted drone. And if I used mind control to make her want me, she would be 
royally ticked off as soon as I let up. But anyway, love, since Mystique looks vaguely aquatic, 
and Ogel’s really into that, she just went au naturel. And I was in an early version of the form I 
had in the Mask of Light—the same basic idea, only somewhat smaller. At the time, of course, I 
was posing as Turaga Dume during the day. But when I went home at night I would experiment 
around, because I knew at some point I would need a bigger and more intimidating form to fight 
the Toa Metru. It takes time and energy to shift all my powers into a new form, so I was getting 
some practice.” 
 
“You’ve never had a form,” scoffed Krahka. “You’re just a big pile of spare parts flying in close 
formation.” 
 
Makuta grimaced. “So, after cocktails and hors-d’oeuvres, we all followed Sauron down into the 
heart of the volcano and watched him demonstrate how to forge evil jewelry.” 
 
“Sauron?” I asked. “The big flaming eye from Lord of the Rings?” 
 
“Well, yes, darling,” he replied, “he was the fiery eye for a while, but at the convention he was 
back in his spiky suit of armor again, carrying his mace. You know, I feel sorry for that guy. 
Now that his author is deceased, he’s relegated to fanfics and the occasional big-budget movie 
about his ignoble defeat. He’s got no future anymore.” 
 
Krahka had changed into a knight. She flipped up her visor to reveal the face of a young warrior 
maiden with glowing orange eyes. “Sauron’s such a hunk,” she whispered to me. “He can give 
me the evil eye anytime.” Makuta glared at her, and she let her visor drop shut with a clang. 
 
“So now you know how to forge a ring of power and pour your cruelty and malice and will to 
dominate all life into it?” I asked Makuta uneasily. 
 
The Spirit of Destruction looked at me slyly. “Are you hinting that you would like me to give 
you a ring, princess?” 
 
“Uh, no,” I stammered quickly. “I was just curious.” 
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Makuta laughed. “Of course I don’t know how to make a ring like Sauron’s. He was just 
showing off. He wasn’t about to give away any real secrets. None of us villains trust each other, 
obviously.” He took a bite of teriyaki beef. 
 
“I see,” I nodded with relief. 
 
“So, as we sat down to eat, the Joker regaled us with his standup routine. That guy is hilarious! I 
tell you, Batman is a real curmudgeon, not to laugh at his jokes. And while everyone was getting 
loosened up, Krahka and Mystique started cruising the room and flirting with every guy there.” 
 
“We were not flirting with every guy there!” retorted Krahka, back in her Toa-Bane form.  
 
“Then what would you call slithering up to each guest in turn, transforming into his most 
tantalizing fantasy, and handing him a drink?” he snapped. 
 
“I call that ‘Effective Dosage Delivery.’ We were just getting them to drink their wine.” She 
turned to me and giggled. “You see, we had posed as Dr. No’s servants and used a big, long 
hypodermic syringe to spike every single bottle.”  

 
“With sodium pentathol,” added the Master of Shadows. “You know, my lovely, you’ve barely 
touched your sake. Drink up!” 
 
I looked suspiciously at my glass and pushed it away from me. “You mean truth serum? Why 
would that cause so much trouble? It seems to me that the world would be better off if villains 
told the truth a little more often.” 
 
“It might sound like a noble idea at first blush. But think about it, love. You have a big dining 
hall packed with the nastiest, most ruthless megalomaniacs you can imagine, armed to the teeth 
and wielding devastating powers, and all that is preventing them from throttling each other is the 
thinnest veneer of politeness. And then you throw raw honesty into the mix.” 
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Chapter 7: Villains at Their Worst 

 
My eyes widened at the thought of a hall full of villains chemically induced to be honest with 
one another. “I see. But Makuta, I find it hard to believe you were just standing by while Krahka 
and Mystique were dosing everyone.” 
 
“I was engrossed in a fascinating technical conversation with Ogel and Dr. Octavius,” he 
explained. “First, the doctor described the neural link that allowed him to operate those four 
extra robotic arms. And then he started going on about his nuclear fusion experiments. I kept 
telling him that the reaction would be impossible to contain. I know, because I tried it once 
myself. Ever wonder where that big red spot on Jupiter came from?” 
 
“I wonder what it would be like to play Twister with that guy,” said Krahka, resting her chin on 
her six hands. 
 
Makuta gave her an annoyed look before he went on. “Doc Ock was just asking for trouble, in 
my opinion. But he insisted he could do it, and he would become the richest, most powerful man 
on earth. And he could do his work out in the open—with government funding, even—because 
he could claim it was a clean energy source for the good of mankind.” 
 
“I guess he had to find out the hard way,” I shrugged. 
 
“Yeah. He’s lucky all he demolished was one lousy pier in New York City. Anyway, at this point 
the band started playing a really good Glen Miller tune, and I looked up. That’s when I noticed 
what Krahka and Mystique were doing. They saw me frowning at them and came over with 
some wine. Mystique slid onto Ogel’s lap and gave him a glass, but a few minutes after he drank 
it, Cinderblock stomped over and tapped on her shoulder. He wanted to dance with her.” 
 
“That’s Slade’s big, hulking concrete minion from Teen Titans, right?” 
 
“Yep. Well, Ogel, freshly fortified with sodium pentathol, said, ‘Out of the question! Stay away 
from my girl! And by the way, you big dumb brutes that constantly smash stuff are making a bad 
name for our profession. I’m getting fed up with all the pesky security checks imposed on us 
sophisticated miscreants because of your kind.’” 
 
“I bet that went over well,” I said sarcastically. 
 
“It’s a good thing Ogel always wears that geeky helmet,” Krahka remarked, picking up a fork 
full of rice. 
 
Makuta, shook his head sadly. “For an evil genius, Ogel’s a pretty mediocre psychologist. He 
doesn’t understand the first principle of intimidation: the other guy has to believe you can hurt 
him. Ever wonder why he’s got a hook for a hand?” 
 
“Oh, no!” 
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“Oh, yes,” he replied. “Cinderblock smashed it with his fist. In the process, he also shattered the 
stone table and catapulted Mystique halfway across the room.” 
 
“Poor Ogel!” 
 
“He would have lost a lot of other body parts, too,” added Krahka, “if Makuta hadn’t tackled 
Cinderblock. He took that guy apart and rebuilt him into an outhouse.” 
 
Makuta grinned. “I had fun taking him down. I even carved a little moon-shaped window in him 
with my laser vision. But then Slade jumped me from behind, and we were wrestling on the 
floor, and others started leaping into the fray. Needless to say, Dr. No was mortified. He started 
shouting, ‘You can’t fight in here! This is the War Room!’” 
 
Krahka burst out laughing. “Total chaos broke out. Remember how Count Dooku and Saruman 
were dueling on the dais?” she said. “It’s funny, but those two guys look kind of alike to me.” 
 
“Now that you mention it, they do,” mused the Spirit of Destruction. “Well, the Green Goblin 
was flying around on his glider, firing randomly into the crowd, until Lex Luthor blew off one of 
his wings with his mini atomic death ray pistol,” he chuckled. “The Goblin had made the mistake 
of calling him ‘Baldy’.” 
 
Krahka changed herself into a pirate captain, with eye patch, feathered hat, and cutlass. 
“Rampage had Barbarax in his claws, and I thought for sure he’d be crushed,” she recounted 
“But that pirate is tough. He managed to make some nasty dents in Rampage’s chitin with his 
axe.” 
 
“And then there was Darth Vader versus Magneto,” Makuta reminisced. “After narrowly 
dodging a bunch of light saber blows and getting hurled to the floor a couple of times, Magneto 
managed to pin Vader to the wall by his cape, using Dr. No’s Tiffany silverware.” 
 
A flanged helmet and mask formed over Krahka’s head, and her form became tall and black. 
Breathing heavily through a simulated regulator, she rumbled, “The fork is strong with that one.” 
 
Makuta laughed. “And at one point everyone fell silent. Shan-Yu the Hun and his falcon had 
attacked Dr. Dementor. So the doctor said, ‘So long, farewell, auf wiedersehn, good night!’ and 
zapped them into some desolate corner of the space-time continuum with his pan-dimensional 
vortex inducer.” The Master of Shadows paused for effect. “But then Overload hit the device 
with about a zillion volts and shorted it out, so we all went back to fighting.” 
 
“How about the Shredder and Sesshoumaru? They had a really funny diss fight going.” 
 
“Oh, yeah,” recalled Makuta. “Sesshoumaru started the whole thing when he said, ‘You dishonor 
the Japanese warrior tradition, losing to a bunch of overgrown pet turtles all the time.’ The 
Shredder replied, ‘I’m not about to take any lip off a guy who travels with a little girl and a 
toad!’ It was getting so good that Slade and I stopped fighting to watch them.” 
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I listened, my eyes wide, as he continued. “So, Sesshoumaru asked him, ‘Couldn’t you have 
gotten your name from something more fearsome than a piece of office equipment?’ To that, the 
Shredder replied, ‘And couldn’t you have gotten your hairstyle from someone more fearsome 
than Pamela Anderson?’ Sesshoumaru just clenched his jaw and muttered, ‘Bring it on, vermin!’ 
And the Shredder said, ‘Ladies first!’ They started slashing at each other with their claws. The 
combat got really intense, with lots of flying kicks and snarling and growling. I won fifty bucks 
off Slade when Sesshoumaru finally changed into a wolf and threw the Shredder to the floor by 
the throat.” 
 
“That was so exciting,” agreed Krahka, morphing into a Kavinika. “Sessie’s got an awesome 
fighting style.” The junkyard dog finished her sentence with a howl. 
 
“Yeah. But you didn’t have to congratulate him quite so effusively,” grumbled Makuta. 
 
“All we did was rub noses!” Krahka protested, transforming back into her Toa-Bane form. She 
rolled her eyes at me. “Did I mention that Tall, Dark, and Gruesome here is quite the jealous 
type?” 
 
“I’ve already figured that out on my own, Krahka,” I replied. 
 
Makuta glared at her. “If Slade hadn’t smashed a chair over my head right then, I would have 
gone over there and sent that demon boy’s teeth through the back of his head.” 
 
“Anyway,” Krahka bubbled, “Mystique was standing on what was left of our table, picking off 
all the Super Battle Droids that were coming at Makuta and Ogel. Well, at least, the ones that got 
past the Uruk-Hai.” 
 
“I’ll never know how she hid a MAC-10 under that slinky little evening gown,” Makuta said 
admiringly. 
  
“Custom tailoring. That huge bow in the back wasn’t just to add glamour,” Krahka smiled. 
“There’s a story behind that, by the way. We went to the Versace boutique, and Mystique 
transformed herself into Donatella Versace as she strode into the back of the store. She accosted 
one of the tailors and said, ‘Darling! Add a beeg bow to zat black dress, velocemente! Meess 
Paltrow ees waiting!’ I was standing in the lobby, disguised as Gwyneth, of course. But anyway, 
after Mystique ran out of ammo, she tore off the skirt at mid-thigh and took on the droids with 
her bare hands. And feet.” 
 
“I remember from the X-Men movies that she’s quite good at martial arts,” I commented. “What 
was Ogel doing?” 
 
“He was battling that General Chang fellow from Star Trek,” replied Makuta. “You know, the 
one who always recites Shakespeare. The general kept banging on Ogel’s helmet with his 
mekleth as he quoted, ‘I did never know so full a voice issue from so empty a heart: but the 
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saying is true, “The empty vessel makes the greatest sound.”’ But when he assumed a dramatic 
pose and started to deliver a long soliloquy from Macbeth, Ogel finally took him out.” 
 
Krahka nodded. “He bludgeoned the general with the end of his harpoon.” 
 
“What fools these Klingons be,” said Makuta with a wry smile. 
 
“Were any other Bionicle villains there?” I wondered. 
 
“Well, the Bahrag and their brood never come to those conventions, being asleep and all. And 
like most plants, the Morbuzakh didn’t care much for travel. We did see Nidhiki and Krekka, 
though.” 
 
“Who were they fighting?” 
 
“Each other,” snorted Krahka. 
 
Makuta shook his head at his colleagues’ stupidity. “Krekka was saying, ‘Stop bossing me 
around! Just because you’re the smart one—’ And Nidhiki replied, ‘That’s right, I’m the smart 
one. Now stop choking me and go fight that big black thing coming at us!’ And then Krekka 
said, ‘See, there you go again, bossing me around!’ Meanwhile, they both got waylaid by that 
huge, nasty creature from the Alien movies. She had her tarsal segments all in a twist because she 
thought Nidhiki had copied her look.” 
 
“Nidhiki is definitely the smart one,” Krahka groaned. 
 
“So, did you finally defeat Slade?” I asked Makuta. 
 
“I didn’t have to,” he replied. “We kept stopping to watch everyone else. When we finally got 
back to it, he did put up a pretty good struggle. But just as I was about to finish him off, Krahka 
brought down the house. Literally.” 
 
I looked at Krahka in wonder, and she explained. “Well, you see, Vladek was fighting that Witch 
King dude, but he was having a hard time of it. Apparently our brave knight hadn’t heard the 
prophecy that no man can kill the leader of the Nazgûl. I hated to see a fellow LEGO villain get 
roughed up. So I changed into Éowyn, in full battle armor, and jumped into the middle of it.” 
 
“Oh, my!” I exclaimed. “Did Vladek let you fight the Ringwraith?” 
 
Krahka laughed. “As if! He’s so old-school. He said, ‘Get thee behind me, fair wench! This is 
manly work!’ So I elbowed him out of the way and said, ‘No offense, Vlad honey, but the best 
man for this job is a woman.’ And then I pulled off my helmet.” 
 
“You should have seen the Witch King when he recognized those long blonde tresses,” said 
Makuta slyly. “He groaned, ‘Oh, no, not you again!’ Then Krahka flipped her hair and said, 
‘Talk to the sword’ before she ran him through. First he imploded, and then there was a huge 
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shock wave. It destabilized the volcano, and magma came gushing up out of giant cracks in the 
floor.” 
 
“Dr. No was really torqued,” snickered Krahka. 
 
“Then there were a lot of explosions. Everyone was scrambling to get out. Those who could fly 
or swim, or change into something that could, did. Ogel and Mystique got away in his 
submarine. Krahka and I changed into Nui-Kopen.” 
 
“What happened to the ones who couldn’t fly or swim?” I asked. 
 
“They managed however they could. The band, for example, caught a ride with Captain Sparrow 
on the Black Pearl. And Slade rode on my back.” 
 
“The same guy you had spent most of the evening fighting?” 
 
A smile spread across his Kraahkan. “I got a particle beam weapon out of the deal.” 
 
“Figures,” I laughed. “You know, as much as you villainous types like destruction and mayhem, 
this sounds like a pretty enjoyable party for everyone. Well, except for Dr. No. And the Witch 
King. And Ogel.” 
 
“Yeah, I suppose it was,” Makuta shrugged, glancing at Krahka. “But it was quite a while before 
anyone volunteered to host another V.I.L.E. meeting. Shan-Yu was the only one who didn’t 
know how it had all ended, and it took him eleven earth years to find his way back to this 
dimension. When he finally got home, he had a big barbecue at his fortress in the Himalayas. He 
invited everyone but Dr. Dementor. The Witch King was there, too, avoiding all the girls like the 
plague. It was a good time. Ever taste roasted yak? It’s not bad.” 
 
“Can’t say as I have,” I blinked. “So, why didn’t Ogel just go back to LEGO and ask for a new 
hand?” 
 
“Well, he tried that, darling. He and Mystique headed straight over there in his sub. On the way, 
he yanked the hook off a windlass to use as a temporary hand. But when he showed up at 
Headquarters, the product designer decided he looked more sinister with the hook, so they just 
gave him a better one.” 
 
“Oh, that’s too bad,” I sighed sympathetically. 
 
“He’s pretty philosophical about it,” Makuta replied. “I offered to steal a new hand for him, but 
he declined. He says after he takes over the world, he’ll just walk into the LEGO warehouse and 
get one himself.” 
 
“Yeah, right,” scoffed Krahka. “Everybody wants to rule the world. The idea even crossed my 
mind once. But only a total nutjob would actually try to pull it off.” 
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“Well, unlike everyone else’s plans, mine make sense,” retorted Makuta. “I would have 
succeeded by now, if Vakama had given me the Vahi in time, or if the Dark Hunters had done 
their job. Or if the Toa Olda had kept squabbling with each other instead of hitting me with all 
their powers at once. Or if that Takanuva kid hadn’t managed to yank my mask off.” 
 
“Excuses, excuses,” she snorted. 
 
“Mark my words, I’ll do it eventually,” predicted the Master of Shadows. “And then Ogel will 
owe me some serious cash. Not that the money will matter at that point, but it’ll be fun to rub it 
in. He’s so deluded. His scheme to freeze time is doomed.” 
 
Krahka laughed. “Yeah, what’s with the ice orbs? I think Ogel’s air tank must have run low last 
time he went down for a long dive.” 
 
“Well, in theory, it could work, at least locally. You bring the temperature so low that Brownian 
molecular motion simply grinds to a halt, and the passage of time becomes meaningless. 
Quantum effects take over at that point. But he just doesn’t have the physics figured out very 
well. So far all he’s succeeded in doing is bringing a bunch of random creatures out of their 
rightful times and into ours.” 
 
“I saw that in the LEGO Magazine,” I nodded. 
 
“What he really needs is the Vahi,” Makuta remarked, “but it’s at the bottom of the silver sea at 
the moment. He’s positive his plan will work, though, and that Mystique will come back to him.” 
 
“Sure. And the Vahki will learn to write poetry.” Krahka shook her head. “Mystique told me she 
actually had a pretty good time with him at first. She especially liked it when he let her pilot his 
submarine—even though he got his wetsuit in a wad when she started doing barrel rolls. But 
when they got to his undersea base, she was totally creeped out by the skeleton drones. And who 
could blame her? There’re almost as revolting as the Rahkshi.” 
 
“Hey! Stop insulting my sons!” growled Makuta. 
 
“And the Rahkshi are almost as repulsive as their dad,” Krahka smirked. 
 
Makuta leaned toward her, his Kraahkan inches from her face. “You know, Krahka, I’ve had 
quite enough of your catty attitude,” he snarled. 
 
Krahka didn’t flinch. “You can’t intimidate me, you worthless hunk of junk,” she hissed back. “I 
don’t do fear.” 
 
I fidgeted nervously on the bench as they glowered at each other. Krahka gripped her six 
weapons tightly, and Makuta extended his hand. His staff, which had been leaning against the 
wall, flew over to him, and his fingers closed around it. 
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Chapter 8: Agent of Destiny 

 
Without taking my eyes off Makuta and Krahka, I moved slowly along the bench toward the 
doorway. I quickly abandoned the idea of escape, because it was doubtful I could get past the 
Manas on my own. But I wanted to get out of the room, at least, to avoid getting caught in the 
crossfire between these powerful beings. Finally, I got to the end of the table. I quietly stood and 
sidestepped toward the doorway. 
 
The sound of grinding stone startled me as a door began to descend out of the wall. I dove 
desperately for the opening, but I slammed into an invisible barrier and fell backwards. The stone 
panel dropped into place with a resounding boom. 
 
I rubbed my forehead and looked back at Makuta and Krahka. They hadn’t moved. Time crawled 
slowly by as the standoff continued. I turned my thoughts back to the dinner conversation, and 
the way they had completed each other’s stories and described each other’s victories. Despite 
their obvious jealousy issues, I was more convinced than ever of how much they had in common. 
It was a long shot, but perhaps I could influence them to make peace. I decided I might as well 
try, since I was stuck in the room with them anyway.  
 
“Wait,” I said cautiously. “It seems to me that all this anger is really just left over from long ago, 
when you hurt each other so deeply.” 
 
No one stirred, so I stood up and continued. “The only people who can cause you pain are the 
ones you care about. I can tell by what’s happened tonight that you still have some affection for 
one another. You could restore that bond if you would just put the past behind you.” 
 
Makuta spoke without turning his head. “No way would I ever trust this vicious harpy again.” 
 
Krahka’s eyes narrowed. “I wouldn’t fall for this disgusting creep if he were the last guy on 
earth.” 
 
It was certainly their decision to fight or reconcile, except that they kept dragging me and a lot of 
other innocent people into the middle of it. And they were both too proud to give an inch. “Then 
are you just going to stay locked in your hatred forever?” I groaned. 
 
“I guess so,” replied Makuta. 
 
“Looks that way,” shrugged Krahka. 
 
“Oh, for the love of Mata Nui,” I muttered in frustration. “Why can’t you two just learn to get 
along?” 
 
Suddenly both of them turned and glared at me instead. My eyes grew wide as I realized I had 
just asked and answered my question in the same breath. “Oops,” I whispered. 
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Krahka crossed two of her arms. “Don’t even think about making a move on Mata Nui,” she 
warned. “I know where you live.” 
 
Makuta sat back in his chair. “Krahka, if she ever approached my brother, she would be a 
smoldering heap of rubble before you got there.” 
 
“Well,” I said, my voice shaking, “at least you can agree on that. If I ever meet him, I’ll 
remember what you said.” I looked back and forth between them, and then at the empty plates in 
front of us. The overturned take-out containers were all lying next to Krahka’s. “So, I guess it’s 
about time we took our leave. Right, Krahka?” 
 
“Ah, but the night is young,” Makuta protested, rising from his chair. “We still haven’t had our 
dessert and coffee. Stay here and behave yourselves, my pets.” He strode out of the room, and 
the door retracted to let him pass. 
 
I sat down again, relieved that they weren’t going to destroy each other in my presence. Krahka 
leaped up and began to take the copper Huna off the wall. “These will fetch a few Benjamins on 
eBay,” she chuckled. 
 
A pair of enormous, glowing red eyes appeared on the wall. “Krahka, put the masks back,” a low 
voice echoed threateningly. 
 
“My bad,” she said flippantly. As she replaced the Kanohi, she looked at me and whispered, 
“Bummer, him having X-ray vision.” 
 
The eyes disappeared, and Makuta walked back into the room and took his seat. “We’ll have our 
coffee in a few minutes,” he promised. Suddenly a crash came from the living room. He stood 
abruptly and stalked out of the room. “Guurahk! Sonirahk! What are you little rascals doing 
here? I thought I told you to clear out until Krahka is gone!” I heard soft hisses and the hum of 
Rahkshi flight, and then Makuta returned to his chair. 
 
I looked at him nervously. Did he think Krahka would be leaving me here? He smiled broadly at 
my unspoken question. “Why, of course you’ll be staying, my precious. Even though I wasn’t 
expecting you just yet, my arms are always open for you. Krahka may not have known it, but she 
was serving as an agent of destiny by bringing you to me.” 
 
Krahka raised an eyebrow. “Agent of Destiny? I’ll have to add that to my résumé.” 
 
The Master of Shadows reached across the table and trapped my hand in his creepy claws before 
I could pull it away. “Ever since the first moment I saw you, I’ve been smitten. And when I first 
touched you, a shiver of delight coursed through my entire being. I knew you were destined to be 
mine.”  
 
“Are you referring to the time you smashed down my front door, knocked me onto my back with 
a shock wave, and crushed my chest under your knee?” I asked warily, trying to pry his fingers 
loose with my free hand. 
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He smiled at me fondly. “How wonderful! You remember it, too.” 
 
“Trauma has a way of etching itself into the memory,” I muttered. 
 
“Keep in mind,” said Krahka, rolling her eyes, “that this guy lives in a cave.” 
 
“Sure. But it’s the most luxuriously appointed cave in history,” he grinned. “Oh, that reminds 
me—the coffee should be brewed by now. Please excuse me for a moment.” 
 
As Makuta left for the kitchen, Krahka leaned toward me and whispered, “I’m telling you, you 
have this guy eating out of your hand. Run with it, girl! Ask him for something really big and 
expensive.” 
 
I looked at her incredulously. “None of that sweet talk is real, Krahka. He’s trying to use me for 
his evil plans somehow. Just watch... he’ll have some sort of bizarre job assignment lined up for 
me.” 
 
“Who cares if he’s sincere or not? Call his bluff! You’re into water, right? Get him to build you a 
speedboat, or a submarine, or a waterpark or something. I can see it now. GeeLand!” 
 
“I don’t want be obligated to him in any way,” I replied, shaking my head. “I just want to get out 
of here.” 
 
“Well, I think you’re nuts,” she shrugged. “You should at least hit him up for some elemental 
powers or a nice car or something. Your hard-to-get act is really backfiring, you know. What’s 
the point of having a rich boyfriend if you don’t even—” 
 
She stopped and smiled sweetly at Makuta as he walked back in pushing a beverage cart. He 
parked it next to his chair, set three slices of chocolate cream pie on the table, and poured three 
cups of coffee. 
 
“She’s right, darling,” he remarked to me after he sat down. “Your coyness is preventing you 
from enjoying everything I have to offer.” 
 
I stared at my coffee as I stirred in the cream, hoping the whole ordeal would be over soon. 
 
Fortunately, Krahka changed the subject. “You’re never going to believe this, but guess what 
Squirt just told me? I’m going to be in Bionicle Adventures #8!” 
 
Makuta nodded. “I read about that. Fighting Roodaka.” 
 
“You already know? Why am I always the last to find out about these things?” she sighed. 
 
“You should go online more often, Krahka,” he remarked. “But I’m glad they’re putting in that 
scene. It was the fiercest catfight I’ve ever seen. Even more thrilling than the one between you 
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two. Ah, the things you see when there’s too much smoke to use your camera.” He glanced back 
and forth between us. 
 
“Squirt is tougher than she looks,” laughed Krahka. Then her face twisted into a scowl at the 
memory of her other opponent. “But yeah, I hate that hideous, vicious black witch with every 
piece of my being! She thinks she’s so hot, with her twirly claw and her Rahkshi-head 
breastplate. Showing up on Metru Nui with her icky spider things... she was totally asking for it. 
After what she did to—oops, future storyline.” She clapped three of her hands over her own 
mouth. 
 
Makuta gazed off into space. “I’d agree that she deserves all those other names, especially after 
she T-boned my Jeep with her McLaren. But I wouldn’t call her hideous. In fact, she’s quite—” 
He leaned back just in time to avoid getting slapped by Krahka’s fourth hand and growled, “Cut 
it out with the mask! I’m a bit sensitive about that, you know.” 
 
“It sounds like next year’s storyline is going to be very exciting,” I said quickly. “The Hordika, 
the Visorak, the Rahaga, your escape, recovering the Vahi...” 
  
“Yes, it is. But I’ve been thinking,” said Makuta slowly. 
 
“That’s never a good thing,” Krahka remarked. 
 
“The Toa Metru will recover the Vahi from the sea and give it to Tahu next year, so that 
everything will be back to the present storyline,” he continued. “But that’s quite some time from 
now. I bet LEGO wouldn’t miss the Vahi if I borrowed it for a few weeks, eh?” 
 
“Borrowed it?” I said distrustfully. “What for?” 
 
“Oh, I’m sure I could find some uses for a Mask of Time,” he mused. “I could slow down 
Krahka’s mouth, for one. And I could use it to speed up time for myself during the scenes where 
I’m stuck in that awful protodermis web. LEGO thinks I’m still in there, since they don’t know I 
have all the elemental powers and can open and close it myself. But for a while, at least, I’ll have 
to get back inside it, and I’m really not looking forward to that.” 
 
“Ha! You’ll just get tempted to do something outrageous with the Vahi and get yourself into 
trouble,” Krahka retorted. “Next year’s storyline is set in concrete. You can’t escape your 
destiny.” 
 
“Maybe not,” he shrugged. “But I can adjust it a little to better suit my purposes.” 
 
I pushed my empty cup away. “I get the impression you define ‘destiny’ as whatever you, 
personally, want to happen, Makuta.” 
 
Makuta drank the last of his coffee and reclined in his chair, his tarnished silver hands clasped 
behind his head. “When you are as powerful as I am, my true love, you have unique 
opportunities to shape your own destiny, and that of those around you.” 
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I shivered, even though it wasn’t cold. 
 
After a few moments of silence, Makuta unclasped his hands. “Well, it’s just a thought.” He 
leaned toward me. “So, poppet, what are you working on these days?” 
 
“I’m still writing Takanuva’s story,” I replied. “I keep getting interrupted.” 
 
“Oh, that,” he snorted, ignoring my oblique accusation. “Well, then, I have a proposition for 
you.”  
  
“Don’t you always,” I groaned. 
 
Makuta tweaked my chin. “This one is different, sweet pea.” 
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Chapter 9: The Bizarre Job Assignment 

 
“This proposition will really advance your writing career, beloved.” Makuta folded his hands on 
the table. “Abandon that ridiculous tale about Takanuva and write my biography instead. I’m a 
complex and fascinating character, and I’m very important in Bionicle, you know. It’s time 
someone was my chronicler.” 
 
“That’s Makuta for you,” said Krahka sarcastically. “Always looking out for the other person’s 
career.” 
 
“Yeah. Well, if I hadn’t breached the Onu-Metru sea wall, you would still be a no-name Rahi 
living in a broom closet under the Archives,” he retorted. 
 
“Like you did that for my benefit,” she snapped. “I had to fight a mega battle against all six Toa 
Metru because of you. I could have been caged, or even killed! Besides, I would have found 
some way to get my talents noticed without your little prank. After all, I was cool enough to get a 
whole book devoted to me, and part of another one.” 
 
“Sure. Just not cool enough to get a real LEGO set.” 
 
“As coyote-ugly as your sets are, I wouldn’t be bragging about it, if I were you. Of course, they 
are pretty realistic.” 
  
Once again, Krahka and Makuta glared at each other across the table. I looked nervously back 
and forth between them. Finally, in an attempt to defuse the tension, I stammered, “Well, uh, 
actually, I was planning to cover the Toa Metru storyline next. I’ve had a lot of requests from my 
readers to do a story about them.” 
 
“The Toa Metru?” they scoffed in unison, looking at me incredulously. 
 
“No offense, darling, but your hero stories are rather insipid compared to the ones about me,” 
remarked Makuta. He smiled wickedly. “Besides, your readers like to watch you writhe in my 
grip almost as much as I do. I think some of them are secretly rooting for me to corrupt—er, 
convince you to stay with me.” 
 
“Like anyone would ever read a story about the Toa. Good guys are a major snore fest,” added 
Krahka. 
 
“But I’ve written plenty about you already, Makuta,” I sighed. “You keep making sure of that, by 
coming around to terrorize me on a regular basis.” 
 
“‘Terrorize’? Your choice of words is always so imaginative,” he chuckled. “That’s why you’ll 
do a wonderful job as my chronicler. Of course, I have the feeling I’ll have to edit what you 
write just a bit, to remove any editorial slant you might have inadvertently introduced. Anyway, 
I’m almost finished with your new office. I’ve got the room roughed out, but I still have to put 
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the computer together. And I’ve been working on the music room—you know, the one where 
Vorahk recorded his guitar video—because I know you like music. I was planning to come get 
you as soon as I was done with everything, but Krahka just saved me the trouble of driving four 
thousand miles.” 
 
“Makuta,” I shivered, “please don’t bother to set up an office for me. Whatever I write, I’ll do it 
at home.” 
 
“Oh, but sweetheart, this is your home now.” Presumably in response to my horrified look, he 
added, “Don’t be alarmed, cupcake. I’ll do whatever it takes to make things comfortable for you. 
I’ll pay you generously for your work. Paid vacation, too! And you know I would never keep 
you against your will. As soon as you finish my biography, you’ll be free to leave.” 
 
Krahka rolled her eyes at me. “You’ll probably want to do the decorating yourself. This loser 
thinks there’s only one color—gunmetal gray.” 
 
I glanced nervously at Krahka. Did she intend to leave me here? As jealous as she was, I figured 
she would be keen to get me out of Makuta’s lair—and without her help, escape seemed rather 
unlikely. I swallowed hard. “Well, I could write a short story about you, on your computer, while 
you drink your coffee. And then Krahka could give me a ride home.” 
 
Makuta laughed heartily. “A short story would hardly be sufficient to cover my endlessly 
fascinating life. But don’t worry, my water lily, I know you write quickly. And I’ve only been 
around for a few hundred thousand years.” 
 
“Really? Have you had a mask lift? You don’t look a day over ten thousand,” Krahka grinned. 
 
A frown flashed across his Kraahkan before he continued. “I can’t imagine your story would be 
more than a couple hundred pages long. You’ll be finished before you know it, love. Would you 
like some more coffee?  There’s some left in the pot.” 
 
“No, thanks,” I mumbled gloomily. Suddenly the serving cart began to move and change shape. 
As the flat surface transformed into the curve of a Rahkshi back, the coffee pot tipped over, slid 
off, and smashed on the floor. The blue and gold Rahkshi immediately dropped to his hands and 
knees and slurped the last few drops of coffee out of the broken pieces of glass.  
 
“Pinky!” I exclaimed. 
 
The shapeshifting Rahkshi lifted his head to hiss at me. Leaving Krahka and Makuta a wide 
berth as he passed, he bounced over and embraced me.  
 
“You little brat!” yelled Makuta. He stood and picked up the broom. “After you’ve swept up 
your mess, go clean yourself up. You’ve got coffee all over your back.” 
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Pinky snapped his head around to look. Sure enough, his carapace was glistening with the dark 
liquid. He stretched his neck and tried to lick his back. Frustrated at the limited reach of his 
tongue, he began to spin in circles like a dog chasing its tail. 
 
Krahka was doubled over with laughter. “Clearly,” she gasped, “he gets his intelligence from his 
father.” 
 
Makuta paused to glower at her. Pinky’s back popped open, and the kraata crawled out and 
sucked the coffee off the Rahkshi armor. He squirmed back inside just before Makuta dragged 
him, struggling, out of the dining room. 
 
“Krahka,” I whispered urgently, “you can’t leave me here with him!” 
 
“Oh, I can, but I don’t know if I will.” She fell silent as Makuta returned.  
 
“I locked him in the weapons room, where he can’t damage anything,” announced the Master of 
Shadows. “I’ll let him out after the caffeine wears off. At least I know you didn’t pick up any 
new powers from him, Krahka.” 
 
I looked at Krahka in silent desperation. She smiled and stood up. “Well, Mack, it’s been fun 
reminiscing, but I can’t just sit here and yammer all day. I’ve got to get back to Hollywood. I’ve 
got an exploding bridge and two fiery car crashes to do next week.” She turned to me. “Let’s put 
the pedal to the metal, Squirt.” 
 
I jumped up from the bench. Krahka was going to take me home! But Makuta blocked my path 
with his arm. “Not so fast, my pet. You’re staying here with me.” 
 
“Well, then, you old sleazeball,” Krahka smirked, “that brings us to the subject of my finder’s 
fee. That will be five thousand dollars, please. I accept United States currency, Treasury notes, 
gold ingots, and Krugerrands.” She extended her hand. 
 
I looked at her in astonishment. Now I understood why she had insisted we eat dinner with 
Makuta. She had been planning to collect a ransom for me! 
 
The Spirit of Destruction smiled. “You can hardly expect me to pay for something I already own. 
But I do appreciate you saving me the drive, so I’ll be happy to pitch in for the gas. How about 
five hundred dollars?” 
 
“You wish! What a tightwad,” she snorted. Her arm changed into a tentacle, which snaked 
around my waist and pulled me toward her. “I’ll just take her home with me. I’ve been needing a 
roommate to split the rent since Mystique left, anyway. Southern California is so expensive.” 
 
“Your real estate woes are not my problem.” He grabbed my arm. 
 
In a low voice she warned him, “Keep your hands off the merchandise if you don’t intend to buy 
it, mister.” 
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Makuta let go of me and lunged at Krahka. In one lightning-fast move, he pinned her to the wall 
by the throat. “You forget, Krahka dear, that I know a few things about you. Like how hard it is 
for you to use your powers when you can’t breathe.” 
 
Krahka thrashed, striking at him with her weapons, but a dome of shielding protected him. I 
glanced around the room, grabbed a plate off the table, and raised it, intending to smash it over 
his head. But then I felt it being lifted from my hands. 
 
“Mistress,” came a calm, familiar voice, “I can’t let you do that to Master.” 
 
I turned around to see Shadrahk. “It’s so good to have you back,” he said, bowing his head 
deferentially. 
 
“When—how long have you been there, Shadrahk?” I stammered. “I didn’t even see you.” 
 
“Of course not. I’m the shadow of Shadow,” replied the Rahkshi of Darkness. “I’ve been 
following you two since you riled up the Manas. I must say, Mistress, your companion is no run-
of-the-mill intruder.” 
 
“Thanks for the backup, son,” said Makuta. He turned back to Krahka and said thoughtfully, 
“Actually, if you want to make a little extra money, I do think I can find a good use for your 
talents.” 
 
Krahka managed to croak, “OK,” and he released her. She rubbed her neck and looked at him 
warily. 
 
“Have a seat, my beauties, and listen to the plan.” 
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Chapter 10: Makuta’s Plan 

 
Makuta gestured toward the bench, and we all sat down, except for Shadrahk, who melted back 
into the shadows. “All right, here’s what we’ll do. Krahka, you will come with me to Metru Nui. 
We’ll go straight to the Great Barrier, where that little rat Vakama knocked the Vahi into the sea. 
You’ll wait on the cliff and cover my back while I dive for it. Is that worth five thousand to 
you?” 
 
“Yeah, I’m down with that. I can always use some cash,” shrugged the changeling. 
 
“As for you, beloved,” he continued, turning to me, “you will stay here and keep the Rahkshi out 
of trouble while Krahka and I get the mask. After she leaves, I’ll take it to Ogel. And when I 
return, you and I can get started on my story.” 
 
“You’re going to help Ogel take over the world?” I cried in alarm. 
 
“Silly girl,” he laughed. “Not the whole thing. One day it will all belong to me, just as surely as 
you will, my reluctant angel. But until my ultimate plan comes to fruition, I’ll be a good friend 
and help Ogel take over a little piece of it. Hey, I’ve got Makuta Island now... why shouldn’t he 
have World City?” 
 
“But Ogel isn’t going to be able to use the Vahi,” Krahka objected. “He’s not even a Bionicle 
creature.” 
 
“Well, obviously, he can’t wield it himself. But I’ll offer him my services for a reasonable price. 
I’ll slow down the Alpha Team long enough for him seize control of the City, and LEGO will 
just think those wacky ice orbs are actually working. Who knows? If he does a good job of 
running it, I might just make him my viceroy once I acquire everything else. And of course I’ll 
give him a new hand.” 
 
Krahka turned to me and sighed. “The plan always sounds so foolproof at this stage.” 
 
“Come with me, ladies,” he smiled, standing up. He gestured for us to follow, and we walked 
toward the living room. 
 
“But I never agreed—” I began. 
 
Ignoring my protests, he put his hand on my forehead. “There, now you have water powers. And 
you can already see in the dark. Oh, and darling, before we go, I want to show you your new 
office. It’s not finished yet, but you’ll get the idea. Krahka, stay here for a moment, all right? 
And don’t try any funny stuff. I’ll be watching.” 
 
Krahka selected an Inuyasha DVD and put it in the player. “I’ll be right here,” she replied, 
picking up the remote and flopping herself down on the couch. There was a loud hiss, and 
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Chamelerahk appeared underneath her, his red and gold colors suddenly standing out against the 
black leather. He quickly wriggled free and flew out of the room. 
 
Makuta frowned at his fleeing son, then turned to me again. “Walk this way.” 
 
“No one can swagger quite the way you do, Mack,” said Krahka sarcastically. Makuta shot her a 
withering look before he grabbed my hand and hauled me out of the room. 
 
I followed him down a maze of endlessly twisting and branching passageways, wondering what 
sort of office he had built for me. Apparently he wanted to make sure I would have trouble 
finding my own way out of it. Finally the tunnel widened into a spacious chamber. A few 
lightstones arranged in sconces pierced the gloom. In the center was a large pool of still, dark 
liquid. A computer desk stood in one corner, with an empty case and several electronic 
components strewn on the floor next to it. A blue leather couch was against the opposite wall. 
 
“What do you think?” he asked. “I put a pool of water in here so you can take a break from your 
writing and go swimming whenever you like. And I’ll stock the shelves with anything you 
need—snacks, books, music, and so on.” 
 
“It’s awfully dark and forlorn,” I shuddered. 
 
Makuta waved his hand, and one of the stone walls transformed into a window that looked out 
over a waterfall. The stream flowed from a lush jungle, its spray forming rainbows in the 
sunshine. “I can make it look like anything you want,” he smiled. “Would you prefer an 
aquarium?” The image was replaced by an underwater scene, with Ruki darting by and seahorses 
drifting among aquatic ferns. 
 
“That’s impressive,” I smiled weakly, “but I really work best at home.” 
 
“You’ll feel at home here in no time, doll face. Oh, and in this little alcove here,” he said, leading 
me over to a corner of the room, “is the Ussanui I built for you.” He gave a low whistle, and five 
kraata slithered into the room. He opened the compartments of a vehicle that looked exactly like 
the one Takanuva had built in the Mask of Light, and the kraata jumped inside. “Go ahead, try 
it!” 
 
I glanced at him uneasily before climbing on. I put my hands on the Kohrok-Kal handshields on 
each side and lay down on my stomach as Takanuva had done on his. “How do I drive this 
thing?” I asked Makuta. 
 
“Just tilt the handshields in the direction you want to go. It’s like a bulldozer, or any tracked 
vehicle with two stick controllers, except that you can also go up and down.” 
 
I tilted both controls forward. The machine sprang to life, surging ahead. I caught my breath and 
wrapped my legs more tightly around it. Then I steered it toward the ceiling. I almost crashed, 
but at the last second I managed to pull left. The underbelly scraped the wall, spraying sparks, 
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before I regained control. I made a couple more cautious laps around the room before I returned 
to Makuta and hovered next to him.  
  
“This switch here,” he added, “flips the katana wings over to make a landing tripod.” I touched 
it, and the legs deployed. The vehicle set itself gently on the ground and stopped humming. I 
stepped off. 
 
“After we return,” Makuta continued, putting his hand on my shoulder, “I’ll show you the music 
room. Ah, I can see it now. You, draped over my Steinway Concert Grand, crooning torch songs 
for me…” 
 
“You have a Steinway Concert Grand down here?” I asked dubiously, backing away from him 
and bumping into the wall. 
 
“Well, actually, I don’t have it any more. No sooner I had gone to the trouble of hauling it from 
the LEGO parking lot all the way into the music room, when Panrahk came skipping in—and 
you can guess the rest. After that, sweetest, I didn’t have the heart to steal another one. But I can 
make my Synclavier 6400 sound like one. And with my power of illusion, it can look like one, 
too.” He put his hand on the wall next to my head and leaned closer. “So, there you’ll be, 
reclining seductively on top of my Synclavier-6400-that-looks-and-sounds-like-a-Steinway-
Concert-Grand, your loveliness reflected in the black lacquered surface, a water lily tucked in 
your Kanohi, singing ‘Am I Blue’…”  
 
I stepped sideways along the wall, but he slipped his other arm around my waist and pulled me 
toward himself. “Uh, where’s Krahka?” I asked anxiously as I pushed against his chest. 
 
“Krahka who?” he grinned. My arms buckled under the force of his embrace, bringing my mask 
within inches of his. 
 
To my great relief, Krahka emerged from the shadows. “Krahka me! Save it for later, Romeo. 
We’ve got work to do. I want to collect my five Gs and get away from this freak show.” 
  
Makuta spun his head around. “All right. Just give me a moment to say goodbye.”  
 
She glanced around the room. “I suppose you have a camera set up down here, too, just in case 
you manage to extort another kiss out of her?”  
 
“You’re so cynical, Krahka,” he sighed. He turned back to me, still squirming to free myself 
from his grasp. “Now, my lovely—” 
 
“Of course, I doubt that Ogel would go for the same losing bet twice,” she added. 
 
Makuta glared at her, his Kraahkan glowing darkly. “Shutting up,” she whimpered. 
 
He took my chin in his hand, and I cringed as I felt his toxic breath on my mask. “Darling, don’t 
fret, I’ll be back as soon as I can. I know the Rahkshi won’t give you any trouble, as much as 
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they adore you. Just tell Shadrahk if you need to get a message to me. I’ll summon him before I 
leave.” 
 
“I’m right here, Master,” said Shadrahk. He stepped forward out of the darkness. A large crowd 
of Rahkshi quietly surrounded us, carefully avoiding Krahka. 
 
“Gaah! Can’t a fellow have a little privacy in his own lair?” groaned Makuta. 
 
Vorahk rested his elbows on Therahk’s and Shadrahk’s shoulders. “Relax, Master. Me, Doc, and 
the General, we’ll hang with Mistress. If our brothers give her any disrespect, we’ll be kickin’ 
butt and takin’ names.” 
 
Lerahk jostled Telerahk, and the Rahkshi of Teleportation lost his balance and tumbled into the 
pool with a splash. Dripping wet, he reappeared next to Shadrahk as Vorahk grabbed Lerahk by 
the neck and hissed into his face. 
 
“They’ll be on their best behavior, I’m sure,” said Krahka with a wry smile, staring intently at 
Telerahk. 
 
Makuta released me and shoved Krahka out of the room. “I’ll see you soon, ma chérie. Boys, 
take good care of her,” he called over his shoulder. “Come on, Krahka. We’ve got work to do. 
Turn into something that can fly.” Krahka transformed into a Nui-Rama, and they zoomed away 
down the tunnel. 
 
I sighed with relief. “Thanks, Shadrahk.” The Rahkshi crowded around me to clank their staffs 
against my axes in greeting. 
 
“I’m always here for you, Mistress,” he replied innocently. 
 
While I was thankful for his dependable presence, unfortunately it also meant I would have no 
chance of escaping. “Right. So, what did your master do with you Rahkshi while he was working 
on the movie?” 
 
“Lockdown. He was afraid we would interfere with the filming, so he put us in stasis.” 
 
“What’s that like?” I wondered. 
 
“Like a deep sleep,” he replied. “It actually wasn’t too bad, because he let us stay in our armor. 
As soon as we woke up, we felt normal again.” 
 
“Well, it’s good to know you got along fine without me,” I smiled, remembering how Makuta 
had wanted me to come babysit the Rahkshi while he was gone. “I knew he would find a way.” 
 
“It wasn’t the best way,” remarked the Rahkshi of Darkness. “I’m so glad you’re finally back 
here where you belong. You wouldn’t believe the black mood Master sinks into whenever you 
refuse him. He’s always much more cheerful when you’re around.” 
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“Don’t get used to it,” I warned him. “I hope to be leaving soon. But I’m sorry you’re going to 
have to endure some hard times. I get the impression your master really hates to lose a contest,” I 
nodded. 
 
Shadrahk shook his head. “It’s more than that, Mistress. I’ve seen him explode in a fit of rage 
over losing a battle before. He goes on a destructive rampage, and we all have to lie low for a 
while until he gets wrapped up in the details of his next scheme. But whenever you go away, he 
folds in on himself and spreads a pall of despair over everything that lasts for weeks.” 
 
I wasn’t sure which was creepier—the mental image of Makuta sulking, or the way his son was 
telling me about it in an attempt to impress me. “Is he making you say this stuff?” I asked 
suspiciously. 
 
Shadrahk’s eyes flashed in anger. “Certainly not. I have a will of my own, you know. I should 
think after what happened last time you were here, you would have figured that out.” 
 
“I’m sorry, Shadrahk,” I said quickly. “I didn’t mean to question your act of bravery. The way 
you took the heat for me was really amazing, and I’m very grateful for it.” 
 
“I would do it again in a heartbeat,” he muttered, looking straight ahead. “As much as I want you 
to stay, I don’t think Master should coerce you. I believe it should be by your own choice.” 
 
“Well, it’s very gracious of you to accept that risk,” I smiled, “especially considering that I keep 
choosing not to stay.” 
 
“There’s no risk involved, Mistress,” he replied confidently. “It’s just a matter of time before 
Master persuades you. His will is an irresistible force. You may consider your own to be an 
immovable object, but sooner or later, you will yield.” 
 
At this sobering thought I was quiet. But the Rahkshi were hissing among themselves. Vorahk 
tapped me on the shoulder. “Mistress, would you please set up a tournament for us?” 
 
It took me only a moment to see the value of this suggestion. An organized, competitive activity, 
in my experience, was the best way to keep the Rahkshi busy and out of trouble. “That’s an 
excellent idea, Vorahk. How about a game of... say... Capture-the-Flag?” 
 
The Rahkshi hissed excitedly. “We’ve never played that before,” said Shadrahk, “but any game 
with the word ‘capture’ in its name has got to be good!” 
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Chapter 11: Rahkshi Capture-The-Flag 

 
I smiled at the attentive Rahkshi and explained the rules. “There will be two teams, and we’ll 
need two flags of different colors. One will be on top of Mount Ihu and the other on the Mangai. 
The object of the game is to capture the other team’s flag and bring it back to your base while 
defending your own flag. The first team to get both flags to its base is the winner. Let’s make 
Shadrahk and Vorahk the team captains. They will choose their teams one by one.” 
 
“Awesome,” said Vorahk, looking sideways at Shadrahk. “Me against you, Boss! Your team will 
be scattering like Maha before a pack of snarling Kavinika by the time it’s all over.” 
   
A slight smirk crossed Shadrahk’s reptilian face. “Dream on, Sarge. Your team will be like 
Kavinika, all right—whimpering with their tails between their legs when they get cornered by a 
herd of thundering Kikanalo.” The two clanked their staffs together. 
 
I motioned for the captains to spread apart and start picking Rahkshi, and soon two teams were 
facing each other, hissing with anticipation. 
 
I quickly took a head count. “Wait, someone is missing. There are only forty-one of you.” Then I 
remembered. “Pinky! He’s locked in the weapons room.” Telerahk volunteered to go get him, 
and soon they returned together. When I told him what we were going to do, Pinky bounded 
excitedly over to his teammates in Shadrahk’s group. 
 
Then Invulnerahk, the Rahkshi of Limited Invulnerability who had won his Stage Seven status 
by collecting the most krana during the recent Rahkshi-Bohrok training war, spoke up for the 
first time. “Mistress,” he asked sweetly, “can we use our powers? Please?” 
 
The Rahkshi leaned toward me expectantly, with what almost seemed like hope in their glowing 
red eyes, as I wrestled with this question. They were inherently chaotic and destructive, the 
inevitable result of their paternity. But the island had been deserted by the Matoran and their 
leaders, and the Legends of Metru Nui flashback had already been filmed. A Quick Healing 
Rahkshi, Therahk, would be on hand to take care of any injuries, and the Rahkshi had twice 
proven themselves capable of rebuilding things after destroying them. And I did owe them all a 
huge favor. They had put their lives on the line for me once.  
 
So, against my better judgment, I decided to indulge them. “All right. You can use your 
powers—within reason. Don’t do any more damage to each other than Therahk can heal. But no 
Kaita.” 
 
The ensuing joyful cacophany is impossible to describe. Finally Shadrahk and Vorahk managed 
to calm the Rahkshi enough for me to speak again. “Where can we get two flags? And it would 
help if we could mark you guys, so that it’s clear what team everyone is on.” Shadrahk 
dispatched Telerahk to find two colored dish towels, two long plus rods for flagpoles, and two 
markers. I colored the Rahkshi’s silvery spikes red or blue and released them to fly to the surface 
of the island. Shadrahk’s group took the red flag and headed for the Mangai volcano, and 
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Vorahk’s team carried the blue flag toward the icy peak of Mount Ihu. I followed on my 
Ussanui. I figured I would look out for injured Rahkshi while I monitored the activity around the 
flags. 
 
Soaring high in the evening sky on my kraata-powered ride, I took a few minutes to admire the 
breathtaking scenery of Mata Nui. Even though large patches of devastation were proof that 
Makuta and the Rahkshi had been roaming it freely for some time, it was still a marvelous 
paradise. I landed in the Hura-Mafa valley, sat on a rock next to the river, and dangled my feet in 
the water for a few minutes. Then I stood up and walked back to my Ussanui. The kraata had 
popped open their compartments and were sitting up, watching me. After I got over my initial 
shock at these unappealing creatures, I smiled and greeted them. “Hi, guys.” 
 
The kraata wriggled and hissed. I looked at them, wishing I had the kraata list so I could figure 
out what their powers and stages were. “Well, since you can’t tell me what kind you are, I guess 
I’ll just name you by your colors. Uh... Peachy, Blackie, Rusty, Azure, and Forest. Now, get 
back in there, it’s time to fly.” 
 
They hissed with delight and slid back inside, pulling the panels closed behind them. I climbed 
onto the vehicle. With a touch of the controls, we were airborne again. I circled slowly over the 
valley and watched for signs of activity. Then I swung around toward the frigid slopes of Mount 
Ihu to check on the Blue team. Vorahk saluted me as I flew over. Thermorahk was cutting ice 
blocks, and Densirahk was levitating them and pushing them into place to form a thick wall 
around the Blue base. I landed inside the wall. 
 
“Yo, Mistress!” Vorahk greeted me. “What’s the General cooking up across the way?” 
 
“Now, why would I tell you that?” I asked with a wry smile. “You’ll have to send your own 
spies.” 
 
“I’m all over it,” he replied as Telerahk materialized behind him. “Telly was just getting some 
G2 on their positions so we’ll know where to send our decoys.” He gestured at an ice-covered 
boulder. “That’s Illusorahk behind that fake rock, and that patch of shifty snow over there is 
Chamelerahk.”  
 
I grinned. Letting the Rahkshi use their powers was certainly going to make for an entertaining 
game.  
 
I sailed over the top of the Mangai and felt the heat waves rising off the glowing lava. Shadrahk 
looked up from planting the flag in a crack in the rock and waved at me. It was apparent Florahk 
had been working hard on the defenses. A dense hedge of brambles, looking very unnatural 
against the barren volcanic rock, ringed the flagpole at a radius of about ten bios. Several 
defenders were standing at attention on a stone outcrop nearby. Barbed vines lunged at the 
approaching Ussanui, and I had to swerve sharply upward to avoid becoming entangled in them. 
Then they suddenly pulled back. I dove into the clearing and landed next to Florahk. He hissed 
apologetically. 
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“It’s all right, Florahk, you kept them off me,” I laughed. He nodded. 
 
“So, Mistress, what’s the other team doing?” asked Shadrahk casually. 
 
“The same thing you are,” I smiled. 
 
“Really? They’re preparing a diversionary squad and a main strike force, too?” 
 
I shrugged. “What I meant was, they’re asking me what the other team is doing. But don’t worry, 
I didn’t tell them anything, either.” 
 
Shadrahk emitted his strange snicker. “Serves me right, I guess. Troops! Report to your 
stations!” His Rahkshi scrambled obediently, and I took off again and hovered over the valley to 
watch the first skirmish. 
 
As Pinky transformed himself into a gray, blue, and gold Gukko, Guurahk and Sonirahk made a 
beeline for the glacier above the Blue base, flanked by a throng of other red-marked Rahkshi. 
After a brief dogfight with a Blue squad led by Invulnerahk, they managed to evade them and 
land at the base of the glacier. The Rahkshi of Fragmentation and Sonics aimed their weapons at 
the icy peak. A low, ominous hum was followed by cracking sounds, and a huge slab of ice 
broke free and cascaded dramatically toward the bottom of the valley, sweeping the Blue base 
and its guards along with it.  
 
Pinky the Gukko dove for the sliding flag and snagged it with his beak. Vorahk’s defenders soon 
surrounded him and swatted at him with their staffs as they flew. Electrorahk landed on a chunk 
of ice and surfed the avalanche just long enough to zap Pinky with a bolt of electricity, and the 
bird dropped the flag and tumbled into the snow. I gasped as he was churned under the ice 
chunks. But when the avalanche ground to a halt, Magnerahk flew low over the expanse of 
white, waving his staff. He stopped abruptly and jabbed his tool into the snow, and soon a dizzy 
Pinky was drawn to the surface. He was back in his Rahkshi form. Therahk swooped low and 
picked him up. Further up the hill, Meteorahk swirled up the snow for his Blue teammates so 
they could find and retrieve their flag. 
 
Meanwhile, there was plenty of action at the volcano. Entorahk had summoned a swarm of 
locusts, and they were homing in on the only greenery in the area—Florahk’s hedge. The vines 
lashed out in vain as the giant bugs devoured leaves, stems, and thorns alike. Plasmarahk shot a 
blast of searing heat at the Rahkshi of Insect Control, but Pyrorahk threw himself in front of the 
beam and blocked it. Vacuurahk started to draw the air, and the swarm, away from the foliage, 
and Fulgorahk fried a few of the insects with his chain lightning, until Kurahk zapped them both, 
and they began senselessly whacking each other with their staffs. 
 
Then Rahirahk appeared, leading a horde of insectivores. Ghekula, Gukko, and Husi surrounded 
the bushes and began to feed on the locusts. When all the bugs had been snapped up, Entorahk 
flew away to search for more, but Accurahk pegged him with a precisely aimed chunk of basalt, 
and the orange Rahkshi plummeted to the ground. 
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Then Shadrahk yelled at the Rahkshi of Rahi Control to take his animal army across the valley 
and attack the Blue base. Cyclorahk led the way, clearing the underbrush with a tornado. Flying 
behind the procession, I cringed at the destruction of the forest, but at least he was cutting only a 
narrow swath. Rahirahk brought larger, fiercer creatures out of the woods and snowy foothills as 
he traveled, and soon there were ash bears, Kane-Ra, and Muaka in abundance.  
 
The onslaught on Vorahk’s base began. The Hunger Rahkshi furiously shouted orders over the 
din. Gravirahk waved his staff and sent several Kane-Ra floating harmlessly into the air. 
Confusirahk’s power made three Muaka wander away from the fight in puzzlement. Panrahk 
aimed his staff at a pack of Kavinika, but Vorahk shouted at him to hold off. “Just use that thing 
to hit someone! You’ll bring the mountain down on us again!” 
 
The battle raged on, with the Rahkshi and the Rahi furiously pitting their powers and strengths 
against each other. Laserahk shot beams of potentially deadly light at Evitarahk, who adroitly 
dodged them. Elastorahk stretched out his arms to swat flying Rahi out of the sky. Finally 
Frigirahk, impervious to the effects of cold, used his staff to dig underneath the new ice wall that 
the Blue team had constructed, bludgeoned Adaptarahk from behind, and triumphantly grabbed 
the Blue flag. Adaptarahk sprang up, gripped his tool, and proceeded to shoot Frigirahk in the 
back with a beam of plasma.  
 
But Invulnerahk jumped in front of his Red teammate and seized the flag. “I got it!” he crowed. 
“Cover me, guys! Not that I actually need it, but it’s always good to have a little backup.” It 
looked as if the Rahkshi of Limited Invulnerability would be unstoppable, leading Shadrahk’s 
group to victory. 
 
I glanced across the valley to see what kind of resistance he might encounter when I saw a 
horrifying sight near the Kini-Nui. I squinted to confirm it was really what I thought it was. Sure 
enough, swarms of Bohrok of every breed were streaming out of a big hole in the ground. And 
flying in front of them were Lerahk, Lentirahk, and Confusirahk. They must have remembered 
how Makuta had awoken the Bahrag before and repeated the process with the improvised Toa 
symbols and the krana-Kal Xa. This escalation of the arms race was too much. 
 
For a moment the thought of escape crossed my mind. I could use the distraction of the Bohrok 
to run through Mangaia and reach the LEGO parking lot. But there were still the Manas to be 
reckoned with, and Makuta would no doubt be furious if I left ‘his’ island in a state of 
unauthorized war between his sons, which he had entrusted to me, and the second-most 
destructive creatures in Bionicle. I decided I’d better just accept the responsibility he had given 
me, even though I hadn’t agreed to it, and head off certain disaster before it occurred. 
 
“Rahkshi!” I screamed over the din. But no one was listening. I flew over to each captain in turn 
and told him to call back his troops. Finally they got everyone’s attention for me. “Stop fighting! 
We have a much bigger problem!” I shouted, pointing down toward the growing throng of 
Bohrok, which were already starting to level the trees around the Kini-Nui. “Game over. Now we 
need to subdue the Bahrag. Everyone must work together. And you can make Kaita if you have 
to.” 
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Rahirahk allowed the Rahi to scatter back to their natural habitats, and the Rahkshi mobilized for 
the new fight. Shadrahk showed the way down to the Bahrag’s lair. 
 
The caverns of the Bahrag were dank and creepy, indeed, with row upon row of shadowy 
canisters stretching farther than I could see even with my night vision, but I didn’t have much 
time to look around. I barely got a glimpse of the glowing Nuva cube out of the corner of my eye 
before the huge, dinosaur-like queens of the swarms lumbered into view. As we skidded to a stop 
in front of them, they glanced at each other in surprise. 
 
“Sister, behold! The unthinkable has happened! The Toa are in now league with the dark, ugly 
one!” Cahdok hissed. 
 
“He has obstructed the mission for the last time,” growled Gahdok. “It’s time we destroy him, 
his foul spawn, and his unsavory allies for good. Come, Sister, let us go to the source of this 
blight and purge them all from the face of the island forever!” The monstrous creatures knocked 
us all backwards with twin blasts of flame. Then they shuffled their powerful, bulky forms out of 
the chamber and into a passageway. 
 
“They’re heading for Master’s lair,” gasped Shadrahk. 
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Chapter 12: Pandemonium 

 
As I clung to my Ussanui, hurtling after the Rahkshi of Darkness down a pitch-black tunnel, I 
strained to see ahead of us with my night vision. It occurred to me that twenty-four hours before, 
I had been sitting peacefully at my desk, writing a story about the original builder of the kraata-
powered rocket. Now I was riding one, following his enemy’s favorite son, on the way to defend 
their lair. And we would be pitted against the queens of rampaging hordes, determined at all cost 
to strip-mine the entire surface of the island he once called his only home. 
 
My thoughts were interrupted when Shadrahk turned a corner in the tunnel and smashed into a 
wall of solid rock. He uttered a second shriek of pain as the Ussanui crashed into his back. Then 
all the other Rahkshi slammed into us. I struggled to breathe until the creatures in the back of the 
pack were able to roll backwards and give us air again. 
 
“Just our luck the Bahrag have the power of stone,” muttered Shadrahk. 
 
“Panwreck!” shouted Vorahk. “Now you can go for it, bud. Do your worst.” 
 
The crowd parted to let Panrahk come skidding through, kicking up a plume of dust and rock 
chips with each step. He leveled his staff and fired a blast at the wall. To my amazement, nothing 
happened. Disruptirahk tried next, but his power of molecular disruption had no effect, either. 
 
Other Rahkshi with ranged destructive powers stepped forward and began to shoot at the wall. 
“General, should we form Kaita?” asked Vorahk.  
 
But Shadrahk raised his hand. “Stop!” he shouted. He extended his staff and gently touched the 
wall with it. The tip sank effortlessly into the stone. 
 
“Whoa!” said Vorahk in a low voice. 
 
“Golly, gee! How did you do that?” asked Invulnerahk. 
 
“The green Toa did it in one of the comics,” explained Shadrahk. “It’s an illusion. Cease to 
believe, and it ceases to exist.” He vanished into the wall. 
 
“It’s true,” I agreed. I took a deep breath, wondering if I had enough mental discipline to deny 
what was before my eyes. But after seeing Shadrahk actually go through it, I found I already 
disbelieved the illusion. I stepped forward, and the wall completely disappeared. Shadrahk was 
standing there watching me. Behind him the passageway was partly blocked by an immense pile 
of debris, presumably from the Rahkshi’s previous attempts to destroy the wall. A few loose 
rocks were still tumbling to the ground. I looked back at the others. 
 
“Come on!” urged the Rahkshi of Darkness, beckoning the other Rahkshi. But they obviously 
couldn’t see or hear anything on our side of the illusion. They milled around, hissing at one 
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another in confusion. Then Panrahk pointed his staff at us. Shadrahk quickly shoved me down 
and hit the ground next to me.  
 
“We already know that won’t work,” sighed Vorahk, pushing the Staff of Shattering downward 
with his own weapon. “Just walk through it. The General says it’s not real, so it must not be.” He 
joined us on the other side of the illusion. Then the other Rahkshi started to follow him, and soon 
everyone, including the kraata with my Ussanui, had passed through. 
 
Shadrahk helped me up. “Sorry to be rough with you, Mistress,” he apologized. 
 
“No problem,” I smiled weakly. “Let’s go stop the Bahrag.”  
 
We resumed our flight, and soon another wall loomed in front of us. Shadrahk confidently flew 
toward it, waving at us to follow, but he smashed into it and was sandwiched once again by me 
and the other Rahkshi. “This one is really stone,” he groaned as he lifted himself painfully off the 
floor. 
 
Panrahk finally got to be the hero. He hissed with delight as power flowed from his staff and 
demolished the massive hunk of rock. 
 
We proceeded much more cautiously after that. We encountered several more walls, some of 
which were stone and the others illusion. Since we had no way of knowing in advance, we had to 
stop while Shadrahk and Panrahk tested each one.  
 
As if the walls weren’t impediment enough, Bohrok kept pouring out of side tunnels like angry 
ants. Shadrahk barked at the appropriate Rahkshi to handle each type. When a swarm of Tahnok 
blocked the way, Pyrorahk walked calmly to the front and, ignoring their withering blasts of heat 
and flame, knocked the krana out of each one. Therahk was called on frequently to treat various 
Rahkshi that were ambushed. At one point he healed me after my arm was splattered with 
searing acid from a group of Lehvak, and the relief was unspeakably sweet. Progress was slow, 
but with so many powers at our disposal, we gradually worked our way past each threat. 
  
Then Shadrahk suddenly stopped. I touched down next to him, wondering whether he was seeing 
the illusion of a wall that I didn’t see, or whether I was seeing the illusion of a clear passageway 
that he didn’t see. But as the other Rahkshi landed behind us, he outlined the plan. “We’re almost 
to the main chamber of the lair.  These confounded walls and Bohrok have caused us so much 
delay that the Bahrag are probably already there.” 
 
I caught my breath. A huge, destructive fight in the living room would certainly provoke 
Makuta’s wrath.  
 
“Last time we hit them with all kinds of stuff, but what finally overpowered them was 
psychology,” continued the shadow Rahkshi. “And besides, it won’t damage the lair. So, you 
others need to hold them off, wrecking as few of Master’s possessions as possible, until we can 
form the Kaita Gaa and get into Master’s Exo armor.” My eyes widened at the thought of this 
Kaita, which wielded a devastating combination of Fear, Darkness, and Confusion. Shadrahk had 
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once explained that the Kaita’s name came from the sound of dismay the Bahrag had uttered on 
first seeing him. He had been clad in the Exo armor Makuta had built for himself, which no 
doubt made him even more terrifying. Shadrahk, Confusirahk, and Turahk flew down a side 
tunnel to combine and retrieve the Exo from storage, leaving Vorahk in charge. 
 
As we flew into the immense cavern, we could hear the sounds of the huge creatures’ feet 
shuffling and scraping on the stone floor, and then I saw them. Cahdok was pointing at the 
couch, and it suddenly burst into flames. “Don’t waste your power on his furniture, Sister,” 
scolded Gahdok. “Save it for the scoundrel himself.”  
 
As the Rahkshi surrounded them, an army of Bohrok of every color burst out of the tunnel 
behind us. Vorahk yelled orders over the din. He sent Frigirahk and Adaptarahk against the 
Korahk, Telerahk and Evitarahk against the Lerahk, Pyrorahk and Plasmarahk against the 
Tahnok, Gravirahk and Densirahk against the Pahrak, Electrorahk and Fulgorahk against the 
Gahlok, and Cyclorahk and Meteorahk against the Nuhvok. Of the others, about half followed 
their brothers attacking the insectoid mechs. 
 
The rest of the Rahkshi confronted the queens. Laserahk and Thermorahk shot beams of 
concentrated light and heat at their throats while Guurahk aimed fragmentation blasts at their 
armor. Accurahk hurled CD cases like Ninja stars, but once Panrahk had taken a couple of shots, 
the Rahkshi of Accuracy switched to using rock shards from the resulting rubble. Meanwhile, the 
Bahrag barraged us with fire, stone, earth, water, ice, and acid as they spun in a half-circle, their 
backs to each other. I shot jets of water at them, but they alternately froze them or boiled them 
away in mid-air. 
 
Vorahk shouted for everyone to hold his fire for a moment as he flew into the maelstrom of 
projectiles. He dodged the snapping jaws of Cahdok, landed by her red sister, and thrust his staff 
into her side. The hissing behemoth began to teeter immediately. The Rahkshi of Hunger barely 
danced out of the way as her bulk hit the floor with a resounding thud. But at this moment 
Magnerahk hit both Bahrag with a bolt of magnetism, which caused them to be pulled abruptly 
together. The proximity to her sister gave Gahdok enough strength to rise again and zap Vorahk 
with a huge fireball. 
 
“Get them apart!” growled Vorahk angrily, raising his head off the floor as Therahk flew over to 
him. “They give each other energy!” 
 
Magnerahk reversed the attraction, and Cahdok flew backwards off her feet, rolling into the 
dining room. Gahdok crashed into the home theater system, and the big-screen television fell off 
its shelf onto her back. Then the speakers tumbled down onto the pile. 
 
Sonirahk followed the blue Bahrag into the dining hall as she bulldozed through a group of 
attacking Rahkshi. He froze her in a prison of overwhelming sonic energy. Gahdok stirred under 
the heap of electronic wreckage and sent her attackers sprawling with a volley of stone 
fragments, then thundered over to help her sister. She trampled Pinky, Illusorahk, and 
Chamelerahk, who tried to block the doorway. Once again the queens were approaching each 
other, and the danger was increasing with every step of Gahdok’s huge birdlike feet.  
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A crowd of Rahkshi and I followed her into the big chamber as she smashed through a stone 
table to stand next to her afflicted sister. She smothered Sonirahk with a pile of earth, and the din 
was reduced to the sounds of the Rahkshi fighting the Bohrok in hand-to-handshield combat in 
the living room, punctuated by various explosions. 
 
 “We’ve got to work together, brothers! Get some Kaita built!” hollered Vorahk. Panrahk, 
Disruptirahk, and Xefonirahk quickly conferred, and then there was a flurry of flying parts. A 
monstrous Rahkshi combiner reared up, its bulky forelegs pawing the air and its jointed tail 
whipping around dangerously.  
 
“Dude,” said Vorahk slowly.  
 
“Presenting the Rahkshi Kaita Dude,” announced Invulnerahk. 
 
“You know, I’m seriously digging that name, but it just doesn’t have the Bionicle vibe,” Vorahk 
remarked. 
 
Cahdok roused herself from her daze and spotted the fearsome new creature. “Oh, my!” she 
exclaimed. 
 
“Presenting the Rahkshi Kaita Omai,” Invulnerahk offered instead. 
 
“Way better,” nodded the Rahkshi of Hunger. “Now let’s get the heck out of here!” He and the 
rest of the Rahkshi quickly backed up as the Kaita Omai raised his glowing double-bladed 
weapon and pointed it at the Bahrag. 
 
“What’s his power?” I asked Vorahk nervously as I retreated. “With Shattering, Molecular 
Disruption, and Power Scream, it’s got to be really—” 
 
My voice was drowned out by a strange howling sound that resonated throughout the cavernous 
dining room. Gahdok joined her sister just as a potent blast issued forth and rocked the room. 
Stunned by the incredible hissing scream, I stumbled to my knees and shielded my head from the 
barrage of grit. Then I peered between my fingers. The Bahrag were standing in a pile of fine 
powder that had once been walls, tables, and benches. I suddenly realized that because the 
Molecular Disruption power was ineffectual against organic matter, the combined power must 
be, too. 
 
“Why, that little son of a—” sputtered Cahdok. 
 
“I agree, Sister. These impudent children of darkness need to learn their lesson!” 
 
As they blasted us with their incredible elemental power, a formidable creature emerged from the 
haze and dust and landed in front of us in the smoking crater. It was the Rahkshi Kaita Gaa! His 
size was almost doubled by the awe-inspiring machine he was piloting. The jets on the rocket 
pack were still glowing from his flight. There were double missiles on one arm and punching 
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hooks on the other. Various other devices, including hydraulic rams, an anvil-shaped mace, and 
sharp spikes, protruded from every side of the massive suit of armor. 
 
He loomed over me, and my knees weakened with fear just from his presence. “Bahrag, feel your 
hearts melt like wax,” he hissed.  Trembling, they shot bolts of fire and stone at him. Ignoring the 
barrage of flame and rock, which shattered harmlessly on his chest armor and helmet, he 
extended a telescoping boom, and a big saw blade spun close to Cahdok’s head. A vise grip 
clamp shot out of his chest at Gahdok. As they jumped together to avoid the whirling blade and 
the iron jaws, he shot them both with a broad ray of dark energy. The two queens, so huge and 
dreadful themselves, fell flat on their faces in blind terror and confusion. 
 
The Kaita Gaa quickly disassembled himself, and Shadrahk rose first from the parts pile. 
“Statirahk! Where are you?” 
 
Another strange Kaita slowly shuffled forward and touched them with his staff. The Bahrag 
shuddered and rolled over, their rigid bodies suddenly limp. They began to snore loudly.  
 
“Presenting the Rahkshi Kaita Zzz,” Invulnerahk proclaimed, turning toward me to add, “I guess 
he has the power of Coma.” 
 
In the other room, there was an abrupt silence as the Bohrok stopped, directionless, in their 
tracks. “Nice work, soldier,” nodded Shadrahk. The Kaita Zzz restored himself to his component 
Rahkshi, and it was no surprise that he had been composed of Somnorahk, Statirahk, and 
Lentirahk, with the powers of Sleep, Stasis, and Slowness. 
 
“We rock!” shouted Invulnerahk enthusiastically. By the time Therahk had finished making his 
rounds, all the Rahkshi were hissing jubilantly, jumping up and down, doing back flips, and 
clanking their staffs together. 
 
My relief that the fight was over quickly evaporated as I looked around the lair. The dining room 
was now about three times the size it had been, but all the furnishings had been vaporized. 
Through the jagged hole that once was the doorway, I could see that the back wall of the living 
room looked like the aftermath of a landslide. The stereo equipment was shattered, the computer 
desk demolished, and the oriental rug and leather couch smoldering. Ice, water, and scorch marks 
covered every surface. “Look at this mess!” I cried, throwing my hands up in exasperation. “Just 
wait until your father gets home!” 
 
The Rahkshi were suddenly silent. “Mistress,” ventured Vorahk, “you’ll cover for us, won’t you? 
I mean, you’ve always been cool. You could tell him the Bahrag got loose by themselves.” 
 
Shadrahk nodded. “Remember how you got Lerahk off the hook when he caused you to fall out 
of the Le-Koro tree? And you entreated Master to spare Florahk when he planted that 
Morbuzakh seed last year, too.” 
 
“Well, I was really hoping your response to that would be to stay out of trouble in the future,” I 
frowned, scanning the rows of reptilian heads, lowered meekly in apparent repentance. But I 
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remembered the harsh castigation they had all taken in an attempt to keep me free the previous 
year, and I couldn’t stay angry. “All right. I won’t lie to your master, because that never works 
anyway. But I’ll do what I can to appease him, if you’ll do what you can to clean it up before he 
gets back.” 
 
Pinky hissed, and Vorahk translated, “Master will totally forget about it if you just tell him you’ll 
stay with us.” 
 
Invulnerahk added, “Yeah, and there’s something else you could do. He’s always talking about 
how he wants you to let him—” 
 
“Just because you can speak now, Invulnerahk,” interrupted Shadrahk testily, “doesn’t always 
mean you should.” 
 
“Uh, well, I’m definitely not volunteering to stay,” I said quickly. “But I will try to talk him out 
of punishing you. How long will the Bahrag stay knocked out?” 
 
Statirahk hissed, and Shadrahk said, “Maybe a day, if we’re lucky. How can we put them back 
into a protodermis prison, so Master won’t know they’ve been freed?” 
  
“I wish you had thought about that before you let them out,” I sighed, scratching my head. “Go 
ahead and take the Bahrag back to their lair, and keep watch over them. Maybe I can talk Krahka 
into sealing them back up. She does have all the elemental powers of the Toa. But she’s not 
particularly fond of you Rahkshi.” 
 
“Please try, Mistress,” Vorahk pleaded. He gestured at Telerahk, who took a deep breath, 
gripped his staff tightly, and vanished along with the Bahrag. 
 
I smiled sadly at Vorahk. “It can’t hurt to ask. But I suspect your master might already know 
about this, anyway.” 
 
Mentorahk produced his staff, which glowed slightly as he made a telepathic connection. He 
began to hiss urgently, and Shadrahk translated. “He says Master is in trouble! He hasn’t even 
left the lair yet. Some kind of big, evil plant...” 
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Chapter 13: Gardening in the Dark 

 
The Rahkshi crowded around as Mentorahk relayed Makuta’s location. Telerahk reappeared and 
leaned in close to listen, too. In seconds the entire group was flying there, with Shadrahk, 
Mentorahk, and Florahk in the lead and me close behind on my Ussanui. 
 
We began to see mossy growth on the tunnel walls as we descended further into the earth. Then 
snaky greenish tendrils tried to grab us, but the Rahkshi maneuvered dexterously to avoid them. 
Florahk blasted some of them with his staff, flattening them against the stone walls. He also 
freed a few Rahkshi whom the vines managed to catch. 
 
Finally we emerged in a large clearing, occupied by an immense, grotesquely twisted trunk and a 
tangle of gnarled branches. And clutched in the grip of two of the vines were the limp bodies of 
Makuta and Krahka in her Toa-Bane form. 
 
At the sight of us, Makuta’s dim blue eyes revived. “I was just about to summon you,” he 
whispered with difficulty. Krahka moaned and stirred, but she didn’t speak. 
 
The Rahkshi arrayed themselves around the trunk, staffs ready, but they jumped back when they 
heard the giant plant talk. “Ah, Makuta,” he remarked dryly, “your petty little rescuers are here. 
Too bad they’ll have to learn about my new powers the hard way.” 
 
“What should we do, Master?” asked Shadrahk. 
 
This plant uncannily resembled Karzahni, the prototype of the Morbuzakh whom the Toa Metru 
encountered in Maze of Shadows. Makuta had developed and immediately abandoned him 
because he was too dangerous for his creator’s purposes. Unlike me, this prototype was more 
powerful and ambitious than the final product. Still, I was surprised he was capable of capturing 
Makuta and Krahka. 
 
“Just blast him,” Makuta gasped. “He can sense your ranged powers before you even deploy 
them, and he will deflect them back against you, but if you all work at once, you might—” A 
vine tightened itself around his neck and choked off his voice. 
 
More tendrils were approaching the Rahkshi and me from behind. Shadrahk yelled, “Fire!” and 
we all leveled our weapons at the trunk. 
 
The plant laughed wickedly. “Sons of shadow! Taste your own destructive energies.” 
 
I watched in horror as Plasmarahk’s heat beam was reflected as if by an invisible mirror, hitting 
him squarely in the chest. He was knocked backwards off his feet. Next to him, Panrahk took a 
hit of his own shattering power, and Shadrahk was struck with a burst of pure darkness. Even 
though the heavily armored Rahkshi were resistant enough to their own powers not to be burned 
or broken, they were reeling backwards from the sheer force of the blasts. 
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“Keep... going...” croaked Makuta, his eyes fading again.  
 
The Rahkshi aimed for the trunk over and over, but all they did was send themselves careening 
back into the vines, which grasped a few of them and battered them against the cave walls. I 
added my elemental power to the mêlée and was walloped by a wave of water. I staggered back 
up and shot again. 
 
Finally the gigantic plant began to show signs of weakening. Overwhelmed by the number of 
different powers, he became confused and started hurling random energy at the Rahkshi. He 
countered a few of them with attacks to which they were specifically designed to be immune, 
shooting poison at Therahk and heat vision beams at Pyrorahk. They, and several other Rahkshi 
with defensive or non-ranged powers, like Invulnerahk, Frigirahk, and Vorahk, were finally able 
to approach. “Come on, dudes, let’s hack down this freaky overgrown bramble!” shouted the 
Rahkshi of Hunger. They began to chop at the trunk with their staffs. 
 
“Nooooo!” screamed the plant as the blades chipped into his bark. He refocused his attacks, 
blasting some offenders away and grabbing others with his vines. But more took their place as 
fast as he could clear them.  
  
Meanwhile, Florahk was aiming his staff at the tendril that held Makuta, and it dropped him. The 
Master of Shadows got up off his hands and knees and gripped his weapon, his scarlet eyes 
flashing with fury. “Get back, everyone!” he shouted, raising his staff. The Rahkshi and I jumped 
away from the plant, and Krahka, newly freed by Florahk, scrambled behind me. 
 
A deafening blast filled the chamber. We were all blown backwards into the wall, our breath 
knocked out of us. As the smoke, dust, and flames abated, bits of shredded, charred plant 
material and fragments of stone rained down all around. My head ached and my ears were 
ringing from the detonation, and I struggled to see through the obscurity with my night vision. 
Where the trunk had been, there was nothing but a jagged crater twenty bios across and just as 
deep. The acrid odor of burned green wood hung over the room.  
 
“Thanks, boys,” panted Makuta. He looked around in the dim light until he saw Krahka and me, 
huddled together against the tunnel wall and wiping grit out of our eyes. “Are you ladies all 
right?” I nodded. 
 
“I think... that thing... was digesting me,” Krahka coughed. 
 
“He was,” agreed Makuta, looking down at his own body. I noticed they both had strange etch 
marks on their surfaces, as if something acidic had been eating away at the protodermis armor.  
 
Therahk stepped hesitantly toward Krahka and started to touch her with his staff. “Eeeww!” she 
groaned. “Get away, Rahkshi!” The Rahkshi of Quick Healing was not dissuaded. He lunged 
forward and poked her, then jumped back. 
 
“He’s just trying to heal you,” I explained.  
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She glanced at me suspiciously, then back at herself. The patches were returning to normal. 
“Well, the hellspawn do have their uses,” she muttered. “Thanks.” Therahk nodded modestly. 
 
Krahka peeled the remnants of a vine off one of her arms, her face twisted with disgust. “I’m so 
sick of these unnatural, arrogant talking plants, I could just scream,” she wailed. “I swear, I’m 
never eating salad again! What demented moron keeps unleashing these things on the 
unsuspecting public, anyway? I mean, who could possibly be evil enough, not to mention stupid 
enough, to believe—” She stopped when she noticed that Makuta was standing with his arms 
crossed, tapping his foot. “Oh. Well, that figures. I hope you’re planning to give me some 
combat pay for helping you fight your own vegetal monstrosity.” 
 
“Why?” he demanded. “You didn’t even help! All you did was make smart-aleck remarks 
whenever I tried something. You’re fired!” 
 
Krahka groaned. “Fine. I’ll just collect my fee on my way out.”  
 
She started to walk away, but Makuta grabbed her arm. “Wait,” he said. “I don’t want you 
running around unsupervised in my lair. All right, you’re un-fired.” 
 
“Whatever.” Krahka shook his hand off her arm. “That thing sure had an attitude. What the 
Karzahni was his problem?”  
 
“That was Karzahni,” he replied. 
 
Krahka’s eyes widened in shock. “You mean—” 
 
“Not the Karzahni of legend,” I explained quickly. “Makuta gave his plant the same name.” 
 
“Oh, I see. Naturally, you named it after your role model, the tormentor of the Matoran,” she 
frowned. “But I don’t get it. If you were the one who made that botany-experiment-gone-wrong, 
why did he have it in for you so bad?” 
 
“It’s a long story,” grumbled Makuta. 
 
“Bionicle Adventures #6,” I added. “How did he manage to capture you? I would have thought 
you were more powerful than a big plant.” 
 
Krahka rolled her eyes. “He of the Big Head here told me, ‘Relax, it’s just a rogue plant. I’ll 
make short work of him.’ And he proceeded to hit the thing with a big shock wave. But all that 
accomplished was to knock us onto our kiesters long enough for the vines to grab us.” 
 
“He mirrored all our attacks, just as he did to you and the Rahkshi.” Makuta shook his head. “It’s 
a good thing I made so many sons, because only an army with dozens of different powers could 
prevail against something like that. I guess a little sprig must have survived after he destroyed 
himself with the energized protodermis the Toa Metru brought to him. But I certainly don’t 
remember the old Karzahni being able to do that power-reflecting thing.” 
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“How could that florist’s nightmare have been growing in your lair all this time without you 
noticing him?” Krahka asked skeptically. 
 
Makuta sighed. “I was busy. I was remodeling. And I think he grew kind of fast.” 
 
“Why don’t you ever call on your other brothers to help?” I wondered. 
 
“That’s future storyline, cupcake. And as much as I’d like to show you off, the last time I 
introduced someone special to one of my brothers, I lost her.” Makuta scowled at Krahka. A 
charred tendril at her feet twitched slightly, and he blasted it with a beam of plasma from his 
hand.  
 
Krahka jumped out of the way, then crossed two of her arms. “Well, if you’re finished flexing 
for your girlfriend, Mack, we’ve got work to do. Come on, let’s go.” She changed back into a 
Nui-Rama. 
 
“Sure, if you two are finished giving me the third degree,” Makuta growled. Then he smiled as 
he surveyed the assembled Rahkshi, many of whom were lined up waiting for Therahk’s care. 
“Boys, you’ve proven yourselves invaluable,” he smiled. “Since you’ve been behaving 
yourselves so well, I think I’ll take your mistress with me for the rest of the trip. She might like 
to see Metru Nui, after all. Shadrahk, you’re in charge until I get back.” 
 
My eyes widened. Though I was a little nervous to be traveling with Makuta and Krahka, this 
might be a very interesting continuation of our bizarre road trip. I turned to Mentorahk and sent 
him a thought: “Here’s the break you were hoping for. Go back and clean up your mess while 
you have the chance!” 
 
Mentorahk nodded and hissed softly to Shadrahk. The Rahkshi of Darkness bowed to Makuta. 
“Master, thank you for your compliment, and for your trust in me. We won’t let you down. Call 
us if you need anything more.” 
 
Makuta, Krahka, and I resumed our flight down the tunnel. As we flew around a bend, we were 
startled to see a shimmering silvery wall blocking our way. Makuta quickly skidded to a stop and 
raised his staff, and Krahka and I were abruptly yanked backwards just before we would have 
collided with the obstruction. We both tumbled to the floor. “What was that all about?” buzzed 
Krahka, annoyed. “Just smash through this thing, and let’s get on with it. Or if you don’t want to, 
I will.” She raised a claw. 
 
“Krahka! Don’t touch it,” he warned in a low voice. “That thing would either transform you into 
something completely new, or kill you instantly. And there’s no way to tell which would 
happen.”  
 
Krahka crept quietly backwards a few steps on her six legs. As I stood up and righted my 
Ussanui, a face emerged from the featureless expanse of silver, like a bas-relief carving. I 
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realized this must be the energized protodermis entity who had threatened the Toa Metru in Maze 
of Shadows.  
 
“Greetings, Makuta,” he said calmly. “Did you enjoy your stroll through my garden?” 
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Chapter 14: Old Friends 

  
“Hello, Eppy,” sighed Makuta. “I should have known you had something to do with that surly 
weed.” 
 
The silver face arched an eyebrow. “Traveling with a Toa and a big insect,” he scoffed. “You’re 
really getting desperate for company, old friend.” 
 
“She’s not really a Toa,” Makuta replied. “And the other one’s not really a bug.” 
 
“Still quite the deceiver, aren’t you?” smiled the bizarre creature. “Well, you can’t fool me for 
long. You still owe me for a batch of Rahkshi. According to my records, you’ve made forty-eight 
sets of armor since your last payment.” 
 
“Ah, yes, about that...” Makuta began awkwardly. 
 
“Settle up now, if you want to pass,” the entity insisted, extending a glistening hand. 
 
“I don’t have any money on me at the moment,” Makuta grumbled. 
 
“I’ve been very generous with you,” said Eppy. “I’m not even counting those last Rahi you built 
before you set off to take over Metru Nui. Why should I cut you any more slack?” 
 
“I was planning to pay you, but I got held up. Besides, half of those things didn’t even survive,” 
retorted Makuta. 
 
“It’s not my fault you were building creatures that weren’t destined to be transformed,” Eppy 
shrugged, retracting the hand. “And considering how hideous they looked, it’s a mercy they 
weren’t.” 
 
The Master of Shadows inclined his head. “Tell me something, Eppy. You didn’t seem 
particularly fond of the old Karzahni. Why did you enhance the new one?” 
 
“You know how it is with weeds,” Eppy chuckled. “Leave one little fragment of root when you 
yank it up, and it’ll grow into another one. He sent a messenger for some of my fluid, and I gave 
him some, because I figured he would die anyway like he did last time. But he grew more 
powerful instead. Apparently the little sprout that grew back was destined to transform.” 
 
“I see. Well, I’ll be happy to pay you on the way back. But right now I’m on a mission, and time 
is of the essence. Please step aside.” 
 
“No problem. I’ll just keep your lady friend here as collateral until you return.” A stream of 
liquid trickled from the entity along the floor and formed a ring around my feet. 

 
“Out of the question!” snarled Makuta. “You can’t have her.” He raised his staff threateningly. 
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“I grow impatient with your stalling, Makuta,” said the entity calmly. “Say… I wonder if she’s 
destined to be transformed.” 
 
Tendrils of protodermis rose from the puddle on the floor, weaving a silver cage around me 
without touching me. I froze in terror. 
 
Makuta slowly lowered his staff and spoke quietly. “We’ve always worked well together, you 
and I. Why ruin it like this?” 
 
“What is this ‘we’ of which you speak? You flatter yourself, Spirit of Destruction. I have always 
been the one who provided the spark of life for your freakish creations. You couldn’t transform 
the lowliest fireflyer without me.” 
 
“Did someone say ‘transform’?” asked Krahka wryly. She mutated into a silvery bipedal creature 
with the proportions of a Barbie doll and glowing orange eyes.  
 
“A shapeshifter,” Eppy exclaimed, reabsorbing the cage into his wall. I breathed a sigh of relief. 
 
Krahka sauntered toward Eppy, an alluring smile on her silver lips. “Indeed I am. I can take 
whatever shape you fancy.” 
 
“Makuta, call off your seductress,” groaned Eppy. “I don’t fall for cheap tricks like that. I am a 
superior being.” 
 
Krahka laughed gaily and gestured toward Makuta. “Well, that certainly sets you apart from him. 
His vanity makes him totally vulnerable to that sort of thing.” 
 
“Krahka, stay away from him,” Makuta growled. 
 
“With the power of life and death in my hands,” Eppy added haughtily, “I don’t need the 
attentions of a female to feel important.” 
 
“I should think not,” Krahka nodded, taking another step toward Eppy. “As wonderful as it is to 
be able to shapeshift, I can only imitate other life forms. You, on the other hand, can change 
them forever—turn them from meek to ferociously powerful, or kill them with a touch. Can you 
bring inanimate objects to life, too?” 
 
“Why, yes, I can,” he replied, raising his chin a little. “It’s an awesome power.” 
 
“How do you know which creatures are destined to change?” she asked. 
 
“I don’t always know,” he admitted. “But I have a good instinct for it. Better than your master. 
He constantly hands me things I can tell at a glance are cursed to wither and die by my touch.” 
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“He only wishes he were my master,” Krahka grinned. “As powerful as you are, it’s a good thing 
you’re so wise.” 
 
Makuta was becoming visibly enraged by this exchange. “You see why she drove me crazy?” he 
hissed to me. “She even hits on my business associates! That disloyal—” 
 
I prodded him with my foot, and he looked at me quizzically. Suddenly comprehending, his eyes 
widened, and he turned back to Krahka and Eppy. “What’s it like to see something you touch 
transform?” Krahka was asking. 
 
“Oh, it’s profoundly satisfying,” Eppy smiled. “I see its body convulse with disturbing 
sensations, and in that moment, neither the creature nor I know whether it’s the spasms of 
impending death or the wrenching process of being redefined from the inside out. Then, 
depending on how sentient it is, the surviving being reassesses its changed body and its new 
powers and flies or runs away with renewed vigor. It’s the inexpressible joy of completing a 
masterpiece. Because I am the ultimate artist.” 
 
“That must be truly amazing,” said Krahka, shaking her head. “Would you please transform 
something for me?” 
 
“All right,” he agreed. He reached an arm out of the wall and touched a Kofo-Jaga that was 
scuttling across the ceiling of the tunnel. The creature writhed for a moment. Then its body grew 
to ten times its original size.  
 
Krahka clasped her hands in childlike glee. “How marvelous!”  
 
The scorpion, no longer able to hold onto the wall with its greater weight, tumbled to the floor 
and reared up in front of Krahka. She held up her hand, and it was instantly frozen solid. 
 
“I see you have a few tricks of your own,” Eppy remarked. 
 
“I pick them up here and there. Say, have you ever transformed a shapeshifter? Because we get 
used to new forms very quickly.” 
 
“My magnificent power has turned several creatures into shapeshifters, but I’ve never 
transformed something that already was one.” 
 
“Do you suppose I’m destined to transform?” she wondered. “If I can assume the shape and 
abilities of any creature I see now... just think what your power could do to me!” 
 
“It might make you even more wonderful. But it might very well turn you to dust,” said the 
entity slowly. “I don’t mind seeing the foul beasts Makuta builds crumble to nothingness, but the 
loss of a capable, intelligent being like you would really be a shame. I see so few of those.” 
 
Krahka moved a little closer to Eppy, and a shiver of doubt troubled the silver wall. “Now that I 
know about you,” she purred, “I can’t rest until I know what will happen when you touch me!” 
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“That’s what the first Karzahni said,” Eppy muttered nervously. “He pleaded with me to use my 
godlike ability on him, but I refused, because it was clear he mistook himself for my equal. And 
only someone as enlightened as I should wield even a fraction of my power. So he obtained some 
of my precious fluid by trickery. And look what happened to him! He was consumed from the 
inside out.” 
 
“I’m not afraid,” Krahka replied. “It’s a risk I’m willing to take. And as for you, you have 
nothing to lose. If I die, just forget you ever met me. If I survive, you’ll have a talented, powerful 
creature to keep you company. One who owes you her loyalty, forever, and would do anything to 
repay you for the gift of renewal.” 
 
“None of the creatures I’ve blessed with transformation have ever been grateful,” Eppy frowned. 
“I give them expanded powers, larger bodies, and enhanced sensory perception. But has even 
one of them ever stopped to acknowledge my glorious majesty? No. They’ve all hurried on their 
way without so much as a ‘thank you.’ Why should you be any different?” 
 
“Because they are stupid brutes incapable of appreciating you. I may not be a superior being, but 
at least I understand you. Don’t you get lonely, being the only one around here with any 
intelligence?” She brought her metallic face up to Eppy’s. “Take me in your arms, and let us 
discover my destiny.” 
 
The entity stared at Krahka for a moment, the wavering of his intentions made visible by the 
ripples in the silvery membrane spanning the passageway. “It could be the kiss of death,” he said 
warily. 
 
“Or the kiss of life,” she whispered, her eyes blazing. 
 
Makuta shifted his weight from one foot to the other. I heard his voice echo inside my head. “Be 
ready.” 
 
Finally the entity shrank away from the tunnel walls and morphed into a complete bipedal 
creature. He leaned forward and embraced Krahka with his newly formed arms. But they passed 
right through her. The illusion shimmered and vanished. 
 
“Go!” hissed Makuta. Krahka suddenly appeared next to him, and Makuta pulled her into his lap 
as he flew away. Meanwhile, I jumped onto my Ussanui and slammed my hands onto the 
controls. It took off so fast I almost slid off. I hung on desperately as it careened down the tunnel 
after Makuta and Krahka.  
 
“Curse you, Makuta, and your vixen, too!” roared the protodermis entity. I glanced back and saw 
a silver tidal wave raging toward us, but it was too slow to catch us.  
 
Makuta called over his shoulder, “Sorry, old friend! I’ll pay you as soon as I get back!” 
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“You owe me big time for that one, Mack,” said Krahka. “That guy has an even more inflated 
opinion of himself than you do. Aren’t you glad you un-fired me?” 
 
For once Makuta ignored the insult. “You definitely earned your wages back there.” 
 
“Combat pay, too!” 
 
“All right, all right,” he moaned. 
 
“Krahka,” I said, “that was amazing. How did you know it would work?” 
 
“Oh, everyone has a chink in his armor, however seamless it may appear,” she grinned, jabbing 
Makuta in the ribs with a silvery finger. “You just have to know where to probe for it.” She 
rolled off his lap, transforming into a Nui-Rama in midair.  
 
“But when did you replace yourself with an illusion? That was so smooth!” I exclaimed. 
 
“When Eppy transformed the Kofo-Jaga. I waited for him to look away, and then I projected my 
illusion. I used Vakama’s Huna power to hide my real self until Bucket-head here could cover 
me with darkness. I figured he would be reading my mind, once he got a clue as to what I was 
doing, so I just thought him a message. That way I only had to use one power at once. Doing 
illusion and concealment at the same time—with a burst of ice on top of that—was starting to 
wear me out.” 
 
I marveled at the way Krahka and Makuta had wordlessly worked together. It was probably a 
good thing for the Matoran that they were no longer a couple. 
 
“I already know what I’m going to spend my money on,” Krahka continued. “I need a 
transmission rebuild in the worst way. But what does an entity of energized protodermis buy 
with his money? Everything he touches must turn.... weird.” 
 
“I don’t think he really wants to have the money,” remarked Makuta. “He just wants me not to 
have it. It’s his way of exerting control over me.” 
 
“Well, I can see the value in that,” she snickered. “I wonder what he does all day, anyway.” 
 
“Who knows?” he muttered. 
 
A few minutes later, Krahka spoke again. “Hey, remember back on Metru Nui, that time we ran 
into Tahtorahk?” 
 
“Oh, yeah, the big creature that kept asking all the annoying questions,” Makuta nodded. “He 
gave us a ride all the way across the city on his back. But why are you bringing that up?” 
 
“I just noticed how much nicer my friends are to us than your friends are,” Krahka said slyly. 
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“Yeah, yeah,” he grumbled. 
 
“How are we going to get past Eppy on the way back?” I asked, hoping I would live long enough 
for that actually to be a valid concern. 
 
“Don’t worry your pretty little head, baby doll. I’ll think of something,” Makuta reassured me. 
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Chapter 15: No Time to Lose 

 
Makuta led the way through the tunnels back to the enormous chamber with the energized 
protodermis pool that had the gate to Metru Nui. He blasted a new hole in the wall next to it, and 
we stepped out onto the balcony overlooking the silver sea. I caught my breath as I gazed over 
the liquid protodermis, gleaming darkly with the faint flicker of the stars. The suns had long ago 
been eclipsed, of course, and without Takanuva to light the way, the scene looked quite different 
than it had in Mask of Light.  
 
“Isn’t it lovely, darling?” asked Makuta. “Well, let’s cross it.” 
 
We flew low over the shimmering water for what felt like hours, the glow of our eyes reflecting 
faintly off the waves. At one point we spotted a flotilla of small ships, presumably carrying the 
Matoran. Makuta covered us in shadow so they wouldn’t see us. I peered intently at the 
watercraft to see if I could recognize anyone, but we were too far away to see anything more that 
tiny colorful dots.  
 
Finally, the dark shapes of the City of Legends began to be visible with my night vision. I 
recognized the dim silhouette of the Coliseum and some jagged forms that must have been 
Knowledge Towers. Makuta gestured toward the island. “I’m sorry we won’t have time to see 
much on this trip, darling,” he said apologetically. “But don’t worry. I’ll bring you back here for 
a romantic little getaway once it’s just you and me. After all, you’ll need to see it to get the 
details right in my biography.”  
 
He steered toward a giant cliff to the left. I recognized the Great Barrier, with the crack in its 
base that had allowed the Toa Metru to get to Mata Nui on their first trip. Makuta landed on top 
of the huge stone structure and waited for us to alight next to him. 
 
“Why, look at that,” Krahka chuckled, pointing at an outcrop nearby. It was covered with a 
silvery web, a Toa symbol in the center. Several of the strands were ruptured. “There’s the 
grease spot you left when you got smashed by the big rock and stuck there with protodermis.” 
 
“Yeah. Fond memories,” growled Makuta. He walked over to the edge of the cliff. “All right, I 
can see the Vahi right down there, just as I remembered. It’s a little too far away to teleport 
accurately, so I’ll have to get it the old-fashioned way. Krahka, turn into something invisible, and 
keep watch. GaliGee, come dive in with me.” 
 
Krahka shifted her shape into that of a Chameleon Rahkshi, gripped her staff, and faded away. 
The Master of Shadows took my hand and led me to the edge of the cliff. I gasped as I saw how 
far down the sea was. I started to back away, but he locked his arm around me. 
 
“Can’t we just fly?” I asked nervously. 
 
“Now, where’s the fun in that? Don’t be afraid, my kitten. Hold onto my shoulders, and I’ll 
break your fall. Wait—I hear someone!” 
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He retreated from the edge and ducked behind the rock where the Ussanui was parked, pulling 
me with him. Reaching for Krahka’s invisible arm, he drew her toward us. A shroud of darkness 
enveloped us all. 
 
“Well, sure, it wasn’t much work—or pay. But it’s better than nothing.”  
 
I gasped with amazement as I recognized the voice of Tahu! Could this be my chance to escape? 
My entire body tensed as I waited to see why he was here, and to whom he was talking. Makuta 
must have sensed this, because he tightened his hold around my waist. 
 
“Yeah, it beats working at McDonald’s,” agreed Pohatu’s voice. “But I’m with you, Lewa. I’ll be 
glad when the real work starts back up again in 2006.” 
 
“Getting paid just to come to a meeting? I don’t know what you guys are complaining about,” 
laughed Onua. He, the other Toa Nuva, and Takanuva walked into view. “For once we didn’t 
even have to fight anything!” 
 
“Whoa,” whispered Krahka. “That blue one is such a copycat! She’s totally stolen your look, 
Squirt.” 
 
“That’s because I’m her prototype,” I replied in a low voice. Makuta hissed at us to be quiet. 
 
“That was a nice change,” agreed Gali. “Well, I guess we should stop sightseeing and head for 
the boat. The Matoran are going to start worrying about us if we don’t get back to the convoy 
soon.” 
 
“Yeah, I would be worried, too, if I were that small and powerless, and all alone in the middle of 
the sea,” remarked Pohatu. “Especially since the Turaga left to get rebuilt into Toa Metru for the 
next comic.” 
 
“Wait a minute,” said Tahu slowly. “Isn’t that the protodermis cage Makuta is supposed to be in? 
It’s all busted up, and I don’t see him.” 
 
“He’s not there,” remarked Kopaka, studying the silvery web with his Akaku Nuva. 
 
“Oh, joy-thrill,” groaned Lewa. “He’s gotten out! Where do you figure-think he is now?” 
 
“I have a bad feeling about this,” said Takanuva anxiously. He held up his staff to illuminate the 
area. 
 
“Me, too,” nodded Onua, scanning the nearby rocks with his own Akaku.  
 
“We’d better tell LEGO he’s escaped,” suggested Pohatu. “They’ll make sure he stays out of 
trouble.” 
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“By the time we get over to the portal to talk to them, there’s no telling what he might do,” said 
Tahu through clenched jaws. “What if he’s taken the Vahi?” 
 
Kopaka leaned over the edge of the cliff and adjusted his Mask of Vision. “It’s still down there, 
Tahu.” 
 
“But for how long?” Tahu turned to the Toa of Water. “We’ve got to keep that mask out of his 
hands! Gali, go down there and get it. We’ll deliver it to LEGO ourselves, just to make sure.” 
 
Gali stepped toward the edge, but then she turned back to look at the fire Toa. “Tahu, are you 
sure you aren’t just eager to get it back? Just be patient, and trust in our destiny. LEGO will 
make sure you have it in due time. The Toa Metru are supposed to retrieve it next year, anyway.” 
 
Frowning, Tahu shoved her off the cliff. As she arched backwards into a graceful dive, Gali 
yelled, “Tahu, has anyone ever told you that you can really be really a stubborn pain in the—” 
She disappeared into the liquid protodermis with a small splash. 
 
Before I could object, Makuta pulled me onto his back and leaped head first off the cliff. The 
wind whistled past our heads as the dark surface approached. We plunged into the cool fluid. The 
air was knocked out of me, and without trying to, I sucked in some protodermis. To my relief, I 
was able to breathe it. I started to float upward, because the fluid was slightly denser than water. 
Makuta gestured toward the sea bottom. I slipped my axes onto my feet, and I found that my 
elemental powers enabled me to adjust my own buoyancy considerably so that I could rise or 
sink at will. I followed him down through the depths. 
 
Strange creatures drifted in and out of my view—long, tentacled squid-like shapes, glowing fish, 
and frightening toothy behemoths. Several of them swam toward us, but they soon recoiled in 
fear, probably thanks to Makuta’s Kraahkan. We plunged through some massive fronds of 
seaweed and reached the sandy sea floor. And there, lying haphazardly against a rock, was the 
Great Mask of Time. Gali was hovering next to it. She carefully picked it up with one hand. 
 
This was the opportunity I had been waiting for! I used my water powers to propel myself 
forward, stirring up the sand and almost slamming into the Toa of Water. She looked up, startled. 
“GaliGee? What are you doing here?” 
 
“There’s no time to lose!” I said quickly, surprised at the way my own voice resonated in the 
liquid protodermis. “Makuta is behind me. He’s after the Vahi!” 
 
She nodded and put the mask on her back. “Come on!” 
 
Together, we shot toward the surface. Then I felt myself being tugged backwards by a strong 
force. Gali turned her head to look. The Vahi was knocked off her back, and she spun around in 
the water to retrieve it. But she suddenly tumbled away from me. 
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I turned back to look, and Makuta was waiting for me with outstretched arms. Unable to control 
my trajectory, I careened into him. He caught me with one arm and the Vahi with the other. I 
glanced behind me, but Gali was nowhere in sight. 
 
Makuta landed on the sea floor and set me down facing him. “Treacherous minx! I give you 
water powers, and you use them to betray me,” he snarled. “Instead, you run to these creatures 
who have done nothing for you, yet you call ‘friends.’” I cringed as he seized my throat. “You 
make me so furious! I should kill you right now, before you’re disloyal to me again. Your neck is 
so delicate... I bet I could just wrench off your head with a flick of my wrist, and crush it like a 
walnut in my fist.” 
 
My eyes widened in terror. But then his reverted from red to blue, and he smiled. “Ah, what 
sweet torment you cause me. Every day I become more convinced that you are the one. If only 
you would hurry up and decide to double-cross them instead of me.” 
 
“If that’s how you react to rebellion,” I gasped, “how will I ever get rid of you?” 
 
“That’s just it,” he said with a grin. “You can’t. No more than you can escape your own shadow. 
You might as well learn to love me.” 
 
I shuddered. If failed attempts to flee only fueled his bizarre obsession to keep me, I decided I 
had not better try again until I was certain of success. It occurred to me that he might carry me 
back to Mangaia, abandoning Krahka—and my chance to escape with the Toa. “Shouldn’t we be 
getting back to the surface?” 
 
“Time is on our side now,” he replied, holding up the Vahi. “In my hands I hold the two things 
I’ve wanted most in the world. Well, besides ruling the world. But I’m looking forward to trying 
out this little treasure, and who better to test it on than the Toa? Let’s go.” Makuta slid the 
Kanohi onto his upper arm like a cuff, and we swam upward. He gave an extra hard kick as he 
approached the surface, propelling himself out of the liquid protodermis. When my head 
emerged, he was hovering in flight position. He pulled me into his lap and flew straight up the 
cliff.  
 
Since my face was next to the Great Mask of Time, I got a close look at it. Its gold surface 
gleamed, the ancient ridges and engraving as sharp as the day it was carved. It was indeed an 
object of great beauty, and I forgot about the tense situation we were all in as I marveled at 
Vakama’s exquisite craftsmanship for a few moments. But then I thought about what Makuta 
might do with it, and my mood turned somber again. 
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Chapter 16: Time Test 

 
Makuta hovered a dozen bios behind the Toa, who were looking over the edge of the cliff, and I 
climbed off his lap. He dropped silently to the ground and stood behind me with one arm around 
my waist and the Vahi in the other hand. Soon we could hear Gali clambering up the rocky face 
with her aqua axes. Lewa’s mask glowed slightly as he helped her with a bit of levitation, and 
she vaulted over the edge. 
 
“Well, give it here, Gali,” demanded Tahu impatiently. 
 
“Makuta has it!” she exclaimed breathlessly, pointing behind the Toa. “GaliGee tried to warn 
me, but he managed to take it anyway.” They all spun to look at us. 
 
“Makuta! What are you doing out of your cage?” demanded Tahu. He reached for his magma 
blades. 
 
“You mask-robbing sneak-thief!” frowned Lewa, drawing his katanas. 
 
“Hardly,” replied Makuta. “I’m the one who commissioned this mask in the first place. It’s 
rightfully mine.” 
 
“So much for our nice, relaxing vacation,” sighed Onua, pulling his quake-breakers off his back. 
“Little Sister, are you all right?” I nodded. 
 
Takanuva looked quizzically at the Master of Shadows. “You’ve changed your form. Now you 
look like a Rahkshi on steroids.” 
 
“Hey, I had to throw something together. After our little mishap with the gate, I looked rather the 
worse for wear,” replied Makuta coldly. “You may have noticed that after I drained my strength 
to save your friend, I shoved the rest of our combined energy into your Avokhii. Then I kicked it 
out of the way before the door guillotined what was left of me.” 
 
“Well, I appreciate that. But still, Jaller was dead only because your minion had just killed him,” 
Takanuva reminded him. 
 
“Look, if he was foolish enough to jump onto Turahk’s staff—” 
  
“Enough small talk. Takanuva, blind him with light while the rest of us blast him with our 
elemental powers,” declared Tahu, raising his magma swords. The others brandished their 
weapons as well. I glanced at them nervously. 
 
“Wait, Tahu,” said Gali. “We need to get her out of the way first, or she’ll be trapped in the 
protodermis cage with him.” 
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“We’ll get her out when we open it to get the mask,” explained the Toa of Fire. “And then we’ll 
stick him back to the rock where he belongs.” 
 
“But how did he get out? He might just do it again,” objected Kopaka. 
  
Before Tahu could answer, Makuta put the Vahi over his Kraahkan. “Change of plan,” said Tahu 
quietly. “No one make any sudden moves, or he’ll use that thing on all of us and get away.” 
 
Onua’s Pakari became even more furrowed than usual. “Just what are your intentions toward our 
sister, Makuta?” 
  
The Master of Shadows smiled behind the Mask of Time. “You know what they say. ‘Keep your 
friends close and your enemies closer.’ So I tried that. But then I had the abysmal luck to fall in 
love with her.” 
 
“Makuta, they aren’t going to believe that any more than I do,” I muttered. 
 
“Well,” said Lewa brightly, “I can’t blame-fault you for that. I mean, look at the lovely line-
curves of her—ow!” He glared at Gali and rubbed his arm, adding quickly, “But even a simple-
head knows true-love is more than just attraction.” 
 
“Oh, there are many things I appreciate about her besides her mesmerizing beauty,” Makuta 
replied. “Sure, I can’t take my eyes off her…” 
 
“He scanned my entire body so he could figure out better ways to defeat you Toa,” I interrupted. 
 
“…but there’s also her talent as a writer…” 
 
“He likes the free publicity,” I explained. 
 
“…her good influence on my sons…” 
 
“He doesn’t have the patience to train his unruly spawn,” I sighed. 
 
“…and most of all, the way her cool, soothing presence stills the firestorm of chaos raging in my 
soul.” 
 
“I guess he’s talking about the time I talked him out of blasting those cars from his path,” I 
shrugged. 
 
“And she keeps me honest,” growled Makuta through clenched jaws. 
 
“I can understand the bit about the raging firestorm,” said Tahu, glancing uneasily at Gali. “But 
she obviously doesn’t want to stay with you.” 
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“I’m very patient,” replied the Spirit of Destruction. “When I hear her say ‘no,’ I know it really 
means ‘not yet.’” 
 
“It means ‘not ever,’” I frowned. 
 
Makuta grinned as he tightened his grip around my waist. “She’s such a cautious little thing. She 
asked me to prove my love for her before she would even kiss me. But oh, that kiss...” 
 
The stone cliffs echoed with the clang of my fist against his head. The Vahi tumbled off his face. 
“You go, girl!” cheered Lewa. 
 
“Hey!” snarled Makuta, catching the Vahi with his outstretched hand. He adjusted his Kraahkan 
and loomed over me. “That’s the second time today you’ve—” Then he cleared his throat, patted 
my head, and smiled at the Toa. “She’s perfectly safe with me. And, I might point out, you Toa 
will be better off if I keep her. She puts me in such a benevolent mood.” 
 
“You only have one mood, Makuta,” retorted Kopaka. “Avaricious. It figures that you would 
want yet one more thing that doesn’t belong to you.” 
 
“Don’t I deserve a chance at love, just like anyone else?” Makuta protested. 
 
Pohatu scratched his chin thoughtfully with a climbing claw. “Well, after what you’ve done... 
no.” The other Toa agreed. “Definitely not.” “No way.” “Uh-uh.” “Nope.” “Absolutely not.” 
“Not at all.” 
  
“It was a rhetorical question,” scowled the Master of Shadows. 
 
Gali looked as if she had just caught a whiff of two-week-old seafood. “You didn’t really kiss 
Makuta, did you?” 
 
“Uh, well, it’s a long story,” I frowned, my mask burning with embarrassment. 
 
“There must have been a threat involved,” Onua growled. I nodded vigorously as Makuta shook 
his head. 
 
“So, anyone have a thought-plan?” asked Lewa. 
 
“Look, guys,” said Takanuva in a low voice, “I was specially designed to defeat this freak. And I 
get the feeling if I don’t do it soon, that epic about me that GaliGee’s been posting on BZPower 
will never get finished. Back me up.” He stepped forward, gripping his staff tightly in his shiny 
hands. 
 
“Don’t make me laugh, Golden Boy,” scoffed Makuta. “LEGO isn’t around to make me hold 
back this time.” 
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The Toa of Light frowned and aimed his weapon, but Makuta quickly slapped the Vahi over his 
Kraahkan again. Takanuva was suddenly surrounded by a blurry haze. He froze in place, a beam 
of light hanging in midair halfway between them. 
 
“Toa, go!” shouted Tahu. The other Toa Nuva leaped into action, streams of elemental power 
flowing from their tools. But they were similarly stopped in their tracks by the power of time.  
 
Makuta released me and walked over to his nemesis, whose light ray was still creeping slowly 
through the air. He lifted Takanuva in his arms and set him down where he himself had been 
standing. First Takanuva was bathed in his own light, and then he was webbed in solid 
protodermis from his brothers’ and sister’s combined powers. 
 
The Master of Shadows laughed wickedly. “This mask is awesome! Now I’ll speed them up a 
bit, so we can hear their reaction to their handiwork.” 
 
I looked back at the Toa Nuva. They were just realizing that their blasts had bound their own 
brother, and they spoke in low, slurred voices. Gali sounded like a drunken tenor. “He’s using it 
to turn us against each other! How like that rotten, scheming—” 
 
Makuta squinted for a moment, and the Toa stopped moving. “Look, darling, I can actually 
freeze them completely, if I put enough energy into it,” he remarked with satisfaction. My jaw 
dropped open. Makuta showed little sign of strain, even though he was using the Vahi to render 
seven elemental heroes absolutely motionless.  
 
“That’s radical!” exclaimed Krahka, becoming visible again. “But you’d better watch out. If you 
stretch the fabric of time and space too much, something really bad could happen.” 
  
“Ha!” snorted Makuta. “Unlike the Toa, I have enough power to maintain perfect control of this 
thing.” 
 
“Dude, don’t get cocky. Look what happened to Ogel. You don’t want this place crawling with 
dinosaurs and spaceships, do you? Or worse yet, MegaBloks creatures!” She shuddered at the 
thought. 
 
“Hmm, good point.” Makuta removed the Vahi, and the haze disappeared. The Toa looked at 
each other and then at him.  
 
Takanuva struggled inside his protodermis bonds. “Hey, guys, maybe we should wait until it’s 
our destiny to fight him again. Besides, that way we’ll actually get paid to do it,” he smiled 
weakly. 
 
“For once the Lightheaded One is making sense,” Makuta grinned. 
 
“Let’s free the poor kid,” suggested Pohatu, looking warily at Makuta. The other Toa approached 
slowly. When it was clear their enemy did not intend to stop them, they laid their tools on the 
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cage. It began to glow, and then it burst open. Soon Takanuva was free again, shards of broken 
protodermis scattered at his feet. 
 
“Look, Makuta,” said Tahu, stepping in front of the other Toa and pointing at the outcrop. “Your 
destiny is to be inside that cage until the middle of 2005. Why don’t you just hand over the mask 
and get back in there until you’re supposed to get out?” 
 
“Your destiny is to keep your hands off the Vahi until 2006,” Makuta retorted, tossing the Great 
Kanohi of Time in the air and catching it again. “Why should I give it to you?” He crossed his 
arms. The two of them stared at each other for a few tense moments. 
 
I glanced behind me at Krahka to see her reaction to all this. Seeing her in Rahkshi form, I 
remembered my promise to Makuta’s sons. I stepped next to her and whispered, “Krahka, if we 
survive this, could you please lock the Bahrag back up in a protodermis net when we get back to 
Mata Nui? The Rahkshi made the mistake of letting them out, but now they’re in stasis.” 
 
“You mean those big mutant T-rex chicks with all the teeth?” she asked, and I nodded.  
 
Makuta turned his head, and we fell silent. Then I heard a voice, coming from behind a big pile 
of rocks. “Man, I am really not looking forward to this. It was bad enough when you got us 
mutated the first time, Vakama, but now we have to go through it all again...” 
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Chapter 17: Generation Gap 

 
The Toa Metru came around a group of boulders as Makuta hid the Vahi behind my back. 
“Makuta!” exclaimed Vakama. “What are you doing out of your cage?” 
 
“Visiting with your colleagues. But we were just about to leave,” sighed Makuta. He waved his 
hand to summon Krahka, who was still in the form of a Rahkshi. 
 
“Say,” remarked Takanuva, “you guys used to look pretty impressive before you got all hunched 
over and small!” 
 
“No joke-fooling!” remarked Lewa as he stared at Nokama. 
 
Vakama frowned at him. “What are you seven doing here?” 
 
“Well, we just had a meeting with LEGO on that little island over there,” explained Tahu, 
pointing at a large rock outcrop off the coast of Ga-Metru. “They told us a little bit about 2006, 
just to keep us from going crazy with boredom.” 
 
“They wouldn’t let us into the city-wreck, because it’s future storyline, so we stopped here to get 
a better look-view of it on our way to rejoin the Matoran in their float-boats,” added Lewa. Tahu 
glared at him. 
 
“Really? LEGO is supposed to meet us here in a few minutes, so we can get started on BA #7,” 
remarked Nokama. “They’re in the city now. Tomorrow they’ll be letting the Visorak loose 
again.” 
 
“Oh, I don’t envy you,” Gali shivered. “Those things sound awful.” 
 
“You have no idea,” groaned Whenua. “As much as I enjoy studying the past, I’m not too eager 
to relive it.” 
 
“Keep in mind that we’re doing it for the fans,” Nokama smiled weakly. 
 
Nuju looked at me and adjusted the lens of his mask. “Am I seeing double?” 
 
“Probably,” answered Onewa. “With that bug-eyed Kanohi of yours—wait, you’re right! There 
are two Toa Nuva of Water here.” 
 
“That’s GaliGee,” said Onua.  
 
Whenua smiled at me. “Oh, right, the prototype Toa who’s a writer. You must be doing an 
interview of the Nuva for the history books, eh?” 
 
“She’s with me,” announced Makuta. “Now, if you’ll excuse us...” 
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“We can’t let him leave,” said Tahu urgently. “He’s got the Vahi.” 
 
“And GaliGee,” added Pohatu. 
 
“Don’t worry about me. I’ll take care of myself,” I said nervously, not wishing for anyone to get 
hurt to save me. But I mouthed silently to them, “Get the Vahi!”  
 
Kopaka spoke slowly. “It’s the Stockholm Syndrome.” 
 
“The what?” asked Tahu skeptically. 
 
“The Stockholm Syndrome,” repeated Nuju. “The psychological phenomenon whereby a hostage 
gradually begins to sympathize with his captor. Named after an incident that occurred during a 
Swedish bank robbery. I read about it in the Knowledge Towers.” 
 
“What kind of stuff do you eggheads have up there in your spires in the clouds, anyway?” asked 
Onewa. 
 
“A dedicated T1 connection, for one thing,” replied Nuju proudly. “And a 3.4-GHz Intel Pentium 
4 processor on my desk, with four gigs of RAM.” 
 
Kopaka inclined his head. “What kind of video card?” 
 
“XFX nVIDIA GeForce 6800,” Nuju smiled. 
 
“Sound?” 
 
“Creative Labs Sound Blaster Audigy2 ZS Platinum Pro.” 
 
“RAID array?” 
 
“RAID Zero on two HDs,” nodded Nuju. “Four drives total.” 
 
“Overclocked?” 
 
“One hundred forty percent, my friend.” 
 
“Righteous!” Kopaka exclaimed, clanking his fist against Nuju’s. 
 
Krahka leaned toward me and whispered, “Are the white ones always geeks?” 
 
“Uh, yeah, I think so,” I replied in a low voice. 
 
“All right,” grunted Tahu. “But what did your psychology case study say we should do about it?” 
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“How should I know?” shrugged Nuju. “I just found it fascinating that—” 
 
“Get her out of there, before she actually starts to like that monster,” interrupted Onua. 
 
I rolled my eyes. “You really don’t need to worry about that.” I could hear Makuta growl behind 
me. 
 
“Listen, everyone,” urged Tahu. “Thirteen of us Toa are together for the first time! This is our 
golden opportunity to destroy our worst enemy. And then we can toss the Vahi back into the sea 
without worrying about him getting it back.” 
 
“That’s pretty brazen, Tahu,” said Nokama. 
 
Matau smiled broadly. “Yeah! If we pummel-pound him good, maybe he’ll stay stone-dead for a 
couple years this time.” 
 
“But what if he’s supposed to come back into the storyline in 2006?” asked Gali. 
 
“Oh, come on. The fans are weary-tired of him,” shrugged Lewa. “And for all they know, he was 
flat-smashed by that big door. Tahu’s right. We should just blast-fry him.” 
 
“Do you suppose we could bind him in a protodermis cage and then use the sheer force of all our 
powers to launch him into orbit?” wondered Pohatu. 
 
“No, we should archive him deep underground,” suggested Whenua. “And surround him with so 
many layers of protodermis walls that it’ll take him eons to blast his way out.” 
 
“I could set up a night light for him, so he wouldn’t be scared of the dark,” added Takanuva with 
a wry smile. 
 
Onewa rolled his eyes. “Yeah, right. That would hold the Spirit of Destruction for about a week. 
What about taking him apart, hiding his pieces all over the two islands, and forcing him to hunt 
for them?” 
 
“Cool idea, but it wouldn’t work,” said Onua. “He’d just drag some hapless creature into himself 
with his shadow arm thing, and get more pieces.” 
 
“Maybe he wouldn’t have enough strength to do it, if he had no parts,” argued Onewa. 
 
“Personally, I’d enjoy deep-freezing him into a cryogenic stupor. But LEGO might not 
appreciate us taking our destiny into our own hands,” remarked Kopaka. 
 
“They might give us an even nastier enemy in the future, just to punish us,” said Nuju warily.  
 
Takanuva chuckled. “No one could be nastier than Makuta.” 
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“Don’t they realize I’m listening to all this?” grumbled the Master of Shadows. 
 
The Toa Metru exchanged glances. “Oh, there are definitely nastier beings than Makuta out 
there,” said Vakama. 
 
“Like who?” asked Onua in disbelief. 
 
“Roodaka,” said the Toa Metru in unison. 
 
“Well, let’s at least put him back in his cage before we go, and yank the kraata out of that 
Rahkshi,” suggested Gali. “Then everything will be back to the way LEGO expects to find it.” 
The others agreed with the plan and brandished their weapons. 
 
Krahka transformed into her Toa-Bane form and offered to Makuta, “I’ll take the Metru, you 
take the Nuva and the gold guy. I’ll just tack a couple thousand onto my bill.” 
 
The Toa Metru stepped back in surprise as they recognized the shapeshifting Rahi. “Krahka!” 
exclaimed Whenua. 
 
“That must be how Makuta got out of his prison,” said Nokama in a low voice. “She’s got all our 
powers.” 
 
“Well, now that I’ve found my mask power, I’m not fear-scared of her anymore,” grinned 
Matau. He changed himself into the same form as Krahka. “Look! I’m a Toa-hero mishmash, 
too!” 
 
Krahka frowned. “Oh, yeah?” She changed into a Kikanalo. She pawed the ground and snorted. 
 
“Matau, stop provoking her!” snapped Onewa.  
 
Matau ignored his warning. “That’s easy-play,” he scoffed, following suit. “But I can do better 
than that.” He morphed again, this time finishing as a Muaka and snapping his teeth together.  
 
“I’ll see your Muaka,” said Krahka coolly as she changed into a huge biomechanical cat, “and 
I’ll raise you a Rahi Nui.” Her body became enormous as it grew Nui-Rama wings, a Kane-Ra 
head, Tarakava forelegs, and a Nui-Jaga tail. All the Toa gasped and backed up a step.  
 
The green Toa Metru returned to his usual shape, his eyes wide. “All right, you win,” he said 
nervously. 
 
“Amateur,” muttered Krahka. She reverted to her Toa-Bane form. 
 
“Well, this certainly complicates things,” groaned Nuju. “If we fight them both, we’re going to 
make a huge mess of this place, right before LEGO shows up.” 
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Vakama shook his head. “All we really have to do is hold them until the Story Team arrives. 
Then Krahka will change into a puff of smoke or something and get away, like she always does, 
and Makuta will get fired for stealing company property.” 
 
“Yeah, and we Nuva will get in trouble for hanging around here when we’re supposed to be back 
with the Matoran, protecting them from nasty sea creatures,” added Pohatu. 
 
“If you’re helping us confront him, maybe they’ll understand,” said Nokama reassuringly. 
 
Krahka looked at Makuta. “You need to chuck the Vahi back into the sea and let me seal you 
back up in that cage, if you want to keep your job.” 
 
Makuta sighed and looked wistfully at the Great Mask of Time. Then a sinister smirk crossed his 
Kraahkan, and he pulled me closer. “The Toa won’t tell the Story Team I have the Vahi, because 
they certainly wouldn’t want anything unfortunate to happen to their sister. And I’ll bring the 
Vahi back before the Metru are supposed to find it, so LEGO will never know.” He slid the mask 
over his face. The Toa lunged, but they were immediately stuck in suspended animation, their 
weapons glowing and elemental beams frozen in midair. 
 
“Whoa!” exclaimed Krahka. “You stopped thirteen of them cold, without even blowing a gasket. 
Not bad.” 
 
Makuta smiled grimly. “This isn’t easy. But I should be able to hold them long enough for us to 
get a good head start. Transform into something with wings. Darling, get your Ussanui.” 
 
I reluctantly called my vehicle, which flew toward me. Suddenly a creature about my size 
appeared on the seat. It was dark blue and looked like a four-legged spider. I recoiled in fear as 
Makuta grabbed his staff and struck the Visorak away. “I may be unable to use my other powers 
while I wield the Vahi,” he said with a strained smile, “but I can still swat a spider for my 
princess.” 
 
“Mack, we have a big problem,” called Krahka. I turned to look at her and caught my breath. She 
was surrounded by Boggarak. 
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Chapter 18: Along Came a Spider 

 
Krahka transformed into a Rahkshi of Chain Lightning and zapped the horde of Visorak that 
were arrayed around her, stunning them and sending them reeling backwards. But more were 
appearing out of the blurry air on all sides. She shouted at Makuta, “Shut the Vahi down already, 
dude!” 
 
“I’ll adjust its range,” he proposed.  
 
The Visorak wavered and grew transparent. But then they became solid again. And this time 
standing in their midst was a tall, shapely black creature. She put her hands on her hips. “Well, 
well!” she purred. “If it isn’t the great Makuta himself!” 
 
“Roodaka!” he said in astonishment. 
 
“Oh, this is really bad,” Krahka frowned. 
 
Roodaka waved her hand, and the Visorak stopped approaching. She surveyed the assembly of 
immobile Toa, then threw her head back and laughed. “It would seem the mighty Spirit of 
Destruction is running a nursery school now. Roodaka is amused!” 
 
Makuta continued to stare at her. He seemed uncharacteristically at a loss for words. But Krahka 
wasn’t. “Stop gawking at her and turn off the Vahi! You’re really screwing things up.” 
 
“Oh, that must be the Great Mask of Time,” mused Roodaka. “I see. This must be in the past, 
because the Toa Metru aren’t mutated yet. But why aren’t you in that cage? And those other Toa 
are unfamiliar. Are they from the future?” 
 
“Actually, I’m not sure if you’re from the past or the future, Roodaka,” he admitted. “The 
storyline is focusing on the past now, and you’ll be in it again soon.” 
 
“Flashbacks and time travel can be so confusing,” she smiled. “You missed me, didn’t you?” 
 
“Nobody missed you, you horrible she-Kavinika,” snarled Krahka. “In fact, you’re about to get 
sent back where you belong until I get another chance to wipe the floor with you.” 
 
“So this is your star pupil?” remarked the viceroy of the Visorak, flipping over her claw to point 
at Krahka. “He’s rather audacious, even for a Rahkshi. And since when have your little slugs 
been able to talk?” Then Krahka transformed into her Toa-Bane form, and Roodaka took a step 
back. “Oh, it’s you!” she hissed.  
 
The two creatures sized each other up. “You’ve got to turn off the Vahi,” I implored Makuta in a 
low voice. Even though I didn’t want to escape the Toa, continued use of the Mask of Time 
seemed incredibly dangerous, so I added, “We’ll have the element of surprise to help us get 
away, and besides, we can fly faster than the Toa.” 
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“Trust me, beloved,” he replied wearily. “If I let up, the Toa will blast us immediately. I just 
need a little more energy to better control it, and then I can send her and her spiders back, and 
we’ll get a good head start. Perhaps if I draw some strength from the Toa...” He slowly backed 
toward the motionless heroes, keeping his eyes on Krahka and Roodaka. 
 
Roodaka swiveled her head to look at me and narrowed her eyes. “You must be the teacher’s 
pet.” 
 
“Don’t... don’t touch her,” warned Makuta, reaching his hand backward toward Tahu. 
 
“Oh, this is rich,” she sneered, crossing her arms. “Consorting with the enemy. I can’t believe 
you’ve sunk so low in my absence! Roodaka is no longer amused.” 
 
Makuta gripped Tahu’s shoulder and released it. The Toa Nuva of Fire’s eyes went dim, but he 
didn’t move. 
  
Roodaka still had me fixed in her steely gaze. “She looks a little too tame for you, Makuta. 
Perhaps we should awaken her wild side.” Roodaka raised her arm, and a Rhotuka spinner began 
to take form above her launcher. Realizing with horror that her projectile had the power to 
mutate me into something ghastly, I crouched, ready to jump to the side. 
 
Makuta took his hand off Onua just as the energy wheel flew from her arm. I dove for the ground 
to my right and rolled. When I looked back, the Rhotuka was hanging in midair. Roodaka was 
motionless, too, with her mouth open. But now more Visorak were appearing. Spiders of every 
breed emerged from the time fog and powered up their spinners. 
 
“Now you’re really pushing it,” yelled Krahka as she backhanded a Roporak with her earthshock 
drill. “Using the Vahi on someone you brought out of the time stream with the Vahi? You’re 
going to undo reality itself! And you’ll get us all mutated, too. As your designated Agent of 
Destiny, I order you to stop!” 
 
“Shut up, Krahka,” panted Makuta. “Just shove another Toa over here for me to—”  
 
Krahka lunged at his head with her proto piton, but Makuta blocked the blow with his arm and 
sent her sprawling. She sprang to her feet, looked at me, and whispered urgently, “Distract him!” 
 
As the spiders advanced, their mandibles snapping hungrily, I stepped up to Makuta, dreading 
what I knew I had to do. I reached over to his trembling hand and took it in both of mine. He 
clasped my fingers, one tarnished thumb gripping each of my hands. He turned his face toward 
me. His jaw was clenched and his eyes squeezed almost shut with exertion. “Sweet darling… 
this surely is a dream...” 
 
Out of the corner of my eye, I saw a blur sailing toward us. Krahka’s foot slammed into the side 
of Makuta’s head, and the Vahi flew off his face, bounced end over end toward the cliff’s edge, 
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and fell into the sea. She landed on both feet and pivoted to look at us. Makuta staggered for a 
moment, stunned by the blow. 
 
Roodaka and the Visorak vanished instantly. The time fog cleared, and Tahu and Onua collapsed 
as the Toa’s combined energy beams shot toward us. Makuta leaped into flight mode while 
Krahka and I dove to the ground. The elements converged over our heads in a splash of solid 
protodermis. Then Vakama shouted, “The Vahi is gone! Halt!” and the Toa ceased their 
elemental attack. “Don’t move, Makuta. We have you surrounded. Where’s the Vahi?” 
 
Makuta roared in fury. He started to soar over their heads, but Nuju and Kopaka projected a wall 
of ice and he crashed into it, slowing him down. Matau and Lewa sprang into the air and flew 
after him. 
 
“Let’s sit this one out, shall we?” said Krahka, locking her arm around my neck. “Relax and 
enjoy the show.” Since I had no choice, I did. 
 
Onewa cleaved a large rock in two with a tap of his proto piton and shoved it toward Pohatu, 
who slammed it with his foot. Makuta glanced behind him, saw the flying boulder, and squinted 
at it. It was deflected off its course and struck Matau, who plummeted toward the sea. Gali, who 
was standing at the edge of the cliff, leaped after him. 
 
Meanwhile, Vakama pulled his launcher and a stack of disks off his back. He quickly selected 
one, aimed, and fired. Preoccupied with a hail of giant flying dirt clods from Whenua, Makuta 
didn’t’ see the disk until it was too late. It hit him squarely on his spiky carapace, and he was 
instantaneously reduced to a quarter of his size. 
 
The tiny Master of Shadows uttered a cry of dismay as Lewa, now much faster, caught up with 
him. The Toa Nuva of Air trapped him between his legs and circled back toward the cliff. But 
Makuta twisted around and aimed his miniature staff at Lewa’s head, blinding him with a blast 
of darkness. The disoriented green Toa swerved wildly. 
 
Nokama stood on the edge of the precipice and swung her hydro blade. It caught on Lewa’s foot, 
and she reeled him and Makuta in with the cable. Vakama grabbed her around the waist to 
anchor her, and they tumbled backwards onto the ground with their double quarry. 
 
Gali shoved Matau up over the edge of the cliff, where he rolled over and moaned. She 
somersaulted up, and knelt next to him, and helped him sit up. 
 
Tahu and Onua staggered to their feet, their strength returning. Onua lunged at Makuta and 
slammed him to the ground. “Back up!” shouted the Toa Nuva of Fire, and the dark Toa rolled 
away from Makuta. Tahu surrounded him with a cage of fire. Makuta jumped to his feet and 
expanded back to his normal size as the effect of the shrink disk wore off. 
 
Nuju pulled Matau to his feet, and all the Toa braced themselves for another battle. But instead 
of trying to fly over them again, Makuta back-flipped out of the ring of fire, landing next to 
Krahka. “This is all your fault!” he roared, reaching over my head to grab her throat. Before he 
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could tighten his grip, she turned into a Tarakava and punched him with her powerful fists. I 
ducked, but I didn’t dare try to slip past her grinding tracks. He blocked her blows with his other 
arm and shot twin heat beams from his eyes. She morphed into a lava eel, rendering her 
impervious to heat. I, unfortunately, was not. Trapped between them, I cried out as my back 
began to be scorched.  
 
To my relief, Krahka reverted to her Toa-Bane form and powered up her crystal spike to blast 
him with ice. Makuta suddenly smiled at her, then looked down at me. “Why, I’m the luckiest 
fellow in Bionicle,” he grinned, pulling us closer as he became coated with a thick layer of ice. 
 
I wrested myself free of the ice and backed into Krahka, who was still aiming her weapons at the 
frozen Makuta. Then I noticed Takanuva standing next to us, his mask glowing. “Thanks, 
Takanuva,” I breathed. 
 
“No problem,” he smiled. Then he called over his shoulder. “Brothers and sisters, you can lock 
him up now.” 
 
The Toa gathered around Makuta, lifted his frosty bulk over their heads as if they were porting a 
canoe, and marched him over to the remnants of his protodermis cage. They propped him against 
the wall and backed up, their weapons ready. 
 
“Wait,” interrupted Whenua. “He’s in the wrong form.” 
 
“True,” said Vakama. “I guess we’ll have to thaw him and get him to shapeshift. But how will 
we keep him from escaping?” 
 
“I’ll keep him calm,” promised Takanuva. “Go ahead.” 
 
Vakama gently warmed Makuta with a glowing flame from his hands, and the dripping Spirit of 
Destruction started to look around. “Hey! What—oh. The Avokhii again. I so dislike it when he 
does that,” he sighed. 
 
“Dude, you need to morph into that big creepy wingy thingy for us,” said Krahka. 
 
“All right,” he agreed. Everyone stood back while Makuta clenched his fists. His body swelled 
up, plates of heavier armor emerging on his chest and legs. Massive red wings sprouted from his 
shoulders. He backed up against the rock and looked at us. 
 
“Nice try, Makuta,” sneered Kopaka, “but the Akaku Nuva can see through illusion now.” 
 
“Oh, fine,” Makuta grumbled. The illusion vanished, revealing the oversized Rahkshi form. This 
time, when he concentrated, huge dark clouds rolled in, and lightning flashed above our heads. 
Ultimate Dume stood before us again, and the clouds parted. 
 
Kopaka studied him, then leaned over and pounded on Makuta’s chest with his fist. The solid 
clang confirmed his observations. “He’s good to go.” 
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Twelve Toa put their tools together. A beam of white light shot out and immersed Makuta. Soon 
gleaming strands of metal formed all over him, and his eyes went dim. 
 
The Toa let out a collective whoop of victory. Takanuva crumpled to his knees with fatigue. I ran 
over to him and helped him stand. “He’s an ornery one,” the Toa of Light grinned weakly. 
 
Krahka surveyed the shining net of protodermis with satisfaction. “Destiny rocks!” she 
exclaimed. She turned toward me and raised her fist. Surprised, I clanked mine against it. 
 
“Wait a minute,” said Nokama suspiciously, raising her hydro blade. “Whose side are you on, 
Krahka?” 
 
“My own,” replied the changeling. “As always.” 
 
“You aren’t going to let Makuta out again, are you?” asked Nuju distrustfully. 
 
“Not on your life!” laughed Krahka. “In fact, I don’t think you made that cage thick enough.” 
The Toa retreated to give her plenty of room as she leveled her elemental tools at Makuta and 
added another layer of protodermis.  
 
“Thanks, Krahka,” said Tahu. Then he turned to me. “How did Makuta lose the Vahi? And 
where did it go? We couldn’t see what was happening, because you were moving too fast.” 
 
“Yeah, every now and then one of you would appear for a split second,” added Pohatu. “I guess 
it was whenever you stood still for a while.” 
 
“It was Krahka’s doing,” I smiled. “Makuta was starting to bring a bunch of Visorak out of the 
time stream, so she kicked the Vahi off his face. It’s back in the sea now.” 
 
“Really?” asked Nokama. “We owe you our gratitude, Krahka.” The other Toa joined in with 
their thanks. 
 
“My pleasure,” the shapeshifter replied modestly. “He was bringing back some bad memories for 
me.” 
 
“I noticed some Visorak,” shivered Whenua. “And I can’t be sure, but I thought I even saw 
Roodaka flash by for a moment there.” 
 
“You did,” I nodded. 
 
“That was Roodaka?” asked Gali, wide-eyed. 
 
“Yeah, you’re going to love her,” said Krahka sarcastically, morphing into a replica of her 
curvaceous ebony enemy. All the Toa gasped. 
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“Mata Nui help us,” muttered Onua. 
 
“Relax, man. You won’t have to fight her,” Onewa replied, rolling his eyes. “But at least we 
know we’ll win.” 
 
“Krahka, would you please shapeshift into something else?” asked Nuju nervously. She went 
back to her Toa-Bane form, and everyone breathed a sigh of relief. 
 
“Well, I guess we’d better get over to the other side of the Barrier to greet the LEGO people,” 
smiled Vakama. “I just wish Lhikan could have been here to see this. You know, the only good 
thing about all this flashback business was when they brought him out of retirement and rebuilt 
him as a Toa for a little while. Although I felt so bad, letting him down all over again.” 
 
“Oh, Vakama, I’m sure he understands,” Nokama reassured him. 
 
“Yeah, it’s not like a little punk Matoran could have been expected to protect him against two 
Dark Hunters,” added Onewa. “Or a lone Toa against the Spirit of Destruction.” 
 
Nuju nodded. “It’s too bad we couldn’t have done it differently the second time. I wouldn’t have 
sent him up to the top of the cliff before the rest of us were there. But he probably did see all this, 
Vakama. Remember, he told us they have closed-circuit TV at Artahka Acres.” 
 
“Really? What else did he tell you about it?” asked Tahu. 
 
“The ancient legends are true. LEGO takes very good care of their fallen heroes,” commented 
Whenua. 
 
“Will there be Ga-Matoran carry-bringing us freeze-drinks with little paper umbrellas?” asked 
Lewa.  
 
Vakama groaned. “All right, let’s be on our way. Nuju probably needs all the time he can get to 
brush up on his whistles and squeaks.” Nuju punched his arm. 
 
“Come on, Squirt,” said Krahka. 
 
Onua shook his head. “She’s coming with us.” 
 
“Yeah, Krahka’s a dangerously unpredictable specimen,” agreed Whenua. “Even if she did fight 
Roodaka and keep Makuta from destroying reality.” 
 
A strange fog of passivity clouded my mind. “Actually,” I found myself saying, “Krahka’s all 
right. She and I were in the middle of a really fun road trip, until Makuta decided to kidnap me. 
She’ll give me a ride home.” 
 
The Toa murmured among themselves for a moment. “Well, fine,” shrugged Tahu. “It’s 
probably just as well, because if we took you with us in the boat, or if you stayed with the Toa 
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Metru, LEGO might start asking questions. And if you like hanging out with half-insane 
shapeshifters, I guess that’s your concern.” 
 
Matau’s eyes lit up. “Say, GaliGee, if you don’t already have fun-plans for Saturday night—” 
Onua waved a quake-breaker at the ground, and Matau dropped into the Toa-sized hole that 
suddenly appeared under him. He grumbled at the Toa Nuva of Earth as he pulled himself back 
out.  
 
Then Onua walked over to me and gave me a big bear hug. “You be careful, now, little sister,” 
he smiled. Fortunately, I had enough presence of mind to hug him back, and for a few moments I 
enjoyed the rare feeling of being safe again. 
 
The other Toa bid Krahka and me farewell. I waved goodbye, immobilized by a bizarre lack of 
will, as the Metru walked over to the opposite side of the barrier to wait for the LEGO staff, and 
the Nuva changed to their Miru to descend back to their boat. I summoned the Ussanui, and 
Takanuva’s eyes lit up. “Sweet ride, GaliGee,” he said with a wink. 
 
When they were gone, I felt the haze lift from my mind. “Krahka!” I said angrily. “You made me 
lie to my friends!” 
 
“Well, duh,” she snorted. “I need you. Anvil-head has to stay in there during the meeting, so 
LEGO won’t learn that he can get out. So we’ve got some time. You’ll distract the Rahkshi 
while I raid his valuables. And then I’ll take you home.” 
 
“Oh,” I replied in surprise. While I would much rather have left with the Toa, this was the next 
best thing. I had feared she was still planning to leave me with Makuta.  
 
The Master of Shadows began to stir inside his bonds. “Hey! Help me escape this thing. I used 
up so much energy shifting into this form!” 
 
“Now, now,” Krahka scolded, “you want to keep your job, don’t you? Toodles!” She blew him a 
kiss before she changed into a Nui-Rama. “Come on, Squirt, get the lead out.” I climbed on the 
Ussanui and followed her off the cliff. 
  
As we flew over the sea, I could hear Makuta shout, “Krahka! You’re fired!” 
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Chapter 19: Don’t Look Now... 

 
My shapeshifting companion and I flew in silence over the vast expanse of the shimmering silver 
sea. By now the Ussanui felt like an extension of myself, responding to my touch on the controls 
almost before I was aware of the signal I was sending. I followed the imitation Nui-Rama 
closely, even when she veered toward the waves to examine a marine life form or did a barrel 
roll just to break up the monotony. The sensation of flight was exhilarating and the view 
spectacular.  
 
But in the back of my mind, I was worried. What if the meeting was short, and Makuta broke 
free of his protodermis prison in time to catch us? I suspected he could fly much faster than we 
could. And I hoped fervently that Krahka remembered the way through his lair, because I knew I 
would become hopelessly confused in the labyrinthine tunnels. 
 
I gradually became aware of a faint whistling sound behind us. “Don’t look now,” Krahka 
groaned, “but Mack is back.” 
 
Ignoring her warning, I snapped my head around to see a dark projectile zooming straight toward 
us. The noise grew in intensity until it became a strange combination of a roar and a scream. I 
clutched the Ussanui tightly, dreading the punishment Makuta would certainly administer to us 
for our betrayal. Krahka swerved over to my vehicle and grabbed the back of it with one claw. 
She morphed from a Nui-Rama into a replica of me and yelled, “This will protect me for a few 
seconds, because he’ll want to keep you alive. Scoot up!” 
 
I slid toward the front of the Ussanui, and she sat behind me and put her hands over mine on the 
handshields. At that moment Makuta caught up and blew past us. His bow wave was so strong it 
sent our vehicle tumbling end over end. Krahka struggled to regain control, and we leveled out. 
Meanwhile, Makuta had turned sharply, flown straight up in the air, and looped around for 
another pass. 
 
“Whew,” sighed Krahka, craning her neck to watch him. “That would have been painful.” 
 
Makuta pulled up next to us. Still in his Ultimate Dume form, he was stretched out like an arrow 
with his arms along his sides and his hawk wings beating rapidly. His speed was unnaturally 
high to be from avian flight alone, so I concluded he was also using some other power as well. 
He turned his head to snarl at us. “Krahka, you perfidious hellcat! You’re going to pay for this!” 
 
Krahka swerved our vehicle away from him. With five kraata under its hoods, the Ussanui was a 
very agile and powerful aircraft. But it had one serious flaw: the propulsion system was subject 
to Makuta’s influence. The machine slowed down, made a wide circle, and flew back toward 
Makuta. 
 
“Let’s try mind control,” Krahka muttered. The Ussanui wobbled crazily as the two beings 
fought to command the slug-like creatures inside. Then it plummeted abruptly toward the water. 
“Gravity!” screamed Krahka. “He’s too strong! I can’t—” 
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The craft plunged into the liquid protodermis, and we were thrown clear. I took a breath of the 
fluid and struggled to orient myself in the frothing chaos. When I popped up to the surface, I saw 
Makuta diving down on me from the air. I ducked under again and swam straight for the bottom, 
putting my axes on my feet and kicking hard.  
 
I heard the splash of our pursuer behind me, and my heart raced even faster. Then I bumped into 
the Ussanui, which was sinking slowly through the murky depths. The kraata were opening their 
compartments, and I realized with a start that they could neither swim nor breathe protodermis. I 
remembered that the Kaukau Nuva’s power could be extended to others. Hoping Makuta had 
given me this ability, I reached my mind out toward the kraata and was relieved to feel power 
surge from my mask as their lungs successfully drew oxygen from the fluid. I would come back 
and save them later if I escaped, but at least now they could breathe.  
 
I glanced up, but I no longer saw Makuta. Figuring he had gone after Krahka, I gathered four of 
the kraata and put them on my back, where they clung to my armor with their strange prolegs. 
“Come on, Azure!” I yelled at the blue one, who continued to grip his hatch, as I plucked him 
loose. Then, with both hands, I grabbed the Ussanui. It felt unnaturally heavy, but evidently the 
artificial gravity was already wearing off because I was still able to haul it upward. Empty, it 
might float long enough for me to load the kraata back into it and get it airborne again. 
 
As we breached the surface, a ferocious waterspout was roiling the ocean where Krahka and 
Makuta were fighting. Treading the turbulent protodermis with my legs, I struggled to lift the 
Ussanui over my head and dump out the fluid. The kraata squirmed back inside and closed the 
covers. I pulled myself onto the vehicle, and we rose, dripping, from the rocking sea. 
 
My first instinct was to fly back to the Great Barrier and leave my kidnappers to their bitter 
battle. But as far as we had traveled, Makuta could easily track me down before I got to safety. 
And besides, I was worried about Krahka. She had actually had the courage to stand up to 
Makuta on the Great Barrier, and she had announced her intention to take me home. I didn’t 
really trust her, because she kept shapeshifting back and forth between heroine and villainess. 
But I knew I wouldn’t be able to live with myself if I left her behind. 
 
So I steered the Ussanui back toward them and flew straight into the maelstrom. There was the 
terrible crunch of an impact, and I tumbled over the front end of my vehicle. I landed in the 
water, on top of a Ruki which was apparently Krahka. The Ussanui was bobbing on the waves a 
dozen bios away. 
 
Makuta levitated above us, fluid cascading from his wings. “Move!” he ordered me, but I 
refused, and Krahka took advantage of the delay to dive for the bottom. 
 
“Makuta!” I yelled back at him. “Don’t hurt her! She just kept you from destroying us all!” 
  
To my surprise, his blazing eyes relented. “All right, I’ll spare her, if you’ll help me,” he replied, 
suddenly looking very tired. “Watch for her to resurface while I shift into something a little less 
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energy-intensive. Follow me.” He flapped his wings and soared over me to a large rock 
protruding from the sea. I swam after him, towing the Ussanui, and climbed up next to him. 
 
The stars were blotted out by dark clouds as he contracted himself into the oversized Rahkshi 
form again. He lay back on the rock and closed his eyes. Just then, the Krahka-Ruki shot out of 
the water about a kio away and changed into a Gukko in mid-leap. She beat her wings and kept 
flying. 
 
“Krahka!” I exclaimed, pointing. Makuta was already sitting up and aiming his staff. He fired a 
tightly focused beam of plasma at her, and she plunged smoking into the liquid protodermis. 
 
I jumped up in anger. “You said you would—” 
 
“Bring her to me,” he interrupted, “and I’ll heal her.” 
 
I frowned at him, then dove after her, hoping he would keep his word. I was also worried Krahka 
would revert to her default form when injured. Makuta had told me it was very frightening. 
 
To my relief, the wounded creature I found floating unconscious on the surface was still a bird. I 
hauled her back to the tiny islet, and Makuta pulled her onto dry land. He laid his hand gently on 
her back. The scorched feathers were restored to normal. She awoke with a start and looked 
around warily. 
 
“I think we’d better just go along,” I whispered. She nodded, and the three of us sat panting in 
tense silence for a little while. 
 
Makuta finally spoke. “For a few moments, I was on the brink of unleashing total chaos. 
Supreme disorder, glorious destruction! It was so thrilling... so tempting...” 
 
“You came pretty close to bringing it all crashing down,” Krahka agreed, morphing into her Toa-
Bane form. “Don’t get me wrong, I like taking risks as much as the next racecar driver. But 
taking stupid risks is just, well, stupid.” 
 
“Quiet! You’re only alive because I promised my darling I would spare you,” he growled. Then 
he turned to me again and muttered, “I really should have just hit all the Toa with a shock wave 
instead of trying to fly over their heads. After all those ugly things they said about me! Their 
little plots to do away with me were all so pathetic. And they seem to think I have some kind of 
evil intentions toward you. I really resent the way they keep talking like you’re one of them.”  
 
“That’s because I am one of them,” I shrugged. 
 
“No, you’re not,” he retorted. “You don’t have any Matoran to defend, or any enemies to 
confront. Just because you look like them doesn’t mean your destiny is tied to theirs. And 
therefore, I can claim you as mine.” 
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I frowned. “You can say what you want, Makuta, but it doesn’t change anything. It’s not like I 
belong to you!” 
 
“Actually,” he replied coolly, “it’s a lot like that. You know what they say. ‘Possession is nine-
tenths of the law.’ And those lousy Toa are not going to take my precious away from me.” 
 
“You’ve got major in-law issues,” Krahka said, rolling her eyes. “At first I felt bad for you, since 
they obviously have it in for you, especially the hunchback and that shiny dude. And they can 
definitely be annoying. Calling me a ‘dangerously unpredictable specimen,’ indeed! But then I 
realized you’ve really got it made. You can spend time with your dream girl and totally tick off 
your enemies at the same time.” 
 
Makuta smiled grudgingly. “Yes, I suppose I am rather fortunate.” 
 
“And just think of the possibilities! You could use her as bait. Just set up a situation where—” 
Krahka’s mouth continued to move, but no sound came out. I looked at Makuta in surprise. Then 
I remembered Tacirahk’s power of Silence. Krahka started to yell, but when she realized what 
was happening, she stopped and thumbed her nose at him instead. 
 
I looked at Makuta suspiciously. “You’ve already thought of using me as bait, haven’t you?” 
 
“How could you doubt the sincerity of my devotion?” he snapped. “After all I’ve done for you! 
You really know how to hurt a fellow, you know that?” 
 
I quickly turned my gaze back to the horizon. 
 
“I’m sorry, love,” he continued in a softer voice. “You were there for me when it counted. I 
could tell which of you two was the real you when I felt you supply oxygen to those poor kraata. 
And when I was straining to keep control of the Vahi, you came to me and held my hand.” 
 
I froze in trepidation as he wrapped his creepy pointed fingers around mine. Which was worse, 
telling the truth about my motives, or letting him believe I had been trying to encourage him? I 
took a deep breath and said in a very small voice, “Makuta, I was the distraction.” 
 
Makuta leaped to his feet, and I scuttled backwards just as the spot where I had been sitting was 
struck with a bolt of lightning. Immediately the ground heaved, and all of us were thrown off. 
The rock rose several dozen bios from the waves, revealing a red glowing eye the size of a Toa. 
The creature’s mouth emerged from the water and opened to roar at us. Its gleaming teeth were 
as long as my legs. Serpentine coils churned the liquid protodermis as it searched for the cause of 
its pain. 
 
Krahka was airborne immediately as a Nui-Rama, and Makuta zoomed away in Rahkshi flight 
mode. I swam desperately as the yawning mouth turned toward me. I felt the warm spray from 
snorting nostrils raining down around me. I tucked my body to dive, even though I knew this 
beast could overtake me just as easily below the surface as above it. 
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Then I was scooped up out of the sea, and I realized Makuta had hooked his staff under me. He 
pulled me into his lap. “I must be going soft,” he breathed onto my neck. “I should have just let 
that thing devour you.” 
 
I looked behind us and watched the frustrated sea monster subside into the depths with a groan. 
The Ussanui flew beside us, and Makuta lifted me onto it. We caught up with Krahka and 
continued our voyage across the silver sea. 
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Chapter 20: Mangaia-Bound 

 
As the outline of the cliff in the distance grew more distinct, I remembered how the protodermis 
entity had blocked our way before. “How are we going to get past Eppy this time?” 
 
“Oh, good question,” said Makuta. “I was hoping to have the Vahi at this point, but since I 
don’t... Do you have any ideas?” 
 
“Use magnetism on him,” suggested Krahka. “Stick him to one side of the tunnel like a piece of 
gum, and we can just fly past him.” 
 
“Yes, but then he’ll be even angrier at me,” Makuta protested. “I need his help, remember?” 
 
“Then teleport us past him,” she said. 
 
“When he finds me in my lair, he’ll figure out what I did, and he’ll be absolutely livid.” 
 
“Why don’t you just pay him what you owe?” I asked. 
 
“Pay him?” he grunted. “Oh... I suppose you’re right.” He waved his hand in the air, and a wad 
of cash was teleported into it. “I really hate to do it, but it’ll get him off my back for good.” 
 
We landed on the balcony of the lair that overlooked the Silver Sea. Sure enough, the opening in 
the wall was covered with a silvery membrane of liquid protodermis. 
 
“Here you go, Eppy,” announced Makuta, holding out the money. “Four thousand eight hundred 
dollars.” 
 
Eppy’s face appeared, and a shiny hand emerged from the wall to accept the payment. He 
absorbed it into himself and extended the hand again. “What about the interest? At two percent 
per month... let’s just round it down to twelve months...” 
 
“Two percent per month?” The Spirit of Destruction paused to do the math in his head. “That 
would be another thirteen hundred dollars,” he frowned. “Hey, wait a minute! Interest was never 
part of the deal.” 
 
“Oh, but this time it was,” snorted Eppy. “You should read the agreement a bit more carefully in 
the future.” 
 
Makuta sighed. “You’re killing me, you know that?” 
 
“Someone’s got to do it,” the entity grinned. The eyes moved around and settled on Krahka. 
“And how do you propose to compensate me for the loss of my dignity?” 
 
Makuta shifted his gaze from side to side. “Well, I, uh...” 
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Krahka transformed into the silver bipedal creature again and looked at the entity with large, 
soulful eyes. “I’m sorry, Eppy. I just got a little... frightened.” 
 
He groaned. “I can’t believe you think I’ll fall for this again, Makuta.”  
 
“I’m not making her do it!” Makuta protested.   
 
“I mean... what if I’m not destined to change? Besides, as a shapeshifter, I’m already perfect for 
you,” she continued, stepping a little closer to the protodermis face. 
 
“Perfectly treacherous,” grumbled the entity. 
 
“If your touch were to destroy me,” she said sadly, batting her metallic eyelashes, “no one would 
be left to fully appreciate your amazing wisdom and power.” 
 
“Now, stop that. I don’t need your flattery.” 
 
Krahka put her hand on her forehead and assumed a tragic pose. “You would be trapped in a 
prison of solitary existence, the lone superior being among unthinking beasts and small-minded, 
double-dealing associates...” 
 
Eppy’s lower lip began to quiver. “I need no one. I’m sufficient unto myself.” 
 
 “...empty eons passing by, with no hope of real companionship from anyone who cares...” 
 
“Oh, forget the interest, Makuta!” Eppy wailed. “Just promise me you’ll keep that siren away 
from me!” The metallic face and hand were folded into the wall, which morphed into a long 
cylinder of liquid metal. The cylinder spiraled away down a side tunnel into the darkness. 
 
Makuta looked at Krahka. “Thanks. I mean, except for the ‘small-minded’ part,” he said 
grudgingly. 
 
She nodded, a smug smile on her silver face. “Does that mean I’m un-fired?” 
 
“I guess so.” 
 
We resumed our flight. As we approached the central rooms of the lair, the evidence of Rahkshi 
activity became glaringly obvious. Tunnel walls were gouged out here and there, and piles of 
broken rock lay about. Makuta frowned. “Looks like the boys have been playing a little too 
hard.” 
 
When we landed in the living room, I was relieved to see that the Rahkshi had cleared out the 
rubble and smoothed the walls. But I was more worried about my own future than that of 
Makuta’s offspring. Krahka resumed her Toa-Bane form, and I climbed off the Ussanui. I waited 
nervously to see what would happen, praying she would change her mind and take me home.  
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The kraata popped out of the vehicle and swarmed around me. To my dismay, Forest and Peachy 
began to crawl up my legs. But their master growled at them, and they dropped meekly to the 
floor and rubbed my ankles with their backs. I leaned over, patted them, and thanked them for 
their service, and then they scuttled away into the darkness. 
 
“Well,” said Makuta thoughtfully, “I guess I’ll have to wait for another time to get the Vahi. 
Ogel’s on his own, I’m afraid. But at least I got to try it on the Toa.” 
 
Krahka grinned. “You must be feeling pretty rotten. Not only did you lose the prize, but you 
were humiliated by Karzahni, Eppy, all the Toa Nuva, all the Toa Metru, and Takanuva. And 
Eppy again.” She counted Makuta’s adversaries on her fingers and held up fifteen of them. 
“Ooh... that’s really got to hurt. The shrink disk—” She suppressed a snicker. “But look on the 
bright side. Um, I mean, look at it this way. You’ve always seemed to enjoy feeling embittered 
and melancholy.” 
 
“Thanks for cheering me up, dear,” he replied with a strained smile. “But yeah, now I’ve got 
even more reason to savor my revenge against those pompous blowhards, when I finally get it. 
And I did have the opportunity to travel with the two most ravishing creatures in Bionicle at my 
right and left hand.” 
 
“Plus, you got to show off your big, bad, scary form and some of your favorite powers for your 
date. As for me, I got to learn a few new things.” She morphed into the perfect likeness of 
Takanuva, tossed a ball of light into the air, and caught it again. “Kolhii, anyone?” 
 
“Very funny, Krahka,” Makuta growled. 
 
Krahka threw the ball up again and swatted it with her Staff of Light. Makuta blocked it with his 
forearm before it could hit his mask. Then she aimed her tool at him, and he was flooded with 
light. Makuta’s Kraahkan contorted with fury. “Stop that!” he roared. 
 
The simulated Toa of Light looked at me and giggled. “I just couldn’t resist.” 
 
Shielding his eyes with his arm, Makuta pulled his staff off his back and pointed it at her. A 
wave of darkness completely enveloped her in shadow. I stared at the spot where she had stood. 
 
“Don’t worry, she’s all right. She’ll be visible again in a bit,” Makuta reassured me. 
 
When Krahka reappeared several seconds later, she had transformed back into her Toa-Bane 
form. “Personally, I thought all that was pretty fun. But I’m in this for the cash, remember? I did 
my part. Whether or not you completed the mission was never part of the deal.” 
 
“This has turned into a really expensive day,” Makuta groaned. He glanced around. “Wait a 
minute... something’s not right here. It’s too quiet in here. I don’t remember the room being this 
small. And where’s all the furniture?” 
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“You’ll have to fire your interior decorator later. I’m clocking out, and it’s payday!” said Krahka 
impatiently, extending one of her six hands. 
 
Makuta continued to stare at the wall. Suddenly he yelled, “Tacirahk! Illusorahk! Cut it out!” 
 
The wall vanished, revealing the charred leather couch (minus one arm and part of the back), the 
wreckage of the computer and home theater equipment, an immense pile of shattered rock, and 
several Rahkshi. A gray and black one and a tan and blue one hissed sheepishly and lowered 
their staffs. A muffled din could suddenly be heard from the various tunnels that led from the 
living room. 
  
“What have you boys been doing? Shadrahk! Get in here!” snapped the Master of Shadows, red 
eyes flashing. The Rahkshi of Darkness appeared in the doorway, his head hung low. 
 
Remembering my promise to the Rahkshi, I began to stammer an excuse. “I’m sorry, Makuta. 
You see, they were defending your lair...” 
 
Ignoring me, he strode over to Shadrahk and grabbed him by the neck. “I gave you my trust, and 
this is how you repay me?” 
  
I swallowed hard and tapped on his shoulder. “Actually, it happened on my watch,” I smiled 
nervously. 
 
He dropped Shadrahk and spun around. I cringed, my heart pounding in my chest, as he towered 
over me. But then his eyes reverted back to blue, and he patted the side of my mask. “Don’t 
worry about it, my little bluebonnet. You can make up for it by supervising the reconstruction 
before you get started on my story. Naturally, I won’t mind watching your lovely self sleep on 
my couch for an extra month or two. Well, when I get another couch, that is.” 
  
Faced with the prospect of yet another unwanted task for the Spirit of Destruction, I moaned to 
myself as he yelled at the Rahkshi. “Boys! Start cleaning up this mess right away!” They 
immediately jumped onto the pile. Each one picked up an armful of debris and flew out of the 
room. 
 
Makuta’s expression turned thoughtful as he watched them. “You know, periodically rebuilding 
my lair is just one of the joys of parenthood for me. That’s why I keep offsite backups of all my 
files. Say, what’s the matter with Florahk?” The green and brown body of the Rahkshi of Plant 
Control was stretched out on the damaged sofa, and his eyes were closed.  
 
“Florahk,” I said, walking over to him, “are you all right?” 
 
Shadrahk returned for a second load of rocks. “He’s just tired, Mistress. He’s been scouring the 
lair for bits of Karzahni root and ripping them up one by one so they won’t grow back. I think he 
finally got them all.” 
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I leaned over and patted his shoulder. “Good work, Florahk. I’m sure your master will appreciate 
what you’ve done.” 
 
Florahk raised his head and started to hiss, but a strange croak came out instead. He gasped for a 
moment, then said, “Thanksss, Missstresss...” He sat up with a start. “I’m... I’m a Ssstage 
Ssseven! Sssweet!” He threw his arms around my neck as I congratulated him. 
 
The other Rahkshi crowded around to marvel at his newly purple kraata, visible through his 
eyeholes. “Totally tubular, Budrahk!” exclaimed Vorahk, clanking his staff against his brother’s.  
 
“Well done, my son,” smiled Makuta. “I suppose they didn’t make too big a mess, considering 
how long we were gone. And I attribute that to my darling’s influence. It’s wonderful what 
positive emotions you bring out in them. Joy, affection, pride in their work...” He stalked toward 
us, and I ran behind the couch. My feet stuck to the floor with enhanced gravity as the Spirit of 
Destruction approached. 
  
“That’s ironic,” I muttered, “because the only emotions you make me feel are negative. Fear, 
anger, distrust...” 
 
“Ah, but those things bring you closer to me,” he mused, reaching out and touching my neck 
with his claws. “Embrace the shadowy parts of your nature. Taste the sweet bitterness of despair. 
Only at the edge of death can you fully live. The empty saccharine of false cheer can never—” 
 
“Sorry to interrupt your ‘Ode to Misery,’ Don Juan, but it’s time to pay up,” Krahka reminded 
him. 
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Chapter 21: Payday 

 
Makuta sighed. “All right, Krahka, if it will make you hit the road any faster, I’ll pay you. I 
suppose you did help me out, in a way.” He walked over to the desk, opened a drawer, and took 
out a thick roll of hundred-dollar bills.  
 
“Dude, I kept you from unraveling all of reality. And losing your job,” she pointed out. 
 
He carefully counted out five thousand dollars into her palm. 
 
“Don’t forget the combat pay.” 
 
He set ten more bills onto the stack. 
 
“And the gas money.” 
 
He added five more. 
 
“I burn premium.” 
 
“No doubt about it, Little Miss Krahka, you’re a high-octane girl,” he said with resignation, 
putting five more bills onto the pile.  
 
“Well, I guess this is goodbye, then.” She stashed the money in a compartment on her leg, 
morphed into her mermaid form, and wrapped her graceful arms around his neck. “Today was 
just like old times. Dinner and an adventure.” A Nui-Jaga tail silently emerged from her back and 
arched over them. 
 
“Yeah. Maybe a bit too much like old times.” Without taking his eyes off her face, Makuta 
blocked the blow of the stinger with one arm and pushed her away with the other. “Now, run 
along!” 
 
Krahka laughed as she changed back into Toa-Bane. “Or what, accept my doom? Well, I’m out 
of here. Keep him out of trouble, Squirt. Ta-ta!” She gave us a beauty-queen wave with all six 
hands. My heart sank as I watched her sashay down the corridor. 
 
“Wait,” Makuta grumbled. “We’ll walk you to the door. I can’t afford to lose anything else of 
value today. You boys stay here.” He grabbed my hand and pulled me along as he strode after 
Krahka. 
  
The changeling glanced back at me. “You know, you’re going to be doing everyone in Bionicle a 
big favor by staying with the Master of Shudders here. Like Yoda said, ‘Madness in great ones 
must not unwatched go.’” 
 
“That was Shakespeare,” muttered Makuta. 
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“Whatever,” she said flippantly. “Anyway, I don’t know if you’ve noticed, but he’s really 
pathetic without a female to slap him around once in a while and keep him in line. He gets all 
kinds of goofy delusional ideas.” 
 
Makuta frowned, but he remained quiet. 
 
“In fact, I think his troubles really started the day Roodaka decided to—” 
 
“Shut up, Krahka!” he snarled. Then he turned to me, his eyes suddenly gentle. “Sorry, darling. 
Future storyline. I’m sure you understand.” 
 
Krahka glanced at me sideways. “You’ll understand about her soon enough. You and I aren’t the 
only ones in his little black book, honey.” 
 
“Krahka!” snapped Makuta, slamming her against the wall of the tunnel by the shoulders. 
 
“Hey!” I objected, my heart pounding. Even though I was really terrified both of them, I hoped if 
I intervened Krahka would decide to have pity on me and help me escape. “You promised me 
you wouldn’t hurt her.” 
 
“I said I wouldn’t hurt her for kicking the Vahi into the sea and letting the Toa stick me to that 
rock. I didn’t say I wouldn’t ever hurt her,” he retorted. I was thrown face-first to the floor by a 
sudden increase in gravity, and I felt a heavy foot on my neck. “And why should I do anything 
for you? You come here to string me along and break my heart, and you want more favors?” 
 
“Oh, cool your jets, Mack,” snorted Krahka. “We all know you’re never really going to kill her. 
Then you would be even more gloomy and morose than usual. But wait... you might actually like 
that. Uh, forget I said anything.” 

 
“Let’s just get you out of here,” Makuta hissed, releasing me and shoving her down the corridor. 
 
Krahka continued gaily, “Take it from me, Squirt: you should never trust a creature that refers to 
herself in the third person. Big Mac has got fiercer powers, but personality-wise, she makes him 
look like a cuddly little pussycat.” Then she began to sing: 
 
“Their spiders foul 
Will make you howl 
They’ll seize your isle 
And leave it vile 
It’s the Sid and Roody Shooow!”  
 
She pirouetted elegantly and ended on one knee with her six arms extended. Then her Broadway 
smile turned into a look of scorn. “Did I mention how much I despise them?” 
 
I nodded. Makuta growled to himself. 
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We emerged into the antechamber, and the Manas scrambled to get out of her way. I realized that 
this was my last chance to appeal for her help. “Krahka, maybe—maybe you’re right that 
Makuta needs someone to be a good influence on him,” I stammered. “But I don’t want it to be 
me! Please take me home.” 
 
“Oh, don’t start with the drama. He’s not that bad. I mean, he’s a little too Goth for my taste, but 
you’ll get used to his rants after a while. And his rug rats even like you. Besides, this will be the 
ultimate test of your little defeat-evil-with-good, power-of-love theory. If you’re right, maybe 
you’ll turn the big lug into a Boy Scout! If not... well, it was worth a try, no?” She walked into 
the tunnel leading towards the surface, leaving me a captive of darkness. I hung my head 
dejectedly. 
 
As soon as she was gone, the Manas skittered out of their hiding places. Makuta waved his hand 
to close the door. He held me at arm’s length and smiled. “Alone at last. I thought she would 
never leave! I suppose I should go see if your office is still there, and work on it so you can get 
started on my biography. And I’ve got to go shop for some new furniture and electronics. But 
now that I finally have you all to myself, I would rather just enjoy your company for a while. Are 
you hungry? Would you like to go for a swim? Oh, you’re probably tired after your long day. 
Perhaps I could rub your shoulders while you drift off to sleep on a bed of soft moss by the 
river.” 
  
While he spoke, my mind was racing. Without Krahka, my chances of escape had diminished to 
virtually nothing. At this point my only hope was to talk my way out of this situation. I took a 
deep breath. “Makuta,” I said boldly, “I don’t think you really want a biographer. What you’re 
looking for is a propagandist, and I’m not any good at that sort of thing. But there’s a big list of 
public relations firms in the Yellow Pages that would be happy to do some writing for you.” 
 
“I understand, darling, if you don’t want to get started on such a weighty project right away,” he 
replied sympathetically. “Why don’t you take a little vacation? Just relax and explore our private 
paradise for a few weeks. I’d be happy to take you on a sentimental journey around Makuta 
Island again. Our last one was so delightful.” 
  
I sighed as I recalled the nerve-wracking tour of the island Makuta had given me the year before. 
“I don’t think so.” I fought back feelings of despair as I tried to think up another reason I 
couldn’t write his biography—besides the fact that I didn’t want to participate in his lies. What I 
wouldn’t give to be free, safe in my own home! 
 
Makuta tilted his head. “The reason you’re sad, beloved, is that you keep clinging to the idea that 
you’d be happier elsewhere. You need to let go and accept that this is where you belong. If 
you’re looking for Unity, Duty, and Destiny, you’ll find all three in my arms.” 
  
“If my destiny is to glorify you, then I’d rather be dead,” I answered, my voice tight with 
anguish. “Look, I just can’t write what you want me to write. Please let me go.” 
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“Let you go?” he said sadly, stroking my mask with his pointed fingers. “My lovely, I don’t 
think you realize what you keep doing to me. You’ve become a part of me. Every time you 
leave, you tear my heart out all over again. How can you ask me to put myself through that 
again?” 
 
“But I’ve never sought your company. It’s always been your idea to come see me. If you would 
just leave me alone—” 
 
“Oh, the cruel irony,” interrupted the Spirit of Destruction, “that someone so sweet keeps 
subjecting me to so much agony. And I simply can’t bring myself to crush you into submission. 
Sometimes I really miss the good old days, when I just wanted to exploit you.” His eyes 
suddenly lit up. “But there is a way I would never have to let you go. If I were to make you part 
of me... literally...” 
 
The meager glow of the lightstones dimmed, and the sound of rushing wind filled the cavern. 
The Manas fled into the main tunnel. I stepped back in dread, hardly daring to contemplate what 
he might be thinking. 
 
“Yes, that’s the perfect solution,” Makuta declared, his eyes burning with intense blue fire. 
“Then I’ll have your writing powers, so I can write my own story. But best of all, I’ll never again 
experience the bitter torment of losing you. Everywhere I go, you will be with me. You will be 
mine, for all eternity. No one will ever be able to take you away from me. Not even my brother.”  
 
As the room darkened, his eyes changed to red. He backed slowly away from me, still keeping 
his gaze locked on mine. He seemed to dissolve into the darkness, and then his parts began to fly 
around in a churning whirlpool with blazing red eyes in the center. The roaring sound grew 
louder, its lonely howl adding to my despondency. Energy arced from the Manas control towers 
into the vortex, which grew larger and larger. I turned and ran, but the tunnel openings had been 
blocked off by invisible force fields. Trapped in the chamber, fixed in the gaze of those terrifying 
eyes, I watched in horror as the swirling void approached.  
 
“Makuta, please don’t!” I cried. My worst nightmare was coming true. How I wished I had just 
kept my mouth shut and accepted his weird writing assignment! I might even have been able to 
count on Shadrahk to influence his master to behave himself toward me.  
 
But thanks to my imprudent words, the Spirit of Destruction was about to absorb me into 
himself, perhaps forever. Would I be imprisoned with the Dark Hunters, and whatever else he 
had consumed over the centuries? Would my identity be lost completely in a meaningless death? 
Or would I remain aware that I had become part of the most powerful evil ever to stalk the 
creatures of Bionicle?  
 
Makuta’s voice boomed from the center of the maelstrom. “This time I won’t be denied! Join 
me.” 
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Chapter 22: Why I Fear the Master of Shadows 

 
A black tendril laced with fiery red energy unfurled from the turbulence, reaching toward me. I 
flattened myself against the wall and jumped to the side at the last moment. Fingers extended 
from the tentacle and caught me around the waist anyway. I tried to shove them off with my 
hands, but they were hard as steel. Gradually the horrible tendril drew me toward the center of 
the vortex. Disembodied parts tumbled past me, and Makuta’s eyes blazed brighter. As I 
approached them, my joints creaked with tension, and I felt my entire body being pulled apart in 
a flash of blinding pain. I saw my armor and my legs spin away. Darkness seeped into my mind 
and crowded out my thoughts except for the desire to stay away from him, which I clung to 
desperately. “Please, Makuta,” I screamed, “I don’t want to disappear into you!” 
 
The swirling wind stopped abruptly. I felt my head sliding back onto my neck, and my neck onto 
my body. I saw Makuta kneeling over me, the dim light glinting off his silvery hands as he 
snapped on my arms and legs. He took my elbow and helped me stand up. I immediately bolted 
for the door, even though I knew trying to flee the Master of Shadows would be futile. 
 
As I ran, I felt myself being grabbed and dragged backwards. Makuta had stretched his arms out 
like a Rahkshi of Elasticity. When I stopped trying to flee, he turned me around and smiled at me 
tenderly. I noticed the red eyes of the Rahkshi silently surrounding us. 
 
“My angel,” he purred, “thank you so much for bringing me to my senses. I’ll never try to 
assimilate you again. If you became part of me, you wouldn’t be you anymore. Then how could 
you recline on my piano and sing to me? To think that wanting so much to keep you, I almost 
lost you! Oh... just let me look at you for a moment.”  
 
I closed my eyes, wishing I could just make him go away. But it was hopeless. I was trapped in 
the iron grip of a raving madman. 
 
Makuta sighed, pulled me against him, and rested his chin on my head. “I would be so lonely 
without you, princess. I wouldn’t have anyone to talk to. I’d have to go back to talking to my 
brother again, and he never answers. Or talking to myself. I used to do that a lot, when I was all 
alone. It’s better than silence, even though it’s not anywhere near as satisfying as real company. 
Back when there was no one to listen, in the solitary days before—” 
 
“I hate to break it to you, Mack, but you’re doing it again,” said Krahka, leaning against the 
doorway with all six of her arms crossed. “You’ve gone completely mental.” 
 
“Krahka!” exclaimed Makuta with a start. The Rahkshi scattered back into the gloom of the 
tunnels. 
 
“Dude, I know you get a big rush out of giving people the heebie-jeebies, but that was pretty 
extreme,” she scolded. “Although I have to admit, the special effects were killer.” 
  
“What do you want?” he grumbled. 
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She shrugged. “I forgot something.” 
 
“Well, take whatever it is and get out of here!” 
 
“All right,” she grinned. She lifted a proto piton, and it transformed into a Rahkshi staff of 
teleportation. I felt a tingling sensation followed by disorientation, and suddenly I was standing a 
hundred bios away, in the corridor that led to the surface. Confused, I looked back at Krahka and 
Makuta. 
 
“Run!” shouted Krahka. “Keep moving so he can’t teleport you!” She leaped into the air, turning 
into a Rahi hawk. With a skillful dodge she avoided Makuta’s lunge and twisted back around to 
swipe at him with her clawed feet. 
 
I had no idea why she had left and then returned for me, but I figured I would ask later—if we 
managed to get away. I whirled around and sprinted as fast as I could up the passageway. I heard 
the whoosh of wings behind me, whispered a prayer, and sprang. 
 
I jumped higher than I had expected, grazing the soffit of the tunnel with the top of my head, but 
my timing turned out to be perfect anyway. Krahka swooped under me just as I reached the top 
of my arc. I dropped onto her back, clung to her neck, and lowered my head. When I finally 
dared to look behind us, I saw Makuta flying after us. “He’s coming!” 
 
Krahka glanced back. She sprouted an arm with an earthshock drill and scraped it against the 
ceiling of the tunnel as she flew. A giant clump of earth fell onto Makuta, and he wobbled from 
his trajectory and crashed into the ground. 
 
But a heap of dirt was not enough to slow the Master of Shadows for long. Soon he was behind 
us again. Krahka suddenly plunged to the floor of the passageway. She screeched in pain as her 
chest skidded along the rocky surface. But a Rahkshi staff of Gravity emerged from her 
shoulders, and she rose again. Then an explosion just ahead of us caused a landslide, blocking 
the passageway. Krahka’s head turned into Nidhiki’s, and she opened her mouth. A beam of 
white energy hit the wall of earth, blasting a hole through it just as we reached it. She turned her 
head. “Duck,” she yelled. Over my head she shot another burst of energy toward Makuta.  
 
We rocketed out of the tunnel and zoomed through the trees toward the parking lot. With a great 
flapping of her mighty wings, Krahka landed next to her Viper and transformed back into 
Nokama. She pulled a set of keys out of a compartment on her thigh and unlocked the car, and 
we jumped in. Jamming the key into the ignition, she pushed the starter button. But instead of the 
familiar growl of the engine, there was a strange shudder. 
 
Krahka reached under the dashboard. “That low-down, despicable—” The hood latch released 
with a loud ‘thunk.’ “He’s switched my spark plug wires. And I just had to buy a car with ten 
cylinders!” She jumped out, sprouting several extra hands, and plunged them into the engine 
compartment, all the while muttering a string of venomous insults about Makuta’s ancestry, even 
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though it was unclear, to me at least, whether or not he actually had any parents. A few seconds 
later, she was back in her seat, and the motor roared to life.  
 
I looked over my shoulder. Makuta was standing at the edge of the parking lot with his staff 
raised. The Rahkshi streamed out of the woods and gathered behind him to watch. As Krahka 
popped the clutch, the Viper sprang forward. But then it stopped in place, smoke rising from the 
spinning tires as Krahka floored the accelerator in vain. The empty Coke cans flew against the 
rear window and stuck there, and the weapons and tools behind the seats slid to the back of the 
passenger compartment. I felt myself being pressed into my seat. The tachometer needle crept 
toward the red zone, yet the screaming 520-horsepower engine was unable to keep the red Dodge 
from being dragged slowly backwards by an overwhelming magnetic force. The smell of burning 
rubber filled the air. 

 
“This can’t be good for my tires,” Krahka yelled over the noise. Straining against the force 
pulling on her arm, she reached up and opened the sun roof. She felt behind the seat for the box 
of hand grenades. With great effort she pried one free, pulled the pin, and lobbed it through the 
opening. It flew directly at Makuta. The car lurched forward as he reversed the magnetic field to 
send the grenade flying away. It exploded in a clump of bushes at the edge of the parking lot, 
scattering clods of dirt and branches everywhere. But instantly the force resumed, and we started 
to slide backwards again. 
 
Krahka stretched her upper body through the sun roof while she continued to push the gas pedal. 
Then she took the roll of cash Makuta had given her and hurled it across the parking lot.  
 
Seventy hundred-dollar-bills scattered in all directions, fluttering on the breeze like confetti. 
Snarling and snapping, the Rahkshi scrambled eagerly after the money. They tripped over each 
other, tackled their brothers, and randomly discharged their staffs in their frenzy. Trees crashed 
to the earth, lightning flashed, plumes of dirt erupted violently, rocks floated off the ground, cars 
exploded, and the pavement buckled. One wall of the LEGO building burst into flames. 
 
Makuta lowered his staff and bellowed at his sons. The Viper, released from the magnetic field, 
surged ahead, and Krahka careened out of the parking lot on two wheels. After running a couple 
of red lights, we were back on the highway. 
 
Krahka checked the rear view mirror, then leaned her head back and laughed. “Yes!” she 
crowed, raising a blue fist in triumph. 
 
I turned to look at her. “Thank you, Krahka!” I exclaimed. “I’m so glad you came back for me. 
Things were looking really bleak.” 
 
“Don’t tell me you were losing your precious faith,” she said slyly. 
 
I cleared my throat. “Actually, I was starting to. I was having a hard time seeing how I was going 
to get out of that one. But when I saw you again, my faith was restored.” 
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“Whatever. It just bothered me to think that I was giving that freak something he wanted for 
free,” she shrugged.  
 
“Your last trick with the Rahkshi was really clever,” I added. 
 
“Oh, it was no big. When you’re fighting someone stronger than you, the best way to win is 
always to use his own power against him.” 
 
I smiled gratefully. “You even sacrificed your fee to save me! That was so kind.” 
 
Krahka put a Yellowcard CD into the dashboard. “When I saw you being dragged into the Void 
of Darkness of No Return, I knew I had to do whatever it took to get you out of there. I’m 
beginning to suspect that you really don’t like him after all.” 
 
“Gee, what was your first clue?” I asked, rolling my eyes. 
 
Krahka looked at me sideways. “Hey, that’s my line.” She opened a small compartment on her 
hip. “But I still managed to come out ahead on this trip. Remember when he took you down to 
your office? While Lover Boy was making his move, I was making mine.” She pulled out two 
sterling silver krana-kal, a solid gold Hau, and three gold Kanoka. “Together, these will get me at 
several thousand bucks.” 
 
I couldn’t help but giggle, and soon we were both roaring with laughter. 
 
“And how much do you think Ogel will give me for this?” She reached behind her seat and 
pulled out the Vahi. 
 
I gasped. “You’re—you’re going to sell that to Ogel?” My mind filled with terrifying images of 
Ogel’s skeleton drones rampaging through the motionless capitol cities of the world, seizing the 
reins of power. “But, Krahka—” 
 
The Vahi vanished, and she burst out laughing again. “You are so gullible! I wish I really did 
have that thing. But it’s back at the bottom of the sea, just like it’s supposed to be.” 
 
I sighed and slumped back in my seat. “You have a scary sense of humor.” 
 
“It works for me. But you know,” she remarked, “you’re all right for a simpering goody-goody. 
You did save my neck back there after Junkbot got all cheesed at me for leaving him pasted to 
the rock.” 
 
I smiled at the strangely mixed compliment. 
 
“And I have to thank you for persuading me to forgive that walking scrap heap,” she continued. 
“That made all the difference in the world.” 
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“What? But you...” I blinked in disbelief. She had insulted and harassed Makuta whenever she 
had gotten the chance. Obviously she had renounced her original plan to kill him, but her 
behavior toward him had been far from gracious. 
 
“In fact, while I’m on a roll, I’m going to forgive Mystique, too. If she hadn’t wrecked my 
Mustang, I never would have gotten this car. And besides, I miss her! When I get back to 
California, I’m going to track her down. I’ll show her my Eppy-Bane form, and we can be 
twins!” She changed into the silvery temptress and grinned. “Yeah, once I decided I not to give a 
flip about the past anymore, tormenting Greaseball was no longer an obsession. It was just pure 
fun.” 
 
“I guess so,” I shrugged. “You two have strange ideas about fun.” 
 
“You know,” she continued thoughtfully, “we did actually have fun together for a while, way 
back when. He’s great to party with, since he’s really hard-core and extreme, and he can do or 
afford just about anything. And of course he introduced me to his gorgeous hunk of a brother, 
whom I never would have met otherwise. It was worth putting up with all the corrosion and 
Rahkshi, just for that alone.”  
 
“Makuta would be entertaining, if he weren’t so dangerous and volatile,” I agreed. 
 
“No kidding. He’s got an amazing array of powers, and he almost killed me the first time I met 
him. I flirted with him just to save my life. And he fell for it! I almost felt sorry for him, being so 
desperate for affection.”  
 
“I can imagine he’s rather lonely. But that’s because he drives everyone away with his insanely 
evil personality. Even the things he creates want him dead.” 
 
“His scheming was the final straw for me,” she groaned. “One day I got bored hanging out in the 
maintenance tunnels. I decided to cruise over to Po-Metru, and I found a huge underground 
chamber stacked to the ceiling with these weird silver balls.” 
 
“The Matoran storage capsules,” I nodded. 
 
“Yeah. So, that night, I asked him what they were. He said he didn’t know about them. And he 
acted like he wasn’t even curious. That made me really suspicious. I mean, he’s got X-ray vision, 
and he always knew what was going on all over the whole island. So I started following him. I 
saw him transform into Turaga Dume and put on the noble Kiril. And I saw him talking to the 
Dark Hunters. I asked him about all that, and he snapped at me that it was none of my business!” 
 
My eyes widened. “That must have worried you.” 
 
“No duh! I snooped around some more and found the real Dume in one of those balls. And after I 
overheard the fake Dume babble to himself about storing the Matoran, I figured out what he was 
up to. I started to wonder if he was going to put me into one of those things—and I’m 
claustrophobic to the max. Now, one of the reasons I was staying with him was that I was hoping 
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Mata Nui would notice me someday. So when Mr. Right walked into the room one afternoon, I 
decided it was time to go for it. Just my luck it was really Makuta, and I didn’t even know it!” 
 
“Well, I don’t admire the way you hit on his brother behind his back, but I can’t say I really 
blame you for wanting to, either,” I grinned. “From what you’ve told me about Mata Nui, he has 
quite a presence.” 
 
“You have no idea,” she sighed wistfully. “Even though he wasn’t feeling well, he was still so 
dreamy. He even has a sense of humor! But I guess anyone who works for LEGO has to. 
Anyway, after that, all these bad things started happening to me—an invasion of Rahi, the 
Morbuzakh, and finally the Toa Metru. My dark knight was nowhere in sight to save me. I 
finally figured out he must have seen me with Mata Nui, and he was the one who had sent all 
that stuff. After the Toa let me go, I felt really rotten. The whole world hated me! I crawled into 
a fire pit to have a good cry. But I heard all kinds of mayhem on the surface, so I came back up 
to see. The Vahki had just packed all the Matoran into their little balls. Then the eclipses 
happened, the bioquake hit, and Pan-Head turned into that freaky swirling thing.” 
 
“You saw all that?” 
 
“Yep. I didn’t know who to root for at first. But I was a lot madder at him, because the Toa had 
spared me. So it was awesome watching them glue him to that rock! And that was just the 
beginning of the weirdness. You’ll see in next year’s storyline. Anyway, I’m glad I’m not with 
him anymore, but now I don’t feel like I need to settle the score. Once I stopped being so riled 
up, I realized something. Whenever he gets out of line, someone else is always there to kick his 
tail.” She transformed into a miniature Karzahni, Vakama, Tahu, and Takanuva in quick 
succession, then settled on Nokama. 
 
“That’s really the underlying reason we can forgive,” I explained. “I believe that eventually we 
will all be called to account for our actions, one way or another.” 
 
“Who knows? You could be right. I just know that he’s made enough enemies for himself that I 
can sit back and relax. And it’s more fun to needle him now that I’m not feeling all bitter.” 
 
I nodded. “As it’s written, there’s no peace for the wicked. But I’m glad you’ve found peace.” 
 
I paused to consider my own words. To Krahka, peace was evidently not stability, nor was it rest. 
This remarkable creature was in a constant state of flux. But she had found inner peace, at least. 
“Now you’re free to get on with your life. No more expensive journeys to pick on him.” 
 
“Are you kidding?” she said with a crafty smile. “This trip was such a blast! I’m sure I’ll be back 
to hassle him again.” 
 
“Well, leave me out of it next time,” I replied nervously. 
 
The shapeshifter snickered. “Don’t count on it. At first it made me mad to watch him hover over 
you. But then it occurred to me that I really didn’t want to be in your place. So it was hilarious to 
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watch him make passes at you and fail miserably.” She sprouted an extra arm to adjust the rear 
view mirror. 
 
“I’m glad someone got a good laugh out of it,” I shrugged. I just hoped all this goodwill would 
inspire her to take me home.  
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Chapter 23: Last Call 

 
Krahka’s mobile phone rang, playing “Born to Be Wild.” She turned down the music, picked up 
the phone, and flipped it open. “Yo, Krahka here.” Then she frowned. “How did you get my 
number?” 
 
She listened for a moment, then said, “Thanks for what? Oh… well, I won’t let it happen again. 
And by the way, if you ever pull that spin-cycle-of-doom thing on me, your parts are going to be 
swirling in low earth orbit, buddy.” 
 
Krahka rolled her eyes at me as the caller responded. “Sure, you can have your stuff back. Just 
get on eBay and bid for it. It’s a free country!” 
 
The shapeshifter swerved around a semi as she chatted. “All right, you can talk to her. But it’ll 
cost you.” She turned and winked at me. “It was nice to visit with you, too, you old bucket of 
bolts. It was almost as much fun as pounding out the dents in my fender last summer. Well, I’ll 
see you at the next V.I.L.E. banquet.” 
 
A sly grin spread across her mask. “I don’t need your invitation, Mack. After The Darkness 
Below came out, I sent in an application, and I’m a member now. Even though they said 
technically I’m more of a rebel than a true villain, they liked my style.” 
  
I could hear growls of protest from the speaker as she handed the phone to me. “—nasty letter to 
the Board about letting in riffraff like—” 
 
“Hello?” I said. 
 
“Oh, hello, darling,” replied Makuta. 
 
“Hi, Makuta.” 
 
“It was such a pleasure to see you again, my dove, even if I only got to embrace you for few 
precious moments. I find myself, quite unexpectedly, feeling grateful to a former adversary for 
bringing you to visit me, despite the fact that her intentions weren’t altogether noble.” 
 
“Yeah. Well, thanks for dinner. Goodbye.”  
 
I started to push the ‘End’ button, but he raised his voice and said, “Wait!” 
 
“What is it?” I asked reluctantly. 
 
“I just wanted to thank you for your good influence on Krahka. It’s a relief knowing she’s not 
out to kill me anymore. Not that I was afraid of her, of course, but she’s certainly powerful 
enough be a bother.” 
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I looked at the changeling and grinned. “You’re welcome, Makuta. Now that she’s forgiven you, 
I’m sure you won’t have any more trouble from her.” Krahka burst out laughing. 
 
“Right. Oh, and thanks for getting her to tie up the Bahrag again. Don’t think for a moment that 
I’m incapable of finding out of what’s happened in my own lair.” 
 
I swallowed hard. “Uh... I hope you weren’t too hard on the Rahkshi for that. Did they repair all 
the damage they caused?” 
 
“They’re working on it. Of course, after their last little rampage in the LEGO parking lot, I had 
to rip things up with a tornado to make all the destruction look natural. It’ll be fun to watch the 
local TV weathermen tonight! But I’m not very angry with my sons, after the way they helped 
me with Karzahni. And I’m feeling really lucky that all the fighting didn’t destabilize my rocket 
fuel supply. So their punishment will be mild. Anyway, my angel, how do you like your new 
form?” 
 
“What new—” I began. Then I looked down at myself, and my mouth dropped open in surprise. I 
was different! I was about the same overall size, and my legs were the same, except for my new 
Gahlok feet. My arms now resembled Gali’s legs before her transformation. But the biggest 
change was my torso, which had been completely rebuilt around a central piece that looked 
uncannily like a blue Rahkshi foot. I glanced into the side mirror and was relieved to see I still 
had my familiar blue Kaukau Nuva. 
 
“I hate to boast,” he continued, “but I think you turned out even more delectable than before. 
And it thrills me to no end to think that the part that now forms your body was once connected to 
what’s now one of my own legs. Won’t the boys be surprised next time they see you! It’s a good 
thing Guurahk’s got new armor now, or he’d be pretty upset. And I absolutely cannot wait to see 
your new destructive side emerge.” 
 
Makuta laughed wickedly, then took advantage of my silence to keep rambling. “Your elemental 
powers were lost during your reconstruction, so I’ll restore them next time to make you my water 
goddess again. But what a heartbreaker you are not to come back and let me bask in your new 
pulchritude, or at least get a high-quality picture. The video taken by the security cameras is 
black and white, and it’s a bit grainy. It’s a good thing the backup generators kicked in when I 
drained all that power from the lair, or I wouldn’t even have that.” 
 
“I… you…” I stammered. 
 
“You’re no longer a mere Toa prototype, beloved, but a unique creature of my own custom 
design. Now when I look at you, I won’t have to think of that horrid Gali Nuva, whose beauty 
belies her cruelty. And this will be a test of the Toa’s real feelings toward you. When you find 
out how shallow they really are, you’ll appreciate the eternal quality of my devotion. I can’t draw 
you into myself and still keep you as you, but at least your body can bear the mark of my love.” 
 
He paused again, then added, “Are you still there, sweetheart? Say something!” 
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“You’re really scaring me,” I mumbled. 
 
“Don’t be afraid of change,” he said reassuringly. “Every time I get defeated, I see it as an 
opportunity to rebuild myself.” 
 
“I’m not afraid of change, Makuta,” I replied. “I’m afraid of you.”  
 
He laughed again, this time more gently. “Well, you needn’t be. As soon as I finish preparing 
your office, my lovely, I’ll come back for you. And then I’ll plaster my office wall with photos. I 
suppose, in the meantime, I could build a plastic version of you out of LEGO s. That’ll keep me 
going until I see you again. Oh, and I’ll have to buy a toy piano to set it on.” 
 
Feeling slightly queasy, I pushed a button on the phone to end the call. 
 
“Like those guys are going to exclude me from their club for trashing their banquet. They’re 
villains!” Then Krahka saw me studying my new arms and smiled wryly. “You just now noticed 
your makeover? You statics are always so freaked out when you get transformed.” 
 
“We’re not used to changing. I told you scary stuff always happens to me when I’m around 
him!” I lamented.  
 
“Well, at least you’ll never have the exact same look as another girl at the party again. And 
you’re still a humanoid blue pipsqueak. I see a Metru Nui Matoran that’s been super-sized, if I 
squint. And that kind of makes sense. Makuta’s awfully fond of those little villagers, in his 
weird, twisted way.” 
  
“And if you don’t squint, you see a Rahkshi foot with a head, arms, and legs,” I wailed. “My 
body is a piece of Makuta’s essence, crystallized into armor by his energized protodermis 
partner!” 
 
Krahka snickered. “I gotta hand it to him, that was pretty sneaky. But just think about some of 
the gruesome monsters he’s built. It could be a lot worse! He could have given you two heads, 
tentacles for arms, Tarakava tracks, and Mukau horns or something.” She changed into the 
dreadful creature she had just described, but then she reverted quickly to her Nokama form so 
she could press the gas pedal again. “Are you worried your friends will stop liking you because 
you have a chunk of Rahkshi instead of a body like theirs?” 
 
I thought about the Toa and smiled weakly. “Actually, I’m not all that concerned, Krahka. I 
imagine they’ll be rather surprised when they see me, but they know that what really counts is on 
the inside.” 
 
“Don’t I know it,” she chuckled, poking the figurine dangling from her rear view mirror. “I can 
look like Hello Kitty or the Rahi Nui, and I’m always the same old Krahka.” But in spite of her 
words, I had the feeling this strange trip had changed Krahka as much as it had changed me. 
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I sighed and looked at my new body again. Slowly, I moved all my parts to make sure everything 
worked. It occurred to me that Invulnerahk may have been about to mention his master’s plans to 
rebuild me when Shadrahk silenced him. Then I remembered something else. When I had 
jumped as Krahka flew under me, I went much higher than I had planned. Perhaps this was 
because of my new form. Could being made from a Rahkshi part have something to do with it? I 
would have to test the limits of my new body after I got home. Hopefully Krahka was inclined to 
take me there. It was encouraging that she seemed to be trying to cheer me up. Of course, it was 
her fault I had been rebuilt in the first place, but I didn’t feel like bringing that up. 
 
All things considered, I supposed I was fairly lucky. It was disturbing to have been rebuilt by 
Makuta, particularly when I remembered the touch of his creepy hands. And the idea that I might 
develop a destructive side was worrisome. But he hadn’t changed me too drastically. So I 
decided I could get used to it. I had already been rebuilt once before into a Nuva, and it didn’t 
make sense for someone made of LEGO s to get too attached to any particular configuration, 
anyway. 
 
Krahka interrupted my thoughts. “Speaking of forms, it’s been way too long since I’ve been able 
to resume my normal one. It’s the only way I can truly rest and recuperate. Would you mind 
driving while I get some sleep?” 
 
“Your—your true form? The one Makuta said would make my hydraulic fluid coagulate?” I 
asked nervously. 
 
“Yep, that one. Well, actually, a compact version of it, since these seats are too small to hold it. 
I’ll put a blanket over myself so you won’t lose control of the car or anything.” 
 
“Uh... all right,” I agreed. She pulled the Viper over onto the shoulder and got out, and we 
switched places. As I drove onto the highway, she arranged the blanket carefully to cover every 
inch of herself. I glanced over and saw that the shape under the fabric was changing. I quickly 
turned my eyes back to the road. 
 
“Now, don’t get any stupid ideas about peeking under the blanket,” said a strange, polyphonic 
voice. “If you wreck my car, you remember what happens!” 
 
“I certainly do,” I smiled grimly. “Good night, Krahka.” 
 
Nighttime was indeed coming, and I shaded my eyes against the glare of the fierce orange orb as 
I drove into the red and purple sunset. Soon it was dark, and the vast canopy of stars was the only 
thing that seemed to stand still as the sports car zoomed along the deserted highway. I flipped 
through Krahka’s CD collection and put a Switchfoot disc in the player. With no distance goal 
set for me this time, I cruised along at about the speed limit. Periodically I had to take my foot 
off the accelerator and slow down, because the Viper seemed to want to go fast. But I resisted the 
impulse to race, and without the fear of the police or Krahka, the drive was quite pleasant.  
 
Eventually my strange captor roused herself. The blanket moved, and then she threw it off. To 
my relief, she was back in her Nokama form. “Let’s get something to eat. I’m starving,” she 
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suggested. Her Rau changed to an Akaku Nuva, and she adjusted her lens. “Pull over at the next 
exit. There’s a Dairy Queen up there.” 
 
I couldn’t see a thing, but I nodded. Fifteen minutes later we were sitting in the floodlit parking 
lot of the hamburger restaurant. I watched Krahka grow an extra mouth and devour five 
cheeseburgers, two orders of fries, and three chocolate shakes while I ate my fish sandwich. I 
decided not to call her attention to the lettuce on her burgers.  
 
She saw me staring at her food and explained, “Hey, it takes a lot of energy to do all that 
shapeshifting and stuff. You gonna eat your fries?” 
 
I handed her the rest of my meal. “Krahka, Makuta said you sealed up the Bahrag again. Thanks 
for helping the Rahkshi!” 
 
“I owed them one,” she said with both her mouths full. 
 
“I guess so. But when did you manage to do it?” 
 
“Remember when he hit me with a blast of darkness, after I tossed a light ball at him?” she 
asked. “Well, I just teleported away to the chicken coop and gave them a quick blast of 
combined elemental energy. Then I came back just in time to emerge from the shadows.” 
 
“Well done,” I laughed. 
 
She added, “Believe me, I’ve learned the hard way how to find my way around in total darkness. 
You’ll see in BA#8.” 
 
My nap was next. I woke at dawn, still not quite believing Krahka would take me home. But the 
road signs indicated we were heading that direction. The rest of the drive was uneventful, except 
for one small incident with law enforcement. When I saw sirens flashing behind us, I said, 
“Krahka, the police are on our tail.” 
 
“I know,” she nodded. “Just be really still.” She pulled the car over onto the shoulder and 
transformed into a distinguished gray-haired man in aviator sunglasses, dress slacks, and a crisp 
white shirt, her top button undone and her striped tie loosened. 
 
A patrolman walked up to her window and spoke officiously. “License and registration, pl—oh!” 
he exclaimed. “Mr. Governor! So sorry to bother you, sir. I didn’t know you drove a car like 
this.” 
 
Krahka smiled broadly. “No problem, Officer. You’re just doing your job. And not many people 
know about the secret anniversary present the First Lady gave me last month.” She patted the 
door of the Viper. 
 
“Yes, sir. It’s very impressive, sir,” nodded the officer. “You deserve a little recreation after 
working so hard for us citizens.” 
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The patrolman’s partner walked up beside him. “What’s the deal here? Oh, the governor! What 
an honor.” 
 
“It’s nice to meet such fine young men, serving the public with dedication,” remarked Krahka, 
firmly shaking their hands. “Why don’t you give me your names and badge numbers, and I’ll 
make sure you get recognized for your hard work?” They pulled out their badges, and she copied 
the information onto a pad of paper with an engraved gold pen. 
 
“What’s the robot for, sir, if I might be so bold?” asked one of the patrolmen, pointing at me. 
 
“That’s a gift for my grandson,” Krahka chuckled. She reached over and punched my shoulder 
with her fist, and I tried not to wince. “He just loves those new LEGO action figures. This big 
one was in the window at the ToysRUs, and I asked them to save it for him when they changed 
their display.” 
 
“What a lucky boy!” exclaimed the officer. “My kid is really into those, too. Well, we won’t 
keep you any longer, sir. Have a nice drive!” They returned to their patrol car and drove away. 
 
I stared admiringly at Krahka as she changed back into a blue Toa Metru. “They always fall for 
that,” she grinned. “My driving habits force me to keep current on state-level politics. Of course, 
Mack’s fancy pen helped with the executive image, too.” She slid the gold pen into a 
compartment on her leg and closed it. Then she put the Dodge in gear and got back onto the 
road. 
 
“Before I met you, I didn’t realize a Rahi could be so smart,” I remarked. 
 
“I’m not all that smart. It’s just that using my powers forces me to be really observant.” Her 
reply only reinforced my impression. 
 
Many miles later, we reached the outskirts of my hometown. “All right, Squirt,” said Krahka, 
“I’ll take you back to your house now, on one condition.” 
 
“What’s that?” I asked uneasily. Surely it couldn’t be as unpleasant as the one Makuta had 
imposed last time he took me home. 
 
“That you forgive me for kidnapping you,” she replied. 
 
“Oh! Well, sure, Krahka. I forgive you. How could I not? Even though you dragged me into 
danger, you risked your own safety to drag me back out. It’s not a lifestyle I enjoy, but at least 
you were honorable.” 
 
“Thanks.” Her smile turned into a smirk. “Now I can do it again!” 
 
“Oh, no!” I moaned. 
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“Just kidding. Or am I?” she said slyly. 
 
I shook my head. “There’s never a dull moment around you, Krahka.” 
 
Krahka laughed. “So, how long will it take for you to get this story written and posted on 
BZPower?” 
 
“I’m not going to write one,” I replied. “I’ve decided not to post any more stories with Makuta in 
them.” 
 
Krahka glared at me. “Oh, yes, you are. And you’d better make it accurate. I want everyone to 
know that I out-connived that scumbag this time. Especially Great Being Farshtey.” 
 
“He doesn’t read fan fiction. He doesn’t want to use inadvertently an idea from someone’s 
story,” I explained. “Not that it wouldn’t totally make my day, but that’s the policy.” 
 
“Aww, man!” she grumbled. “So, that must be how Lug-Nut keeps getting away with stalking 
you?” 
 
I nodded. “LEGO has no idea. And if I told them, I’m sure I’d live to regret it.” 
 
“Well, go ahead and post the story. If the fans read it, maybe they’ll tell LEGO they want to see 
more of me in the storyline. So it could still be useful.” 
 
“But those stories are the reason Makuta keeps coming back and harassing me. You said so 
yourself on the way up there.” 
 
“Not my problem, sister. You’ll just have to take that risk. I got a good look at that brown 
Rahkshi that shatters stuff, and I know where you live.” 
 
“You wouldn’t really do that, would you?” I whimpered. 
 
“Try me,” she growled. “Oh, and you’d better not make me look nice in the story. None of this 
goody-two-shoes moralistic crud about the value of forgiveness. I’ve got a reputation to 
maintain, you know.” 
 
“Don’t worry,” I said meekly. “I’ll be sure to point out that after you decided not to use me as 
bait, you tried to sell me into slavery.” 
 
She nodded. “I saved you only because that cheapskate wouldn’t give me any money for you. 
Are we clear on that?” She raised her arm, and it changed into Panrahk’s staff. “Your house is 
mighty tempting.” 
 
“Couldn’t be clearer,” I sighed. 
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“Good.” She turned her attention back to the road. A few more minutes of driving brought us to 
my neighborhood. As she slowed down to navigate the residential streets, I rolled down the 
window to enjoy the fresh air and smell the roses of the lady down the block. Finally the Viper 
pulled up to the curb in front of my house. “Well, there you go, Squirt,” she announced. 
 
“Thanks for bringing me home, Krahka,” I smiled as I got out of the car. 
 
“Yeah, yeah. Get your story up right away, I’ll be checking for it.” She took the gold pen out of 
the compartment on her leg and scribbled a phone number onto the pad of paper. “Here’s my 
number. When that creep comes back to hassle you, just give me a call. I’d love an excuse to 
torment him some more.” 
 
“I’m hoping he won’t,” I muttered, taking the paper and closing the door. “Maybe Greg Farshtey 
will write his biography, or he’ll notice that one is being written by another BZPower member, 
and then he’ll leave me alone.” 
 
“Get real! You know he’ll be back, especially now that he’s rebuilt you. He’ll want you to wrap 
yourself around his microphone stand and sing ‘Pieces of Me’,” she snorted. “But don’t lose any 
sleep over it. He’s got to remodel his love nest first. Oh, and that reminds me. Here’s a little 
souvenir for your wall.” Reaching under the seat, she produced a copper Huna and handed it to 
me through the open window. 
 
My eyes widened in surprise as I accepted the mask. “Thanks.” 
 
“Don’t mention it. Later, girlfriend.” She popped the clutch and roared away down the street. 
 
I watched my strange new friend drive away. Suddenly all the stress and fatigue caught up with 
me, and my rebuilt body felt weak and tired. I stumbled through the charred doorway and set 
down my gleaming Mask of Victory on the end table. Then I staggered into the bathroom, turned 
on the tub spigot, and poured in a couple capfuls of water-lily bubble bath. Smiling, my eyes 
closed, I sank into the bubbles for a nice, long soak. 
 
 
THE END 
 
 
So, that’s what happened. I sure hope Krahka likes my story… And if you want to see my new 
form, go to Makuta’s topic in the BBC Forum. *glare* 
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GaliGee Remix 
Makuta’s Own Creation 

 
Recently I was fortunate enough to get an unexpected visit from GaliGee, and through a quite 
extraordinary chain of events, I had the chance to rebuild her. This is how she looks now. Isn’t 
she lovely? 
 

 
 
I apologize for the poor quality of the video, which was taken by the security camera just outside 
the entrance to Mangaia. Alas, since she declined to come back and pose for me, it’s the only 
photographic evidence I have. So I built a toy version of her with LEGO pieces to show you 
more detail. I put a model of my own latest incarnation into a couple of the pictures for scale.  
 

 
 
Of course, I didn’t just throw this form together at the last moment. I’d been planning to rebuild 
my beloved for some time. (I got several ideas, including the design of her spine and hips, from 
that young Shannara fellow’s rather intriguing model of her.) I’m quite happy with the sweet 
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little creature that resulted from my effort. The plastic version has two major flaws—the range of 
motion of her arms is limited somewhat by the orientation of the shoulder joints, and the upper 
torso tends to separate from her lower back because it’s held only by a half-height gray 
cylinder—but the real one is quite limber and strong. Best of all, she’s no longer a prototype of 
Gali Nuva, who would be pleasant to gaze upon if I could manage to overlook the fact that she’s 
constantly trying to kill me. 
 
I don’t know if GaliGee has noticed this yet, but since she’s built around a Rahkshi part now 
(from Guurahk’s old armor, which the Toa Nuva mercilessly dismembered—but don’t worry, 
I’ve made him a new set since then), she has the ability to fly for short distances, like a Bohrok 
with a Krana Vu. Obviously I didn’t make her fast enough to evade me, but she’s got sufficient 
lift to soar over a moderate-sized obstacle or a ravine. (Whenever I see her, I always like to leave 
her with a little something to remember me by. Call me hopelessly sentimental.) It will be very 
interesting to see if she develops a destructive side. 
 
As soon as I can persuade her to return to paradise and serve—er, keep me company, I’ll post a 
few more photos. And if you’re curious as to how she came to be in my lair, you’ll find the 
whole story in the Epics forum. But I must caution you to take it with a grain of salt. She has a 
tendency to make it sound like she’s in some sort of danger whenever she’s in my presence. You 
know how dramatic female creatures can be. 
 
Thank you for your attention. Now, if you’ll excuse me, I’ve got some strategy to work on. 
LEGO may have put me on ice for a season, but when I return, I plan to make an impression.  
 
M 

 
 


